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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
All that we know of Strabo's life and work is found
in the pages of his Geography.

1

He was born probably in

the winter of 64/63 B.C. at Amaseia in Pontus and died
there in 24 or 25 A.D.

His ancestors were mainly Greek

with some Asian blood intermingled.

There was a strong

military strain in the family--a family of wealth and influence, for Strabo had much leisure time to devote to his
studies and writing.

He had an elaborate Greek education,

later studying under the Peripatetics and eventually becoming an adherent of Stoicism.

The influence of Greece

and Asia Minor was strong in Strabo's life, but he also
appreciated the Roman achievements in military affairs and
government.

Though Strabo claims more extensive travels

than any other geographer before his time, his trips to
Rome, Ethiopia on the Nile, Egypt, and the Euxine Sea seem
1

For details of Strabo's life with bibliography and
discussion of problems see Aujac-Lasserre vii-xlvii. The
best treatment of the geographer's lost work, Historical
Memoirs, is E. Honigmann, "Strabon," RE, 4A, 1 (1931) 8590. For history of the manuscript tradition see AujacLasserre xlviii-xcvii.
1

2

to have been in some official capacity rather than for scientif ic research.
Before his Geography Strabo wrote a history of the
Roman world covering events prior to the opening and subsequent to the closing of Polybius' History.
torical Memoirs ('Icr-rop1..xa unoµvnµa-ra)

These His-

are lost,

2

but

Strabo himself says that they were based upon the same
principles as his Geography (16.27 ff.)--studies founded in
moral and political philosophy, addressed particularly to
men of high position.

We can do no more than date this

work before the Geography.

Scholars place the date of the

latter from 7 B.C. to 19 A.D.
Strabo divided his Geography into seventeen books.
Books 1 and 2 are an introduction to the whole work--a
history of geography before Strabo with long passages in
defense of Homer's knowledge and in criticism of particular
theories

he~d

by Strabo's predecessors.

Books 3-7 are a de-

scription of western Europe--Iberia, Gaul, Britain, Italy,
and Sicily.

In Books 8-10 Strabo treats Greece and the

adjoining islands.

Books 11-17 are a description of Asia

Minor and the lands to the north, Egypt, and North Africa.
Strabo based his Geography on his own travels, word
of mouth of eyewitnesses, and written works.
2

The last is

For a summary of the fragments see Honigmann (above,
note 1) 87-90.

3

by far the most significant source.

Because a great deal

of wha.t we know about ancient geography has been preserved
in Strabo's Geography, much emphasis has been placed on
determining and analyzing the sources on which Strabo based
his work.

3

This Quellenforschung led E. Honigmann to con-

elude an article on Strabo's life and works with an evaluation of the Geography in terms of what it does and does
not preserve from ancient geography:
Die Lektilre seines Werkes erweckt infolgedessen
immer wieder ein zwiespaltiges Gefilhl: Enttauschung
Uber das, was seine Verstandnislosigkeit uns vorenthalt, neben Befriedigung Uber das viele Wertvolle,
das er uns immer noch gerettet hat.4
This view of Strabo portrays him as a compiler or editor,
and detracts from his individual qualities as writer and
geographer.

It is not surprising that Hugo Bidder at-

tempted to trace all the Homeric quotations in Strabo to
the geographer's predecessors.

Are we to infer, then, that

Homeric influence in Strabo's Geography is merely a reflection of Strabo's sources, a kind of residue left by
those who had gone before him?

I think not.

But first

it is necessary to consider at least one example to understand Bidder's method of argument.
The Homeric quotations in Book 3 have been traced to
Posidonius (Bidder 6-7).
3
4

Bidder argues that bits of infor-

For bibliography see Jones xxxiv-xxxv.
Honigmann (above, note 1) 151.

4

mation in Book 3 closely parallels details in Book l

in

passages which Strabo himself attributes to Posidonius {cf.
Bidder 4-6).

The following similarities have been noted:

Il. 8.485-486 praised in 201.16-17 and at the foot of page
2; Homer founds poetic myth in fact (202.16-18 and 7.2728); Homer knew the Cimmerians lived in Bosporus (201.2224 and 7.8-10); Homer knew of Heracles' expedition (202.
8-11 and 2.20-21); Strabo mentions the Elysian Fields and
the Islands of the Blessed, and quotes Od. 4.563-568
9-15 and 2.23-3.3}.

(203.

The final argument is that Strabo

mentions the city of Odysseia and the temple of Athene in
202.20-22.

The same facts are found in Book 3, 212.25-

26, and are attributed to Posidonius by Strabo at 212.26.
Strong as it may seem, Bidder's argument is not completely convincing.

He does not mention that in 212.27

Artemidorus and Asclepiades are also cited as authorities
for the same facts along with Posidonius:

WC IlOOELOWVLOC

The situation is closer to what H. F. Tozer says about
Strabo and his sources:
Indeed, however much Strabo may have been indebted to
others for his materials, his independence of judgement
is shown by his carefulness in comparing his authorities and balancing their statements, and by the trouble which he takes to cast the facts which he collects
in a mould of his own.5
5

Toz~r

249.

5

Strabo does not blindly record facts as they occur in a
source but weighs and selects in accordance with his own
purposes.

Though Strabo may be accused of not being as

critical of Homeric facts as Eratosthenes was, at the same
time his use of Homer does not approach the excess of
Demetrius' thirty books on the sixty lines of the Trojan
catalogue in Il. 2.

This is also evident in Strabo's at-

titude toward Posidonius and Polybius concerning the wealth
of

.
6
t h e Tur d etanians.

Some stories are too fantastic and

others too detailed to suit Strabo's intentions.

So too

in the case of the Homeric citations, we must consider them
as selected--no matter whether from secondary sources or
from a Homeric text--and included by Strabo for some purpose.

And yet, it is important to realize that in so doing

we are not denying the influence of Strabo's predecessors:
Homeric discussion had gone on from Eratosthenes' time
to Strabo's, and Homer's fame had in no wise abated.
No wonder, then, that Strabo should give so much space
to Homeric subjects. Herein he reflected the studies
of his forerunners.?
What should be emphasized here is the likelihood that
Strabo exercised discretion in treating his predecessors,
among them Homer.
With the support of arguments based only on one passage from Strabo's Geography we can do no more than ten6
7

see the opening pages of Chapter III.

E. Sihler, "On Homer and Strabo," Proceedings of the
American Philological Association 11 (1881) 5.

3

6

tatively accept that Strabo has a definite use in mind for
Homer.

Nevertheless, we may still ask how Homer is used.

Little has been done in this field, a field one scholar
has described as "so vast, so persistent, so ubiquitous."

8

Honigmann has categorically denied that Strabo appreciated
Homer as poet or considered him an authority for history:
Homer hat fiir ihn nicht als Dichter oder Originalquelle
fur primitive Zilstande in Hellas, sondern nur als Objekt grammatisch-antiquarischer Untersuchungen und geographischer Theorien Bedeutung.9
.
Strabo's use of Homer is also belittled in the general
works on ancient geography.

Tozer speaks of "Strabo's ex-

travagant veneration for Homer as a geographical author.t

1

y. nlO

J. Oliver Thomson says that Strabo shares with

Polybius "the common crotchet of overrating Homer's knowledge.1111

E. H. Bunbury speaks of "the blind reverence

paid by most Greeks of his day to the works of the great
poet."

12

And yet, just as the view of Strabo as a compiler

or editor has changed, especially in more recent time,
there have also been attempts to see Homer as a genuine
authority in Strabo.

E. Sihler made the general obser-

8

E. Sihler, "Strabo of Amaseia:
his Works," AJP 44 (1923) 142.
9

Honigmann (above, note 1) 151.

10
11
12

Tozer 256.
Thomson 209.
Bunbury 214.

His Personality and

7

vation that Strabo considered Homer's words as "very sub13
stantial history."
This would seem to fit with the geo.
1 d'igression.
.
nl4
grapher's tendency to "h'istorica

Specu-

lation, however, on Strabo's use of Homer (and the reasons
for it) has been sparse and based on a small number of the
Homeric citations in Strabo.

The most recent work to be

found is in a book by Germaine Aujac.

An entire chapter

is devoted to Strabo's view of Homer, and it may be summarized by quoting the chapter's concluding paragraph:
Connaisance scientifique, sagesse philosophique,
charme poetique (ou artistique), telles sont les qualites qui font d'Homere un vrai geographe aux yeux de
Straban. Telles sont aussi sans doute les qualites
que se voudrait notre auteur, qu'il s'attribue peutetre partiellement d'ailleurs, dans l'espoir reconfortant d'~tre un jour considere comme le digne successeur d'un tel Mattre.15
According to Aujac Strabo valued Homer as poet and scientist, hiding under the pleasant guise of myth his knowledge
of the ocean's movements and alluvial deposits, the arctic
circle, the spheroidal shape of the world, and the winds.
Her analysis, however, is based on a small number of citations, most of them from Books 1 and 2 of Strabo's Geography.
It should be clear now that a thorough investigation
13
14
15

sihler (above, note 8) 143.
Bunbury 214.

G. Aujac, Straban et la science de son temps
1966) 36.

(Paris

8
of the Homeric citations in Strabo is necessary:

first,

to demonstrate once more--this time in regard to Homer-that Strabo was not a blind compiler or editor; second,
to describe accurately and completely the ways in which
Strabo uses Homer.

All the quotations from the Iliad and

Odyssey, all references to the epics, and all allusions
to Homer by name must be examined.

Then the citations must

be listed, discussed, and categorized.

The body of the

paper will require that the contexts in which the citations
occur be paraphrased.

The reader is requested to take

Strabo's advice (888.1-2) and "endure the dry part."

For

once the citations have been completely gathered, it can
be shown that Strabo was not an unthinking compiler, not
an editor of older works, but that the geographer used and
valued Homer as an authority in various fields because the
poet provided information which agreed with Strabo's philosophy of geography.
Despite its age Meineke's text of 1877 has been selected for use in this paper.

It remains the authoritative

complete text and has been chosen for use in the compilation of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae.

Wherever rele-

vant its readings have been checked against the texts of
Jones and Aujac-Lasserre.

The most notable characteristic

of the Meineke text in regard to the Homeric citations is
that a small number of them have been excised from the

9

text. 16

17
Modern e d.itors, h owever, genera 11 y d.isagree,

and most of the excised citations have been restored.

In

regard to Homer's text, Bidder concluded that Strabo's
readings contribute nothing new (Bidder 55), but Thomas

w.

Allen finds the geographer useful in furnishing the

readings of other people, noting among the various cate18
gories omissions and transpositions in Strabo ',s text.
I have used the Oxford editions of the Iliad and
odyssey by David Monro and Thomas Allen, hereafter referred
to as the Oxford Text.

All translations of Strabo and

Homer are my own except where noted.
vided for Chapters III-V.

Maps have been pro-

They do not include everything

treated in the paper but should help the reader follow the
course of Strabo's narrative more easily.
16

Meineke's explanations of text are not found in
Strabonis Geographica but in a supplementary work, A.
Meineke, Vindiciarum Straboniarum liber (Berlin 1852).
17

See, for example, W. Aly, Straban von Amaseia (Bonn
1957) 20:
"Meineke aber hat dann die Lehre von dem miserablen Zustand des Strabontextes im Allgemeinen und den pessimus interpolator im Besonderen geradezu zum Dogma erhoben
und beher~scht heute damit noch das Feld."
18
T. Allen, Homer: The Origins and the Transmission
(Oxford 1924) 262-263.

CHAPTER II
BOOKS l AND 2:

DEFENSE OF HOMER

AND PRELIMINARIES
Books 1 and 2 constitute Strabo's introduction to
his geography.

A critical history of his predecessors (es-

pecially Eratosthenes and his three books on geography)
spills over from the first book to the second.

Homer is

mentioned first among previous geographers, and more than
half of Book 1 is spent proving Homer's broad knowledge
of geography--for example, his acquaintance with Oceanus,
the Ethiopians, the Nomad Scythians of the north, the geography of Odysseus', Jason's, and Menelaus' wanderings.
Early in the book Strabo disputes Eratosthenes' contention
that the poet's aim is to please and not to instruct, and
from this point Strabo's defense of Homer's knowledge begins.

Book 2 is a continuation of Strabo's criticism of

Eratosthenes, and it concludes--after attacks on Polybius
and Posidonius--with a summary outline of Books 3-17.
Books 1 and 2 have been the target of critics.
19

see Bunbury 219-221 and Thomson 209.
10

19

11
Although Strabo sets out ostensibly to give a history of
geography and a defense of his own work, he concentrates
on specific topics and frequently becomes entangled in
irrelevant digressions.

In Book 1 a constant cause of

these digressions is the geographer's tendency to impassioned defense of Homer's knowledge against attacks upon
the poet by his predecessors.
in the following way:
bien souvent

a

20

Aujac comments on Book 1

"Chez Straban, la logique le cede

la passion.

Effet de la passion assurement

que cette defense forcenee d'Homere qui occupe une grande
partie du livre.

1121

Str·abo' s Introduction
Strabo opens his work by placing geography in the
sphere of the philosopher.

Three reasons are given:

first, those who have treated geography were philosophers,
and the first among these is Homer; sec9nd, only a man of
wide learning

(noAuµaae~a)

can undertake geography, and

wide learning is said to constitute philosophy; third, the
utility of geography requires that the geographer be a philosopher, that is, a man inquiring into the art of life
and happiness.

Strabo then proposes (1.21) to consider

each point in detail, and Homer is the first to be treated.

20
Books l

For possible sources of the Homeric quotations in
and 2 see Bidder 1-18.

21 A '
UJac- Lasserre 11 - 12 •

12

Both Strabo and his predecessors are right in making
Homer the founder of geography.

Homer had surpassed both

ancients and more recent writers, not only in the excellence of his poetry, 6.A.A.a axe:6ov -rt. xat -rf.i xa-rO. "t'OV Slov
tµne:t.pl~

-rov noA.t."t't.xov.

Strabo continues as follows:

Because of this he engaged not only in public matters
in order to learn of as many of them as possible and
to hand this down to those after him, but also in the
geography of individual places and the inhabited world
in its entirety, both land and sea. Otherwise he would
not have gone to the ends of the earth, going about
it in his description.
(2.2-2.7)
Down to 6.lO Strabo attempts to prove that Homer
really said that the world is surrounded by Oceanus on all
sides.

Homer mentions some countries by name, while only

hinting at others.

He openly names Libya, Ethiopia_, Erem-

bia, and Sidonia, but only vaguely refers to the far east
and far west by saying that they are washed by Oceanus.
The sun and the constellations rise out of Oceanus and set
in it: 22
n£A.t.o~ UEV ~ne:t.-ra VEOV npoaeSaA.A.e:v apoupa~,
€~ axaA.appe:l-rao Sa0uppoou ·nxe:avoto.
(Il.

7.421-422)

EV 6' fne:a' ·nxe:av~ A.aµnpov ~ao~ ne:A.lot.o,
€A.xov vux"t'a µE:A.at.vav.
(Il. 8.485-486)
As for the west, Homer makes it clear that the inhabitants are wealthy and blessed with a temperate climate.
He had pobably heard of Iberia's wealth and of the invasions of Heracles from the Phoenicians.
22

The Zephyrus

. k e stri'k es t h ese two quotations
.
f rom h'is text.
Meine
They are restored by Jones and Aujac-Lasserre.

13

blows in the west according to Homer, and he locates the
Elysian Plain there also, the place where Menelaus will
be sent by the gods:
6.A..A.a a' E:G 'HA.uai.ov ne:6Cov xa.t ne:Cpa.Ta. ya.CnG
a8ava.TOl. TtEµ~ouai.v, 081. Ea.v8oG 'Pa.6aµa.v8UG
• 4
Q
•
i1
T~ ne:p p71~aTT) ~1.oxn rt~Ae:t.
•••
ou v 1.cpe:-r6G, o'lh' dp' xe: 1. µWv noA.uG • .. •
a.A.A.' a.te:t Ze:cpupot.o A.1.yu TtVELoVTOG af)Ta.G
'Qxe:a.voG avl11a1..
(Od. 4.563-568}
The Islands of the Blessed also lie in the west.
Strabo next notes (3.6 ff.) that Homer makes it clear
that the Ethiopians live at the ends of the earth on the
banks of Oceanus.
61.xaa 6e:6a.la.-ra.1.,

This is seen in Od. 1.23:
~axa.Tot.

6.v6pwv.

supported by Il. 1.423-424:
aµuµova.G At81.onna.G I

x81.~0G

At8Corta.G, -rot

This supposition is also

ze:uG yap EG ·nxe:a.vov µe:-r'
~Sn

µe:-ra 6a.t-ra.

The farthest

land to the north is also bounded by Oceanus, for Homer
says (Il. 18.489 and Od. 5.275):
e:"tpwv ·nxe:a.voto.

oCn 6' aµµopOG EOTl. A.o-

By the "Bear" and "Wain" Homer means the

"arctic circle," for otherwise he would not have said that
the Bear has no share in the baths of Oceanus.

Strabo con-

tinues by saying that a great many stars complete their
revolutions in the same part of the sky which is always
visible to the poet.

We should not, therefore, accuse

Homer of ignorance because he knew only of one Bear,

for

it is probable that the other Bear had not been marked out
in Homer's time.

Strabo then notes that the same is true

of other constellations.

Consequently, Crates is incorrect

14
-:
23
in emending the line from oCn to OLO~.

He thus makes the

adjective agree with "arctic circle" and not "Bear."
Heraclitus' interpretation of the Bear as "arctic circle"
is better and more Homeric, for the former is the boundary
beyond which the stars neither rise nor set.

Therefore,

by "Bear" or "Wain" Homer means "arctic circle," and by
"Oceanus" he means the horizon where the stars rise and
set.

When Homer says that the Bear makes it revolution

without touching Oceanus, he shows that he knows the arctic
circle touches the most northerly part of the horizon.

If

we interpret Homer's verse in this way, the terrestrial
horizon closely corresponds to Oceanus, and the arctic circle touches the earth at its most northerly inhabited
point.

Therefore, this part of the earth, according to

Homer (as Strabo says), is washed by Oceanus.
knows of the people of the north.

Homer also

They are not mentioned

by name, ·but their lifestyle is correctly described as noroadie, and they as (Il. 13.5-6 paraphrased)
UOAYOU~ yaAax-co~ayou~ aSlou~

ayauou~

tnnn-

"CE.

Homer indicates in other ways that Oceanus surrounds
the earth.

Strabo cites Hera as saying in: Il. 14.200-201:

EtµL yap 64;oµlvn noAu~opSou nElpai:-a yalnG
8Ewv YEVEOLV.

I 'Oxe:avov -re:

Strabo explains that Homer means Oceanus

touches all the extremities, and these, in turn, surround
23

Strabo here quotes the line again in emended form.

15

the earth.

In the making of Achilles' arms Horner places

Oceanus in a circle around the hero's shield (Il. 18.606607).

Another example of Homer's

~LAonpayµaoUVTJb

is his

knowledge of the tides of the ocean, &.i.µoppoou 'Qxe:avot:o
(Il. 18.399).

Horner says Charybdis i;ptb µE\i yap -r' avlTJOLV

en' Tjµai;t., i;ptb 6' avapot.S6e:t: (Od. 12.105). Even if
24
"thrice" does not seem correct,
the principle remains the
same.

The phrase,

€~

axaAappe:li;ao (Il. 7.422), is a ref-

erence to the flood tide which comes with a gentle current.

Posidonius conjectures from the poet's reference

to the headlands being sometimes covered and sometimes
bare, and from Homer's calling Oceanus a river, that the
poet means "the flow of tides" by "the current of Oceanus."
Strabo, however, criticizes this view by stating that the
swell and ebb of the tide is not like a river's stream.
He finds Crates' explanation more acceptable:

Oceanus as

a whole is "deep-flowing" and "back-flowing,'·' and also a
river.

A part of Oceanus is spoken of as a river or

"stream of a river."

It must be the part which Horner means

when he says (Od. 12.1-2):

aui:ap ene:t noi;aµot:o Alne:v poov

'Qxe:avot:o I VTJUb1 &.no 6' rxe:i;o xuµa 3aAaOOTJb e:upunopoi.o.
According to Strabo, Horner must mean "Oceanus" by "sea,"
for otherwise the line means that after Odysseus left
~

24 strabo notes that there are actually two tidal·
movements per day. He explains that Homer may have strayed
from fact or that there may be a text corruption.

16
Oceanus, he entered Oceanus.
After supporting what Homer· means about Oceanus by
citing common sense and the evidence of exploration, Strabo
concludes (6.31) that Homer knows and clearly describes
the remote ends of the inhabited earth and what surrounds
it.

Strabo then discusses the poet's familiarity with the

Mediterranean Sea.
The geographer begins by noting that Homer knows the
Mediterranean because he is acquainted with the countries
by which it is bounded.

25

Homer also knows about the

Propontis, the Euxine Sea up to Colchis, Cimmerian Bosporus,
and the Cimmerians, who, near Homer's time, overran the
whole region from the Bosporus to Ionia.

At any rate,Homer

hints that the country is gloomy and that the Cimmerians
are (Od. 11.15-16 and 19):
ntpL xat VE<PtA~ XExaAuµµEVOL" ou6t noT' aUTOUG
• HeA.LoG cpaE:-8wv E:nLA.aµnETaL26 • . .
aAA' E:nt vuE 6Aon TETaTaL.
Homer also knows of the Ister River, since he speaks of
the Mysians, a tribe which lives on the Ister, and he is
also acquainted with the seaboard next to the Ister on the
Thracian side as far as the Peneius River, since he mentions
the Paeonians, Athos, Axius, and the neighboring islands.
25

strabo lists the following: Libya, Egypt, Phoenicia,
the continent opposite Cyprus, the Solymi, Lycia, Caria,
the seaboard between Mycale and the Troad, the islands adjacent.
26

The Oxford Text reads E:nL6E:pxETaL.
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Homer also mentions the entire coast of Greece as far as
Thesprotia, the promontories.of Italy (for he speaks of
Temesa and Sicily), and the headlands of Iberia.

If Homer

misses anything in between these countries, he should be
pardoned, for even the professional geographer omits many
details.

The poet should also be pardoned for giving de-

tails of a mythical nature in his historic and didactic
narrative.
the airr

Eratosthenes is wrong in his contention that

of poetry is to entertain, not to instruct.

Strabo

asserts that the wisest writers say poetry is a sort of
basic philosophy.

The geographer promises a longer refu-

tation later in the book.

27

He then concludes (8.4) that

he hopes what he has said so far is sufficient to prove
that Homer was the first geographer.
To 10.7 Strabo again defends the notion that a geographer must be a man of wide learning.

In geography the

celestial and terrestrial phenomena are closely related,
and in no way separate, ocrcrov OUPUVOG EOT 1
8.16).

ano

yalnG (Il.

Strabo considers a knowledge of the sea important

in addition to knowledge of the land.

Both ancient tra-

dition and reason make it clear that the benefit is great
for anyone who has information of this kind.

At any rate,

the poets make the wisest heroes those who visited many
places and roamed much.
27

It is a gr~at achievement to have

See below, pp. 21-22.
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no/.)1.WV av8pwn:wv t6e:'Cv d.cr"te:a Kat v6ov yvwvai.

phrased).

Strabo gives more examples:

(Od. 1. 3 para-

Nestor boasts of

having lived with the Lapithae, to whom he had gone uninvited:

Tn.A68e:v E:E an:lnG yalnG· Ka.AE:crav"t"O yap O.U"t"Ol {Il.

1. 270).

Menelaus also boasts (Od., 4. 83-85):

Kun:pov ~01..vlKnv -re: Kat Atyun:TlouG E:n:a.Anae:tG
At81..on:aG 8' LK6µnv Kat E1..6ovlouG Kat 'Epe:µSouG
xat A1.,f3Unv.
To this the hero adds the distinctive specialty of the
country:

Cva T' dpve:G dcpa.p Ke:paot Te:.AE:8oucr1..· I TPtG yap

-rlK-re:i. µt;.Aa "te:.Ae:crcpopov e:tG E:vi.au"tov (Od. 4.85-86}.

While

speaking of Thebes in Egypt, Menelaus says (Od. 4.229}:
n:.Ae:'Ccr"ta cpE:pe:i.

~e:l6wPOG

dpoupa.

Tfj

Of Thebes itself he says:

tE01..xve:ucr1.. cruv tn:n:o1..01..v Kat 6xe:crcp1..v (Il. 9.383-384).

It

was certainly because of Heracles' broad experience that
Homer speaks of him as a man who was µe:ya.Awv E:ni.lcrTopa
~pywv

(Od. 21.26).

Strabo then repeats that his theory is

supported both by ancient tradition and reason.
The geographer next states that geography is directly
useful to commanders and rulers.

But, since rulers are

concerned with different sections of the world, it is impossible that they (or geographers) be equally familiar
with all regions of the world.
demand that it be well known.

The needs of a certain area
The Indian geographer will

not add details about Boeotia such as Homer gives (Il. 2.
496-497; 12.2-3):

ot 8' "Yplnv tvtµov"to Kat A6.Al6a

n:e:i;p~-
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e:aaa.v / Exo'Cvov

"C"e:

ExwA.ov -re:.

These details are not rele-

vant to India or Indian rulers, for utility does not urge
this--and utility most of all should be the standard in
these matters.

Geography, therefore, is concerned with the

practice of political philosophy.
Strabo next states that geography also involves theory (13.24 ff.), as, for example, the theory of myth and
history.

When a man tells of the wanderings of Odysseus,

Menelaus, or Jason (indirect reference to Homer), he can
make a useful contribution if he draws a lesson from the
hardships suffered by the heroes.

The geographer as well

should pay attention to what is useful rather than to what
is famous and charming.
In treating geography Strabo notes again the need
for other disciplines--especially geometry and astronomy.
Among scientific propositions which must be taken for granted is the spheroidal shape of the earth's surface.

Strabo

sees evidence of this in the common fact that sailors cannot see distant lights.

The curvature of the earth seems

to have been noted by Homer also (Od. 5.393):

6Eu µaA.a.

npo·i:owv, µe:yaA.ou UJtO xuµa.i:-oc ap3E l c.
According to Strabo more knowledge that must be taken
for granted is in the field of astronomy.

A person must

not be so ignorant as to exclaim in fear as Odysseus did
(Od • 10 • l 9 0-19 2 ) :

20

066' om;i f)E:A.t.OG epae:crlµfjpo-roG e:tcr' UTtO ya'Cav,
066 1 on~ avve:'i:-rat..
And yet, on the other hand, one should not have extremely
accurate knowledge--that would be useless in Strabo's view.
The geographer concludes his introduction (down to
17.13) with some general remarks on his work as a whole.
Although Strabo does not cite Horner in this passage, we
should note carefully what the geographer writes:

Geo-

graphy is intended for the liberally educated man, both the
statesman and the private citizen.

If a person has given

no thought to excellence or practical wisdom, he will be
unable to praise or blame or to pass judgement on the historical facts worth being recorded in this geography (xplve:i.v oaa uvnunc aEt.a

TW'V

ye:yov6-rwv).

Strabo goes on to

say that his work is especially intended for those in exalted positions.

In his geography only the works of dis-

tinguished men shall be recorded.

Petty and ignoble things

(µ1.xpa xat a6oEa) are left out, and attention is paid to
the noble and great (€v66Eo1.c xat µe:yaA.01.c), the practically useful, the memorable, and the entertaining.

Strabo

asks that the same indulgence be granted by the audience
to his work as would be granted to colossal statues-namely, that the whole an4 not the individual parts be
judged.

Strabo concludes by stating that he has tried

to show his work to be serious and worthy of a philosopher.

21
Defense of Homer
Strabo's next concern is to justify another geography in an already crowded field of study.

One justi-

fication is the new territory opened by the Romans.
deserves a full treatment (down to 18.16).

It

Strabo then

moves to criticsm of his predecessors (18.17 ff.).

The

first to be considered is Eratosthenes, and special attention is given to Hipparchus' objections to him.

Strabo

first claims that Eratosthenes' reliability is not as
faulty as some would have it, and yet not without blame.
Eratosthenes praises Bion, for example, but still says that
people often said of Bion the following (18.32):

pax€wv

o

B(wv (Od. 18.74}.

EX

ornv

Strabo decides that he must

criticize Eratosthenes' geography as much as he is able to.
Strabo begins with an attack on Eratosthenes' proposition that poetry aims to entertain.

On the contrary,

says Strabo, the ancients asserted that poetry is a kind
of basic philosophy, which from boyhood introduces to us
how to live and pleasurably instructs us in character,
emotions,, and actions.

Strabo's school (the Stoics) goes

even further to state that the wise man alone is poet.
this reason poetry is the primary form of education.
sicians also realize its worth.

For
Mu-

Homer too speaks of the

bards as men wise in morality, as when he says of the guardian of Clytemnestra (Od. 3.267-268):

- n6AA'

~

ETIETEAAEV /
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•Ai;pe;'~onc Tpo~nvoe:

x1..wv e:Cpucr8a.1.. axo1..-r1..v.

Aegisthus was

unable to overcome Clytemnestra until (Od. 3.270-272)

...

i;ov ·µtv &.o 1...0ov aywv

E:~

vf'jcrov E:pfiµnv

xaA.A. l.. TtEV • • •
i;nv 6' E:8€A.wv E:8€A.oucra.v &.vnya.ye:v

~voe:

56µov5e:.

Yet, Eratosthenes contradicts himself, for in the beginning
of his work he states that all poets like to show off their
knowledge of geography.

Homer, at any rate, showed that

he knew Ethiopia, Libya, and Egypt.

He also went into de-

tail on Greece, calling Thisbe "haunt of doves" (Il. 2.
502), Haliartus "grassy"

(Il. 2. 503), Anthedon "at the ex-

tremes" (Il. 2.508), and Lilaea "by the springs of Cephissus"
(Il. 2.523).

Eratosthenes adds that the poet never used

an inappropriate epithet.
or an instructor?

Is, then, Homer an entertainer

According to Strabo the latter is ob-

viously true, but since Homer fills in everything with
mythical marvels, Eratosthenes unjustly excludes Homer from
being an instructor.

Strabo criticizes those who attribute

to Homer knowledge in every scientific field: why should
it add to the excellence of the poet?

Although the man

who does try to endow Homer with every skill and art may
be ridiculous, it is also extreme to deny Homer vast learning.

The audience of Homer must also gain in those sub-

jects (geography, generalship, agriculture, rhetoric) in
which a poetic presentation has special force.
cites some examples of Homeric knowledge.

Strabo now
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Odysseus beyond all others has been adorned with
every sort of knowledge and excellence of this kind (21.
9 ff.).

Odysseus TIOAAWV av8pwnwv t6EV da-i;Ea Kat v6ov EYVW

(Od. l.3), Et6wG naV'"tOLOUG '"tE 66AOUG Kat µf}6Ea TIUKVa (Il.
3.202).

He is the TI'"tOALnop8oG and the taker of Troy

fjouA°Q K.at µu801..a1.. Kat l)nEponnlot.. '"tEXvr.i·
'"tou-,;ou y' EanoµEvo1..o Kat EK nupoG at8oµEvo1..o
dµ~w voa-,;l)aat..µEv.
(Il. 10.246-248)
Odysseus prides himself even more on being a farmer:
nolr.i· 6pEnavov µEv E:ywv EUKaµTIEG
~XOt..G

(Od. 18.368-369).

-

~xo1.µ1..

€v

I Kat 6E: au -,;o'Cov

He says of plowing:

-,;~KEµ'

C6ot..G, Et WAKa 61..nvExEa npo'"taµolµnv (Od. 18.375).

Not only

does Homer have wisdom of this kind, but all enlightened
men cite the poet as a witness of the truth to prove that
practical experience contributes to wisdom.
According to Strabo rhetoric is also evident in
Odysseus' words throughout the Iliad, in the trial, and in
the embassy to Priam (which Antenor narrates to the Trojan
king and Helen as they watch the Greeks from the wall of
Troy; Il. 3.221-223):
aAA 1 O'"'C"E frri ona µc;yaA nv EK a-i;f}8EOG Er n
uat EnEa v1..~a6Eaa1..v E:o1..u6'"ta XEt..µEplna1..v,
ouu d.v fnE t..1:'' • Oouafi'~ y' E:p laaE 1.. E fjpo'"toG d.AAOG.
Horner, consequently, must be considered as experienced in
the role of leader and speaker, and as a helper to his audience, not as some clown or buffoon who flatters and bewitches his audience.

The skill of the poet requires,

unlike the craftsman, a good man to achieve poetic excel-

24
lence.

Strabo argues further (22.14-23.13) that rhetoric

has its historical roots in ancient poetry.
Eratosthenes is next criticized by the geographer
(23.15 ff.)

for denying Homer knowledge of places far away

and for attacking the poet's myth-making.

As for the lat-

ter, Strabo notes that Homer was at least more accurate
than more recent writers, for besides creating marvels he
used allegory and revised myths, and used popular favor
to instruct.
Odysseus.

This is especially so in the wanderings of

Eratosthenes' criticism of Homer and his commen-

tators as dealers in nonsense is mistaken and deserves to
be examined in detail.
Before the next mention of Homer (25.12 ff.), Strabo
briefly gives a history of myth in education:

In the be-

ginning myth was the primary tool of education in the
state.

In later times it was still essential for edu-

cating the young and for influencing the uneducated
masses.

Poetry, therefore, is able to exert discipline in

every period of life.

In Strabo's time history and philo-

sophy is for the few, while poetry is for the general public--this is especially true for Homer's poetry.
continues:

Strabo

since Homer used myth to educate, he paid

special attention to the truth.

Homer

EV 6' ETl&EL (Il.

8.541) what was false, approving of the truth, but using

25

the untrue to win popular favor and conunand the masses.
w~

o-re: -rq;

XPUOOV

ne;pi.xe:ue:-rat. apyup(j) avfip (Od. 6.232)

I

so

did Homer add a mythical element to fact, making his style
pleasant and adorned.

Homer's purpose, however, is the

same as that of the historian or narrator of facts.

His

method is to take an actual occurrence like the Trojan War
or Odysseus' wanderings, and deck it out with myth.

Just

as Polybius notes, a man is a better liar when he mixes
truth with his lies.

This is what Homer means when he says

of Odysseus (Od. 19. 203):
µo l.Ol." oµota.

Coxe: 4Je;u6e:a no.AA.a A.tywv E:-ru-

"Many" is not

II

all," for otherwise they

would not be in the likeness of truth.

Strabo now gives

some concrete examples of fact in Homeric poetry.
Homer based his stories on real history.
once the king over the islands of Liparaei.

Aeolus was

The Cyclopes

and the Laestrygonians were lords over the region about
Aetna and Leontini, and for this reason the Strait was
avoided, and Scylla and Charybdis were infested with brigands.

In the same way we find that the rest of the peo-

ple mentioned by Horner lived in other parts of the world.
Thus does Horner correctly move the Cinunerians, inhabitants
of the gloomy Cinunerian Bosporus, to a dark region in the
neighborhood of Hades--a region appropriate to the rnythology of Odysseus' wanderings.

The chronicle writers make

it clear that Horner knew the Cinunerians, since they fix

26

the date of the Cinunerian invasion a short time before
Homer or during his life.
Strabo also finds essential facts in Homer's account
of Jason and the Argonauts.

From his knowledge of the

colchians, Jason's expedition to Aea, and the stories both
factual and fictional concerning Circe's and Medea's magic
potions and similarity of character, Homer invented a relationship between the two, although they lived far apart,
and a conunon residence in Oceanus.

There are indications

that the Argonauts wandered in the region of the Ceraunian
Mountains, the Adriatic Sea, the Gulf of Posidonia, and the
islands off Tyrrhenia.

The Cyaneae also furnished Homer

an additional fact--they made. the passage through the mouth
of the strait of Byzantium very difficult.

If we keep in

mind the similarities between Circe's Aea and Medea's Aea,
and Homer's Planctae and the Symplegades, Jason's mythical
voyage through the Planctae becomes more believable.

It

is very similar to Odysseus' passage through Scylla and
Charybdis.

In the same way, the people of Homer's time

considered the Pantie Sea beyond the boundaries of the
earth like Oceanus.

Therefore, they called it "The Pontus,"

as they called Homer "The Poet."

Perhaps for the same rea-

son Homer transferred some of the characteristics of the
Pontus to Oceanus.

For example, since the Solymi occupied

the loftiest peaks of the Taurus Mountains {particularly

27
in the view of those who lived on the Pontic coast), they
presented the most conspicuous altitudes of the south.
this reason they were moved out by Oceanus.
Odysseus at sea (Od. 5.282-283):

For

Homer says of

TOV 5' E~ At3L6nwv aVLWV

Mpe:lwv 'Evoalxawv / TriA.63e:v EM :EoA.uµwv 6p€wv C6e:v.

Homer

may have also borrowed the idea of one-eyed Cyclopes from
Scythian history according to Strabo:

the Arimaspians were

reported to have had a single eye.
Strabo next notes (27.19 ff.)

that, having made these

preliminary remarks, he must ask what is meant when people
place

the wanderings of Odysseus near Sicily and Italy.

Strabo marks out two schools on the subject.

The better

interpretation assumes that Homer was convinced that the
region was the location of Odysseus' wanderings and that
he elaborated the story in poetic fashion.

Traces of

Odysseus' wanderings are found from Italy to Iberia, and
according to Strabo they indicate the same conclusion.

The

inferior interpretation takes Homer's story as plain fact.
The poet is obviously indulging in marvels when he describes Oceanus, Hades, the cattle of the sun, entertainment by the goddesses, Cyclopes and Laestrygonians, Scylla's
shape, the distances covered, and many other things.

More-

over, it is not worthwhile to refute such a misinterpretation of Homer.

It would be the same thing as thinking

that Homer exactly describes Odysseus' return to Ithaca,
the massacre of the suitors, and the final battle between

28
Odysseus and the Ithacans.

It is also improper to contend

with the better interpretation.
At 28.11 ff. Strabo renews his attack on Eratosthenes,
for he disagrees with both schools of Homeric interpretation just described.

Eratosthenes faults the first (the

better) for exaggerating what is clearly fictitious and
wasting time upon it.

The second school is wrong

b~cause

poets deal in nonsense and do not have knowledge of places
or of arts which lead to excellence.

Eratosthenes claims

that, because Homer's myths have real scenes and fictitious
scenes,

28

the places in Odysseus' wanderings also must be

fictitious.

Those who deny this are refuted because they

disagree among themselves.

At any rate, Strabo continues,

some place the Sirens at Cape Pelorias, others two thousand stadia away at Sirenussae.
Strabo counters by saying that it is not reasonable
to set aside the whole body of knowledge because interpretations do not always agree.

In fact there are times

when the whole account should be more acceptable for the
same reason.

Strabo follows with an example.

Consider

the question of whether Odysseus' wanderings took ·place
near Sicily and Italy, and whether the Rocks of the Sirens
are in that area.

Some people disagree on where the Rocks

28 strabo cites Ilion, Mount Ida, and Mount Pelion
as factual locations. He cites the home of the Gorgons
and Geryon as a-fictitious site.

29
are to be placed exactly but do agree that they are to be
placed in the vicinity of Sicily and Italy.

Other people

add that there is a monument to Parthenope at Neapolis.

29

Although it is a third site, it further proves that the
Rocks of the Sirens are in the vicinity of Italy and Sicily.
Also, Neapolis lies on a gulf formed by the Sirenussae.
Strabo concludes:
. . . we do not seek that the poet be absolutely accurate in every detail. Even so we are not able to
assume that Homer put together the story of Odysseus'
wanderings without any knowledge at all of how they
took place (29.22-29.26)
Eratosthenes considers it likely that Hesiod discovered that Odysseus' wanderings took place near Sicily
and Italy, and in this belief mentioned not only Homer's
places but Aetna, Ortygia, and Tyrrhenia as well.

If

Hesiod spoke sense, it seems reasonable to Strabo that
Homer did the same.

Strabo concludes that the interpreters

of Homer and local traditions are able to teach us that
these matters are not poetic fictions, but the traces of
real persons and events.
In Strabo's opinion Polybius' views on Odysseus' wanderings are correct (30.13 ff.).

Polybius finds historical

fact behind the masks of Aeolus and Danaus.

Homer adds

poetic elements to Odysseus' wanderings as he did to the
events of the Trojan War, but placed the wanderings in the
29

Parthenope was one of the Sirens.

30
vicinity of Sicily and Italy.
Eratosthenes' statement:

Polybius does not agree with

"You will find the scene of

Odysseus' wanderings when you find the cobbler who sewed
up the winds in the bag."

Polybius identifies Homer's de-

scription of Scylla {Od. 12. 95-97) wi.th what happens off
the Scyllaean Rock in the hunting of the "galeotae" (swordfish or dogfish):
au~OU

0 1 tx3uaa crx6nEAOV nEPLUaLµWwcra
6EA.cpt'vcl.G ~E KUVaG TE, Kat EC no3L UEt'~ov EAT.JOL
Ki) TOG •

Polybius concludes that one may consider it likely that
Odysseus' wanderings took place according to Homer near
Sicily, for Homer's Scylla hunts fish as it is still done
near Scyllaeum, and Homer's Charybdis behaves like the water of the Strait.

30

Polybius also finds that the facts about Meninx
agree with Homer's Lotus-Eaters.

31

Strabo notes that the

discrepancies must be attributed to changes accomplished
by time, ignorance, or poetic license.

The last is made

up of history, rhetorical composition, and myth.

History

aims for the truth, as when Homer in the Catalogue of Ships
applies the proper epithet to each place.

32

Rhetoric

30

strabo again brings up the discrepancy between
Homer's statements and the tidal movements of the ocean.
See above, p. 15.
31
32

Meninx is the island Jerba off the African coast.

strabo mentions the following epithets: "rocky,"
"at the extreme," "haunt of doves," "by the sea."
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strives for vividness, as when Homer introduces men fighting.

Myth aims to please and to. excite amazement.

Homer

does not, however, invent stories--this is not Homeric,
for the poetry of Homer is philosophically produced.
Eratosthenes asks us to ignore the th<;mght of the poems
along with their history.

Polybius more plausibly inter-

prets Od. 9.82, €vaEv 5' €vvfjµap cpgpoµnv 6AOOLG aVEUOLOLV,
as applying to a defined area, rather than placing the occurrence out in Oceanus, as if the phrase read, "fair winds
constantly blowing."

This accords with the distance cov-

ered, and to those who object that in touching Sicily three
times Odysseus never went through the Strait, Polybius
replies that this is also the practice of later navigators.
There are, nevertheless, arguments of Polybius
against Homer which Strabo finds inconsistent (33.11 ff.).
Polybius denies that Odysseus' journey to Oceanus took
place and that the nine day's wandering and the distances
covered are exactly measured.

Polybius quotes Od. 9.82

(as does Strabo; see above, this page) but at another time
suppresses Homer's utterances.

Homer also says (Od. 12.

1-2), a'lrraP ErtEt TtO"'t'aµoto .A.tnEv poov 'OxEavoto I vfiuG; and
vno~

EV • Qyuy LT,) CSaL "'t' I 6µcpaA6G EO"L"L fuA.aooriG (Od. 1. 50)'

later saying that the daughter of Atlas lived there.
the Phaeacians Homer says (Od. 6.204-205):
anavEuaE ltOAUXAUO"'t'~ Evt n6v"'t'~ I foxa"'t'OL

0

Of

otx€oµe:v cS'

OU 68 "'t'LG &µµL

32
~po~wv

En~µtoyE~a~

aAAO~.

All these events clearly take

place in the Atlantic Ocean, but Polybius ruins what Homer
has said by suppressing these events.

In this way he is

wrong, but he is correct in placing Odysseus' wanderings
near Sicily and Italy.

Homer's statements are confirmed by

the geographical terms of the area (Strabo mentions Parthenope, Pyriphlegethon, Acherusian Marsh, oracle of the
dead at Lake Avernus, and the oracles at Baius and Misenus, names of Odysseus' companions).

Strabo concludes that

the stories of Sirenussae, the Strait, Scylla, Charybdis,
and Aeolus should neither be minutely scrutinized, nor cast
away as having no real basis in truth or history.
Strabo next states that Eratosthenes seems to have
had some notion of this, for he conjectures that Homer began to place the story of Odysseus' wanderings in the west,
but either lack of information or a desire for more marvels
dissuaded him from placing it there.

Eratosthenes cor-

rectly understands what Homer did but misunderstood his motive.
Homer aimed not at empty talk, but at useful service.
Therefore, Eratosthenes' first objection and his statement
that Homer prefers far away places for marvelous stories
(since it is easier to make up things about them), should
be submitted to examination.

In reality, the scenes of mar-

velous stories are mainly set near Greece (Strabo lists
as examples the labors of Heracles and Theseus, the myths
set in Crete, Sicily, and other islands, and in Parnassus,
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Pelion, Attica, and the Peloponnesus).

Homer and other

poets do not fabricate pure myth but use mythical elements
as additions to fact.

The person who seeks out the myth-

ical additions of the ancients does not seek the validity
of the additions but the truth in fact and history to which
the additions have been made.

In the case of Odysseus'

wanderings we should ask whether they took place and where.
Strabo now passes from the problems in Odysseus' wanderings and spends his efforts in the remainder of Book 1
(34.30-37.5) on the Homeric citations which demonstrate
Homer's knowledge in specific geographical matters.

Strabo

strings together a list of examples to prove Homer's superiority over other poets in geography.

He advises that a

perusal of Sophocles' Triptolemus or Euripides' prologue
to the Bacchae will easily prove Homer's care in geographical matters.

When there is need for arrangement of places

mentioned, Homer preserves the order, whether the places
are in Greece or outside:

·oaaav E:n' OuAuµn~ µtµ.a.crav &tµe:v, auTap E:n'
(Od. 11.315-316)
ITnALOV e:tvocrlcpUAAOV.

·ocrcrr.i

I

VHpn 6' aLEacra ALne:v plov OUAUUnOLO,
IlLEplnv 6' E:nL[30.cra xat 'Hµa&Cnv E:paTELvi}v
OEUaT I E:cp I tnnon6A.wv epr.ixwv 5pe:a v Lcp6e:,v-ra.
E:E 'A&ow 6' E:.nt rt6v-rov. (Il. 14.225-228)

In the Catalogue of Ships the places are not mentioned in
order since it was not necessary.

However, the people are.

This is also true of the people distant from Greece:
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Kunpov 001.vlx.nv l:"e: xat Atyunl:"lou!;; E:naA.n&e:tG
At&ConaG &' txounv xat L:1.6ovlouG xat 'Epe:uf3ou!;;
xat Ai.13unv.
(Od. 4. 83-85)
on the other hand, Sophocles and Euripides make places far
apart seem near.
Strabo also sees Homer's knowledge in his familiarity
with the "climata 033 and winds.

The poet often touches

upon these subjects when marking out places:
aui;f) 6€ x&aµa.A.n navune:pi;a:tn e:tv 0.A.t xe:ti;ai.
34
npo!;; ~o~ov· at OE 1:" 1 ave:u&e: TIPOG nw 1:" 1 ntA.1.ov i;e:.
(Od. 9.25-26)
• • • ouw ot i;t ot &upai. e:Lotv, • • •
at u€v npo!;; Bop€av, . • •
at 6' a6 npo!;; Nol:"ov.
(Od. 13.109-111)
e:C1:"' E:nt 6e:El' Cwoi. npo!;; nw 1:" 1 ntA.1.ov i;e:,
e:Ci;' E:n' 6.pi.o-re:pa -rol ye: no-rt ~o~ov.
(Il. 12. 239-240)
Homer considers ignorance in these matters utter confusion:

OTITI ntA.t.0!;; (Od. 10.190-191).
when he says (Il. 9.5.):
an-rov.

The poet is also accurate

BoptnG xat

zt~upo!;;,

l:"W -re:

ep~xn&e:v

Eratosthenes incorrectly interprets these words to

mean that the west wind blows from Thrace.

Strabo counters

that Homer is not speaking universally but is referring to
the time when the two winds meet in the Gulf of Melas upon
33

By "climata" Strabo means bands of latitude corresponding to the earth's curvature. See Jones 100 note
l and Aujac-Lasserre 192 note 3.
34

rn the same way (as explained above, note 33)
Strabo interprets these lines as describing, not the topography of Ithaca, but its geographical position. See
Jones 101 note 2 and Aujac-Lasserre 192 note 3.

~··

'
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the Thracian Sea, a part of the Aegean.

Eratosthenes mis-

ses this and charges Homer with ignorance because Thrace
does not extend far west.

It does not seem that Homer was

ignorant of the fact that the west wind blows from the
west.

He keeps it in its right place when he says (Od. 5.

295-296):·
an~

I xat

ouv 6'

-

,

.

E'upo~

Boptn~-

-ce:

N6-co~

-ce: ntoov ZtcpupoG -ce: 6uo-

Strabo further contends that it seems

incorrect to deny Homer knowledge of Thrace's westward extent.

Homer correctly names the Thracian country and the

country next to it, both seacoast and interior.

He does

not name people beyond those on the Thracian extremities.
Homer has a special liking for the sea nearest his home
and best-known to him, as when he says (Il. 2.144-145):
XLvnan 6' ayopn w~ xuµa-ca µaxpa 3aAaoonG I n6v-cou ·rxaplOLO.
According to Strabo Homer also had knowledge of the
winds

(37.6-38.2).

Some writers claim Boreas and Notus

as the principal winds, with the others differing only in
a slight variation.

To prove this they bring in Homer's

testimony:

Argestes is assigned to Notus in Il. 11.306,
.
35
apye:o-cao N6TOL0 1 and Zephyrus to Boreas in Il. 9.5.
The
opponents of this theory say that when Homer speaks of the
"blustering Zephyrus" he means what is called the Argestes,
that when he speaks of the "clear-blowing Zephyrus" he
means Zephyrus, and that Homer's "Argestes Notus" is our

35 r1. 9.5 quoted here again by Strabo.
p. 34.

See above,
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Leuconotus.

The last named brings few clouds, but Notus

is somewhat cloudy:
O,py scri;O.o

WG onoi;s ZE<PUPOG VE<PEa cri;ucpsA.lEr,i I

Noi;o'Co, Sa&E l r.i A.al A.am. i;uni;wv (Il. 11. 305-30 6) .

Here Homer means the "blustering Zephyrus" which generally
scatters Leuconotus' thin clouds.

In this passage "Ar-

gestes" is applied to Notus as an epithet.

Strabo concludes

by saying that these are the corrections which must be made
to Eratosthenes' remarks at the beginning of the first
chapter of his geography.
The next subject of contention between Strabo and
Eratosthenes is Homer's knowledge of the Nile River (38.338.23).

Strabo relates that Eratosthenes denies that Homer

knew the Nile had several mouths and that the poet knew
the real name of the river.
that the name was in use.

In Homer's time it is unlikely
As for the mouths of the Nile,

if the several mouths were known only to a few and were not
the best-known and most marvelous thing in Egypt, and the
most worthy of mention and historical record--like its inundations--perhaps Homer did not hear of it.

However, since

Homer heard of the Aegyptus River and the country Aegyptus,
and Egyptian Thebes and Phares, it only seems reasonable
that he heard of the Nile as well.

It must also be true

that, since Homer knew of Ethiopia, the Sidonians, the .
Erembians, and the Atlantic {and the Ethiopians divided
in two), Homer knew what was nearby and well known.

That

Homer does not mention everything (as, for example, his

37

home town) is another indication that he thought the best
known facts were not worth mentioning to those who already
knew them.
Strabo also thinks that Homer is unjustly reproached
for his statement that the island of Pharos (38.24-39.10),
is "out in sea."

Strabo claims that these objections might

be used to prove that the "supposed" lapses in Homer's
knowledge of Egypt are false.
the following way:
is a braggart.

The geographer argues in

Whoever tells about his own journeys

Menelaus belongs to this group.

knew of the Nile's characteristics.

He also

He had heard that in

ancient times Pharos had been in the open sea.

He falsely

stated that even in his own time it was in the open sea.
Homer made this story up, and we may, therefore, guess that
he knew about the inundations of the river and its mouths.
The next problem in Homeric interpretation concerns
the poet's acquaintance with the isthmus between the Egyptian Sea (that is, the Mediterranean near Egypt) and the
Arabian Gulf, and the "Ethiopians divided in two at the
edge of mankind" in Od. 1.23 (39.11 ff.).

Homer's knowledge

of the former is called incorrect by men of later times.
Strabo contends that Homer not only knew of the isthmus
but clearly describes it.

The grammarians (beginning with

Aristarchus and Crates) do not see that Homer speaks of
it.

Strabo then quotes Od. 1.23 {see above, p. 13) and

notes that the next verse is disputed:

ot

µ8v 6uooµ€vou

38
'YnEplovo!;, ot 6' 6.vi.o:vi:-o!; (Aristarchus' version of Od.
1.24); fiµE:v 6ucroµ€vou 'YnEplovo!;, fi6' 6.vi.6vi:-o!; (Crates'
version).

Either version fits the question at issue.

crates gives an astronomical explanation, arguing that the
two Ethiopians inhabit extremes on Oceanus and that Homer
adds Od. 1.24

36

because the entire revolution of the sun

takes place within this zone.

In Strabo's opinion Crates

might have argued more simply and still have preserved
Homer's Ethiopians divided in two.

He could have said that

the Ethiopians inhabit both shores of Oceanus from the
rising of the sun to its setting.
is understandable in the same way.

Aristarchus' version

37

Yet, Aristarchus re-

jects Crates' hypothesis, thinking that the Ethiopians are
the people in Strabo's part of the world, that is, those
most remote to the Greeks in the south.

They are not two

peoples but just one situated next to Egypt.

Homer was

ignorant of this in Aristarchus' opinion, as he was of
other matters which Apollodorus mentioned in the second
book of On the Catalogue of Ships.
Strabo refuses to reply to Crates because it would be
long and irrelevant (40.32 ff.).

Aristarchus, however, is

praised by Strabo for inclining to the view that Homer is
referring to the Ethiopia of Strabo's time.

Strabo thinks

36c rates ' version
.
. h ere quote d. again.
.
is

37

Aristarchus' version is here quoted again.
above, pp. 37-38.

See
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that for this reason he deserves examination on other
points.

Aristarchus' discussion of the text is petty and

fruitless according to the geographer.

It makes no dif-

ference whether we say, "On our side of Oceanus there are
two groups of Ethiopians, some in the east and some in the
west," or, "both in the east and west."
supports a false doctrine.

Aristarchus also

Let us take for granted that

Homer is ignorant of the isthmus.

Is he referring to the

Ethiopia on the borders of Egypt when he says, At&ConaG, Tot
ot.x&a 6E6alaTat.

(Od. 1.23)?

They are still divided in two.

Did Homer make this statement in ignorance?

Egypt and the

Egyptians are divided by the Nile River, ot µ£v 6ucroµtvou
·YnEplovo~,

ot 6'

6.vt.6v"t"o~

(Od. 1.24).

river valley which the water floods.

Egypt is merely a
Ethiopia has the same

characteristics and is, therefore, divided in two.

If the

Nile was important enough to serve as a boundary between
Libya and Egypt, it must also have been important enough
to divide Ethiopia in two.

Since early explorers did not

think the Atlantic was one unbroken body of water, it seems
likely that Homer also was misled, making Ethiopia into two
sections, east and west, with the territory in between unknown.

According to Strabo Ephorus reports an ancient tra-

dition which Homer was also acquainted with.

The Tartessians

report that the Ethiopians overran Libya to Dyris (the Atlas
Mountains).

Some of them stayed there, others occupied a

40
great portion of the seaboard.

Ephorus guesses that it was
38
for this reason that Homer spoke as he did on Od. 1.23.
Strabo notes next that these arguments can be sue-

cessfully used against Aristarchus and his followers, in
order to clear Homer of the charge of ignorance.
asserts that in accordance with the

anc~ent

Strabo

Greeks, who

joined inhabitants of known countries under a single name,

39

Homer considers all the countries of the south which lie on
Oceanus to be called Ethiopia.

Strabo supports this with

evidence from Aeschylus and Euripides.
According to Strabo Ephorus too seems to have something of this kind in mind (43.29 ff.).

He claims that the

Ethiopians stretch from the winter sunrise to sunset, and
that Scythia lies directly opposite in the north.

Homer

agrees with this view as is evident from his statement that

'

(Od. 9.26).

By the "others" Homer means the whole country

on the southern side.

This is again clear when Homer says:

nw

EL"t 1 tnt 6Efl' LWOL npOG
"t 1 nEALOV TE,
1
EL"t En' 6.pLOTEP<i -rol YE no"tt ~O<f)OV nEpoe:v"ta (Il. 12.

239-240};

- <Pl AOL
w

c

••
OU yap "t'
6µe:v I om;i ~O<POG , ou6 I onr.i T}WG,
ou6' om;i f)EALOG cpaEolµ(3poi:-oG e:to' tmo yat'av,
ou6' om;i 6.vve:t'"taL.
(Od. 10.l90-192).
I

Therefore, when Homer says (Il. 1.423-424), Ze:uG yap EG

38 h l'
. quote d again.
.
See above, p. 13.
T e ine is
39
strabo· says that the people of the north were called
Scythians or Nomads, the people of the west Celts and
Iberians.

41

• Qxe:a.vov µe:i:'' 6.µuµova.c A Uhon:.fia.c I x& 1.~oc

~13n,

Strabo as-

serts that we must understand the words in a general sense-Oceanus as the body of water stretching along the south, the
Ethiopians indicating the people along that body.

So also

must these words be understood (Od. 5.282-283):

-rov 6'

same as saying, "from the places in the south."

So also

EG

must Homer's statement about the cranes be interpreted in
general terms:

-

a.t -r' E:n:.e:t o6v xe:i.µWva. cpuyov xa.t 6.&€crcpa.-rov 6µJ3pov,
xAa.yyfj -ra.~ ye: n:.€-rov-ra.1. E:n:.' ·nxe:a.voto poawv,
6.vopacri. rruyµa.loi.01. cp6vov xa.t xf)pa. cp€poucra.1..
(Il. 3.4-6)
The crane does not migrate south in Greece only.

Since

the cranes migrate to the entire coast of Oceanus in the
south, it must be true that the Pygmies are located along
that entire coast to agree with the dictates of the myth.
Though later writers restrict the Pygmies to the Ethiopians
next to Egypt, this has no bearing on ancient conditions.
We no longer, says Strabo, call those who went on the expedition to Troy "Achaeans" or "Argives" as Homer did.
Strabo considers the problem involving the Ethiopians
similar.

"Ethiopians" must mean the people along the whole

coast of Oceanus.

These Ethiopians are naturally divided

in two by the Arabian Gulf.

Just as Asia and Libya are

divided by this gulf, so also did Homer consider the southern regions throughout the inhabited world to be divided
in two by this gulf.

Therefore, Homer must have known the

42
isthmus which the gulf forms with the Egyptian Sea.
In the next .section (46.3-46.30) Strabo continues
his defense of Homer's knowledge of Egypt.

The geographer

finds it extremely unreasonable that Homer knew of Thebes
{four thousand stadia from the Mediterranean) but was ignorant of the isthmus {one thousand stadia from the Mediterranean to the Arabian Gulf).

It is even more unrea-

sonable that Homer knew the Nile had the same name as the
country Aegyptus and yet did not perceive that the country
depended upon the river and for that reason took its name
from it.

The peculiar characteristics of the Nile are the

facts most told by the natives and are also the facts most
probably told at a distance from the country.

Besides,

Homer was fond of knowledge and travel, and many indications of this are found in the poems.

For this reason

Strabo asserts that he has proved Homer knows and says what
must be said, passes over what is too obvious, or speaks
of it in an epithet.
At 46.31 ff. Strabo's defense continues.
tians and the Syrians are accused of ignorance:

The Egypthey do

not understand Homer even when Homer is speaking of their
own countries.

The poet's silence is no sign of ignorance.

Many well-known things are not mentioned by Homer (Strabo
notes the currents of Euripus and Thermopylae), though he
surely knew of them.

Homer also speaks of things well-

known, which only the deliberately deaf do not recognize

r'

.
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(and, therefore, .the fault, if ignorance, is theirs).
calls rivers "heaven-fed"

Homer

(winter torrents and rivers alike

according to Strabo), because they are replenished by rain.
The epithet becomes particular when applied to a thing in
relation to what makes it outstanding.

"Heaven-fed" is

hyperbolic when applied to the Nile, for the Nile not only
is equal to the extent of the winter torrent but even passes
it in duration.

Since the Nile's character was known to

Homer, we must interpret the epithet as we have done.

The

poet did not consider the many mouths of the Nile a unique
feature of the Nile because it is a characteristic of other
rivers and it was known to the people he was addressing.
The Nile's silting may be inferred not only from Homer's
mention of the risings of the river but also from what he
says about Phares.

It makes no sense that the report of

Phares' distance from the mainland had been falsified so
much that Homer received incorrect information, for he makes
it a day's sail from the mainland.

It is more likely that

from facts about the rising and silting Homer concluded
that in Menelaus' time the island was farther away.

Homer

elaborates the distance even more for the sake of mythologizing.

Moreover, fabulous stories (Strabo mentions Pro-

teus, the Pygmies, magic potions) are not signs of ignorance of geography, but are told to give pleasure and enjoyment.

How, then, does Homer say that Pharos has water

when it does not:

EV OE

ALµnv

EUOpµo~,

oaEv T 1

ano

vnac

44
,

ts; n6v-r:ov (36.t..t..oua l. v 6.c.puaaciµEvo l. µ£A.av uowp (Od. 4.

E: ·~aa~ I

358-359)?

Strabo explains that either the water has dried

up or that it may have been drawn from the mainland.

Homer

does not specify where the water was obtained and in a way
admits by his use of "in the open sea" to describe Phares
that he was exaggerating or myth-making.
Strabo's next topic is the wanderings of Menelaus
48.21 ff.}.

Since they have been brought forth as proof

of Homer's ignorance, Strabo proposes to make a preliminary
statement of the questions and then to distinguish the
questions in order, so that he might speak more expressly
in Homer's defense.

Menelaus says to Telemachus:

. • . ~ yap no A.A.a naawv I xa t n6A.A. I E:naA. n&E t G
nvay6µnv EV vnual, xat 6yooa-r:~ f-r:El. ~A.aov,
Ktmpov ~01.vl'W.nv -r:E xat Atyun-r:louG E:naA.n&Els;,
Atalonac a' tx6µnv xat Ei.oovlous; xat ·EpEµ(3ous;
xa1. A1.f3unv.
(Od. 4.81-85}
From these verses Strabo formulates three questions:
are the Ethiopians?
Erembians?

Who are the Sidonians?

Who

Who are the

Strabo follows with what he calls brief answers

to each.
Three theories are introduced by the geographer to
explain the identity of Menelaus' Ethiopians.

Some propose

a voyage by Gades up to India, making Menelaus' wanderings
correspond exactly to the time given by Homer:

-

nA.&ov (Od. 4.82}.

6yooa-r:~

f-r:EL

Others say that he sailed across the

isthmus at the head of the Arabian Gulf.

Still others claim

45

that he sailed through one of the Nile's channels.
first is unnecessary:

The

Menelaus was slowed because of dif-

ficulties in sailing and deliberate stops for business purposes.

Nestor says (Od. 3.301-302):

w~

o

~vaa.

µEv

13 lo-rov xa.t xpucrov 6.y e: lpwv I f}A.0.-ro Euv vr1ucrl.

noA.uv

Menelaus adds

that he roamed over Cyprus, Phoenicia, and Egypt.

40

The

voyage through the isthmus or one of the channels is not
mentioned by Homer and would be considered fiction if it
were mentioned.
such a voyage.

It would be ridiculous and inane to mention
Strabo follows with more proof.

No canal was in existence before the Trojan War, nor
was the isthmus navigable.

Eratosthenes wrongly conjectures

that, since no break had taken place in the Pillars of
Hercules and since the water of the Mediterranean was, consequently, higher, the isthmus was covered with water.
Strabo replies that there is no historical evidence for this
theory.

Homer also has Odysseus sailing from Egypt to the

Red Sea (as though a channel through the Pillars both did
and did not exist!).

6.A.A.0. a' E:r;; • HA.ucr 1.ov ne:o Cov xa. t ne: lpa.-ra. ya. l n~ / 6.30.va.-

5 6 4) :
-rot.

Proteus says to Menelaus (Od. 4.563-

nEµ~oucr1..

The end of the earth in this case must mean

the far west because of the mention of Zephyrus (Od. 4.5676.A.A.' a.l.e:t Ze;q:rupo1.o A.1.yu

568):

6.vlncr1..
40

nve:lov-ro~ 0.f)-ra.~

/

·oxe:a.vo~

Strabo remarks that these things are full of puz.

Od. 4.83 is quoted here.

See above, p. 44.
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zles and passes on to further discussion of the problem.
Strabo asks:

If Homer heard that the isthmus was

submerged, does that not make it all the more reasonable
that the Ethiopians were divided in two by such a great
strait (50.17 ff.)?

How also did Menelaus get treasures

from the Ethiopians along Oceanus?
a great quantity XPUO'OU
tA.€cpavi;oc · (Od. 4. 73) .

i:'

In Menelaus' palace was

fiA.1bc1:pou i;e; xat 6.pyupou no'

Except for ivory these people have

none of the things mentioned.

In fact they are very poor.

People contend that Arabia and India belonged to them, but
Homer did not know of India, for he surely would have mentioned it if he had known of it.

The poet did know of

"Blessed" Arabia, but that country was poor in Homer's time.
Menelaus was more likely to get profit from those who had
heard of the Trojan War and the sons of Atreus, namely, the
Egyptians, Ethiopians, and neighboring Arabians.

Homer also

says the following about Agamemnon's breastplate (Il. 11.
20-21):

-

i;6v no~t ot KLvupnc owxe: ~e:LvnLov e:tvaL· / ne:u~e:i:o

yap Kunpovc5e: µEya xA.Eoc.

What is more likely, then, is that

Menelaus wandered in the area of Cyprus and more generally
along the Mediterranean coast.

When Homer says that Menelaus

"came to" Ethiopia, he means Menelaus reached the Ethiopian
frontier near Egyptian Thebes (Od. 4.126).

It seems rea-

sonable that while enjoying himself at Thebes Menelaus would
go as far as the Egyptian-Ethiopian border (in Strabo's time
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Thebes was near the. border).

In the same way Odysseus

"came to" the Cyclopes, for he came as far as the cave on
the sea which lay "at the edge" of the country (Od. 9.182).
so also in the case of Aeolus and the Laestrygonians (and
wherever he came to anchor, according to Strabo), he came
to the country's border.

Strabo concludes that it was in

this way that Menelaus touched at places.
Strabo's next problem concerns the Sidonians (52.
13 ff.).

According to the geographer, when Homer mentions

the Sidonians with the Phoenicians, he is using a familiar
figure of speech, as when he says (Il. 13.1):

TpwdG LE xat

vExLopa vriucrt nE:A.acrcrE; and ou yap EL' otvfioG UEyaA.f)Lopob
utEEG ~crav, I ouo' dp' E~' aULOb Env, aavE OE Eavaob
MEA.E:aypo' (Il. 2.641-642); and

~Ionv

5' txavEv • • •

rapyapov (Il. 8.47); and OL 0 1 EueoLaV EXOV . . • XaA.xloa
L 1 EtpELPLav LE (Il. 2.536).

But Homer had another reason

for repeating Phoenicia with Sidon added.
ple in proper order it is enough to say:

84).

To list the peoKunpov

~oLvlxnv

Homer, however, suggests the duration of Menelaus'

visit among the Sidonians by repeating as he did.

By

praise of their skills and of the hospitality offered Helen
and Paris Homer further suggests the long duration of the
visit.

This is why Homer speaks of the Sidonians' treas-

ures stored in Paris' house (Il. 6.289-292):

48
E:va' E:crav ot n:E:n:.A.01.. n:aun:obnA.01.., €pya yuva1..x&v

E1..6ovlwv, d~ a6i:-6c "AAtEav6poc 3Eo~1..6~G
flyayE Et.6ovln3Ev • • •
i:-nv 66ov, iiv • EA.E:vnv n:EP 6.vfiyay E.

The treasures are also found in Menelaus' house.

He says

to Telemachus (Od. 4.615-619):
OWOW 1:'01.. xpni:-fipa 1:'E1:'UYUEVOV• apyUpEOC 6~
€cr"tt.V O.n:aG, XPUOQ 6' E:n:t XElA.Ea Me:xpaavi:-at..
fpyov 6' 'H~aCcri:-01.0· n:opEV OE E ~al61..uoc npwc
Et.oovlwv Sacrt.A.EUG, oa' EOG oouoc 6.u~e:xaA.u~E
xEt.crE ue: vocrTncravTa.

-.

.

Strabo remarks that the "work of Hephaestus" must be an
exaggeration.

Homer makes it clear that the Sidonians were

makers of beauti.ful works of art.

He praises the bowl

Euneos gave as ransom to Lycaon (Il. 23.742-744):
• • • xaA.A.Et. EVlxa n:dcrav En:' a(av _
n:oA.A.ov· E:n:Et Et.OOVEC n:oA.u6al6aA.a EU nOMncrav,
~olvt.KEC 6' ayov aVOPEC.
The Erembians are Strabo's next problem in identification (53.16 ff.).

He states that the most likely so-

lution to the problem is that they should be identified as
Arabians.

Zeno emends Od. 4.84 to •ApaSac TE,

41

but Strabo

denies that it is necessary to change such an old reading.
The more likely explanation is that through a change in
name the Erembians became Arabians.

Most people derive

"Erembians" from i:-nv Epav E:µSalvov.

"Erembian" was later

changed to Troglodyte (cave dweller).

The Troglodytes are

the Arabians who live on the Arabian Gulf next to Egypt and
Ethiopia.
41

Consequently, it was likely that Homer would

The emended line is quoted.

See above, p. 44.
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mention the Erembians and say that Menelaus "came to" them
as he did to the Ethiopians.

On account of his long stay

there, however, they are mentioned.
to have travelled so far.
4. 81-8 2:

-

It was a famous thing

This explains Od. 1.3

42

and Od.

ii yap no.A.A.a na3wv xat n6A.A.' E:naA.n3e: t G I fiyay6µnv.

Therefore, Strabo concludes that Arabia was so named in
Hesiod's time but not yet in the times of the heroes.
From 54.32-60.24 Strabo argues on several topics in
defense of Homer, mainly on the poet's knowledge of Jason's
voyage.

The geographer begins with criticism of those peo-

ple who confuse myth and history in interpreting Homer's
Sidonians and other matters.

Apollodorus incorrectly com-

pares stories from Hesiod and others with stories in Homer.
Apollodorus claims that Homer inadvertently spoke what was
true about Egypt and Pontus.

Strabo argues that neither

Hesiod nor Homer can be charged with ignorance when relating
myths.

Myth must be carefully distinguished from fact.
Another subject about which Homer speaks under the

guise of myth according to Strabo is the behavior of Oceanus
(56.8 ff.).
tides.

Charybdis is borrowed from the movement of the

.

She is not entirely Homer's invention, for the poet

borrowed from what he heard about the Strait of Sicily.
.
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Strabo again quotes Od. 12.105
and states that Homer does
42.
Od. 1.3 quoted here again.
read EyvW-for yvwvaL.

43

See above, p. 18, but

This verse quoted here again.

See above, p. 15.
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affirm

three movements in a day, though there are actually

only two.
ranee.

We must not, however, attribute this to igno-

Rather, for tragic effect and to create fear Circe

mingled the false with the true.

At any rate, Circe says

(Od. 12.105-107):
i;ptc µEv yap i;' avlnoi.v E:n' fiµa.i;i., -rptc o' ava.pot.t)oe:t
6e:i.vov· µii aU ye: xe:t8t. i;uxoi.c, oi;e:: pot.Sofio:e:i.e:·
06 y&p xEv PUOaL~o a' UnEx xaxoO oUO' 'Evoalxawv.
Yet, Odysseus survived and says to himself (Od. 12.431433) :

n

µEv ave:ppolS6noe: aa.A.&oonc aA.µupov uowp·
a.tnap E:yw I TtO"t t µa.xpov E:p l. ve:ov uljJ6o I ae:p8e: l G,
i;4) TtPOO<PUG E:xoµnv, WC vuxi;e:plc.
Odysseus survived by hanging on to the wreckage of his raft.
Circe had lied, and so we can understand why she said thrice
instead of twice.

Moreover, everybody uses hyperbole, for

example, "thrice blessed" and "thrice cursed," and Homer
himself says i;p 1.oµO.xa.pe:c t.a.va.o l (Od. 5. 306) , &ona.ol n i;p lA.A. i.oi;oc (Il. 8.488), and i;pi.xa& i:e: xa.t i;e:i;pa.xaa (Il. 3.363).

Perhaps Homer is also hinting at the truth (that is, two
movements a day) when he has Odysseus wait so long for the
wreckage to return from the whirlpool:
vwA.e:µtwc 5' E:xoµnv, oc.pp' E:Ee:µ€oe:i.e:v 6nloow
to-rov _xa.t i;p6Ttt. v a.6-n G, te:A.ooµtvcp ot µo l. ~A.8ov
ol/J I • fiµoc 5 I E:nt 66pnov avnp 0..yopf'j8e:v aVEO:'"t"T) I
xplvwv ve:lxe:a. noA.Aa 61.xa.~0µ€vwv a.l~nwv,
xa.t i;6i;e: on µ01. ooupa. Xa.put36t.oG E:Ee:c.pa.&van.
(Od. 12.
437-44.1)

Homer also prolongs the time of the evening, not only saying "when the judge rises," but also adding "arbiter of
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many quarrels."

It also would be impossible for Odysseus

to escape from the whirlpool if each time he was thrown
back by a third tide.

Thus does Strabo conclude.

Apollodorus' objections (57.22 ff.) to Callimachus'
theories (an island near Sicily is the site of Odysseus'
wanderings) are in agreement with Eratosthenes' thought.
Odysseus' wanderings were truly placed in Oceanus by Homer,
but according to Strabo Apollodorus does not correct Callimachus or tell us the location of the wanderings.

Strabo

concludes that the wanderings of Odysseus cannot be completely fictitious, and since no place else has been reasonably pointed out, Callimachus' conjectures may be accepted.
At 58.3 ff. Strabo defends Homer against the objections of Demetrius of Scepsis and others.

Demetrius re-

fuses to acknowledge that Homer knew of Jason's voyage to
Phasis.

That this statement is false is not only proved

by Homer's statements but also by Demetrius himself.

De-

metrius says that Achilles sacked Lesbos and other places,
but spared Lemnos and the islands near it because of his
kinship with Jason and Jason's son Euneos, who then held
Lemnos.

Since Homer knew that Achilles and Jason were ac-

quainted in some way (for Homer must have known that they
were both Thessalians), he must also have known why Jason
had not left a successor in Thessaly and why he made his
son ruler of Lemnos.

Since Homer knew of Pelias, the daugh-
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ters of Pelias, Alcestis, and her son EOunAov,
•A6un-rcv -rb<.e: 6ta yuvat.xwv I

.AAxncrTt.~,

~bv ~n'

Ile:Alao auya-rpwv

e:t6oG 6.plcr-rn (Il. 2.714-715), he must have as well known
of Jason, the Argo, and the Argonauts.

Homer could not

have invented the story of the journey from Aeetes' country and placed it in Oceanus while not having·any foundation in history for his story (Od. 12. 69-70). ·
Strabo continues:

Like Odysseus' and Menelaus' wan-

derings, Jason's are founded in fact and can be proved by
things still in existence in the time of the geographer.
After some examples of evidence are given, Strabo discusses
Homer's statements concerning their historical and mythical
elements (60.4 ff.).

The poet is historically correct when

he names "Aeetes" (Od. 12.70), when he tells of Jason and
the Argo, when with Aea in mind he makes up Aeaea (Od. 11.
70 and 12.3), when he locates Euneos in Lemnos, when he
'

makes Lemnos beloved of Achilles, and when with Medea in
mind he makes the sorceress Circe, au-roxao1..yvfi-rnv 6Aoo~Povo~

Atn-rao (Od. 10.137).

The transfer to Oceanus of the

wanderings from Aeetes' country is mythical.

If everything

we have mentioned is true (according to Strabo}, then Od.
12.70, 'Apyw nao1..µE:A.ouoa, is correct, for everything in the
expedition took place in the well-known and populous regions.

If the wanderings took place in Oceanus, they would

not be in all men's minds.

Thus concludes Strabo's inves-

tigation into Jason's wanderings.

pr·.
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In the remainder of Book 1 Homer is cited in four
scattered passages.

At 62.19 Strabo cites the poet on

Odysseus' and Menelaus' wanderings to prove that long voyages were actually made in ancient times.

Homer is next

quoted (69 • .19 ff.) on the Pyramus River in Cilicia and its
great silting.

Strabo notes that the earth is not washed

out to sea, because the ocean has a refluent action--close
upon the wave follows a gentle wash which pushes matter
up on the shore, and noA.A.ov 6E
9.7).

napt~

a.A.a cpOxoc fxe:ue: (Il.

This action continues even when there is wind.

This

is what Homer means when he says:
XUPTOV

~ov

xopucpoOTaL, artOTtTUEL 6' a.A.cc dxvnv (Il. 4.425);

and nt6ve:G So6woLv €pe:uyoµE:vnG

aA.oc

f~w

(Il. 17.265).

At

76.13 Strabo quotes Il. 22.147-149 and 151:

xpouvili 6' txavov xaA.A.Lpp6w, fvaa TE nnyat
6oLat avatooOUOL ~xaµav6pOU 6Lvne:VTO~·
µEv yap 8' u6aTL A.Lap~, • • .
n 6' ETEPT) aE:pe:'t: npopE:e: L e: txui:a xaA.a6'tl.

n

He explains that Demetrius mentions these verses to demonstrate that certain natural phenomena occur, but he does
not discuss the present condition of the place.
The final citations occur in a discussion of Leucas
and certain changes between ancient times and Strabo's own
day (77.13 ff.).

Leucas was originally a headland.

Laertes

is said to speak of Leucas when he says (Od. 24.377-378):
otoG NfipLXOV e:tA.ov E:fncrlµe:vov TtTOA.(e:8pov I aJ.tTT)v nne:CPOLO.
Arne and Mideia have been swallowed up by Lake Copais.
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They are mentioned in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships:
LE

noAucrLa~uAov

•Apvnv

~xov,

ot

oC LE MC6ELav (Il. 2.507).

Asteria (called Asteris by Homer according to Strabo) has
also changed:
fcrLL 6t LLC vncroc µtaa~ aAt TIELPnEcrcra,
'AcrLEPlc, OU µEyaAn, ALUtvE~ 6' €vt vauAOXOL auLfj
a~l6uµOL.
(Od. 4.844-846)
It was in Strabo's time not even good anchorage.

Finally,

there is no grotto of Nymphys in Ithaca as Homer describes.
Strabo concludes that this must be due to natural changes
rather than the ignorance of Homer.

In Book 2 four Homeric citations are found.

In the

first (110, foot of page) Strabo quotes Od. 9.291 to illustrate a proper amputation:

LOV

6~

6La UEAELLt Laµrov.

This operation is likened to the proper division of geographical areas.

At 135.29 Posidonius' quote on the dis-

appearance of Atlantis by earthquake is cited.

Posidonius

attributes it to a natural cause, rather than saying of
Atlantis, "Its inventor made it disappear, just as the poet
did the Achaean wall (Solon speaking)."

That is to say,

Solon had the island sink so that he would not have to consider further implications.
Beginning at 136.29 Strabo quotes Posidonius' Homeric
verse (Od. 1.24; see above, p. 38) to illustrate that
Posidonius' division of the world into three continents also
explains Homer's Ethiopians divided in two.

Posidonius,
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however, rejects Crates' hypothesis that there is a second
inhabited world unknown to Homer and suggests that Homer
be emended to ot µtv 6ucroµtvou 'Yne:pCovoG, ot 6' 6.v1.6v-coG.
Strabo denies Homer divided the Ethiopians because the
Indians were similar; Homer probably knew nothing about the
Indians.
The final citation of Book 2 occurs at 148.14, where
Strabo speaks of the northern and southern hemispheres, and
notes they are divided in two, µtcrcr<il yap µe:yaA.01. no-caµol, /
·oxe:avoG µEv npw-ca (Od. 11.157-158).

In Books 1 and 2 Strabo reveals the principles on which his
Geography is based:

it is intended to be a useful guide for

liberally educated men especially for men of high position.
This is in accord with the Stoic philosophy of the ideal of
the wise man, and of practicality in the social order.

As

we have already noted, Strabo has been criticized for his
long digressions in defense of Horner in these opening sections
of his work.

Though Strabo often reduces himself to "silly

.
l 'ism, 1144 h'is interest
.
. Homer is
. not entire
.
1 y irre
.
1ra t iona
in

vant.

It has been a commonplace that one reason for

Strabo's obession with Horner is the influence of Stoic philosophy.
44

45

45

The connection is obvious in the geographer's

Thomson 23.

Tozer 256, for example, says that " . • • excessive devotion to Homer had become one of the tenets of that
sect."
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concern with. the wise man as poet and in his assertion that
geography must be of service to society, especially through
its rulers and commanders.

Homer provides lessons in geog-

raphy for the liberally educated man--lessons of fact (the
ocean, the spheroidal shape of the earth, the arctic circle,
the winds), and lessons of history (the wanderings of
Odysseus, Jason, and Menelaus).

In this way Homer is an

invaluable source for Strabo's Geography and as such must be
defended against critics.

Strabo's varied use of Homer is

perhaps best seen in the citations outside the long defense
of Homer (see above, pp. 53-54) •

The poet provides the

timeless truths that the ocean has a "refluent" action and
that the hemispheres are separated by the ocean.

Homer

also proves in ancient times long voyages were made.

Strabo

also cites Homer to illustrate the correct division of a
country into parts.
As for the geographer's dependence on his predecessors, Book 1 provides constant proof that Strabo considered
various interpretations of Homer in making his own decision.

It is also clear from the geographer's emphasis on

Homer's cloaking fact in myth (and his disproval of those
who would take Homer literally) that Strabo does not accept
everything Homer says.
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CHAPTER III
BOOKS 3-7:

EUROPE OUTSIDE GREECE

In Books 3-l7 Strabo takes us in the northern Mediterranean from Spain to Asia Minor and back in the south
to North Africa through Egypt.

He calls this

o

E:cpe:~iic

A.6yoc ne:pt Twv xa3' Exacna, that is, the detailed account
of the parts of the world promised at the end of Book 1.
It begins in Books 3-7 with a broad sweep through the
northwestern Mediterranean:

Book 3 on Spain and the ad-

jacent islands; Book 4 on Gaul, Britain, and the Alps;
Books 5 and 6 a description of Italy and the Italian islands; Book 7 on northern Europe.

This treatment is typ-

ical of Strabo's Geography and "is marked at once by the
chief merits as well as the chief defects that characterize his work in general. 1146

The merits lie in Strabo's

acquaintance with the main features of the area and his
"correct appreciation of the manner in which those features
determine the character and conformation of its different
regions.

1147

Strabo's defects are obvious in his mistakes

in measurement and relations between countries and other

46
47

Bunbury 239.
Bunbury 2 4 O•
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geographical elements.
his ignorance.

On occasion Strabo simply admits

A modern critic's attack on Strabo's con-

cept of northern Europe is typical of more extreme positions:
Of geography he makes a startling mess, because after
Polybius he rejects every word of Pytheas and his high
latitudes. He places a vague Ireland north of Britain
and near the line of the uninhabitable cold, which he
pulls far down. He flattens Britain to suit, making
the southern side actually the longest and drawing it
parrallel to the misconceived straight coast of Gau1.48
The characteristic defects and merits of the section may
also be attributed to the variety of sources employed.

They

include books, eyewitnesses, and the geographer's firsthand experien·ce.

Homeric citations are found in twelve

passages exclusive of the fragments of Book 7.

They pro-

vide a manageable start in the geography proper for our
investigation into Homeric citations.
In Book 3, after some general comments on Iberia,
Strabo gives details of the south between the Pillars of
Hercules and the Sacred Point (188.7-205.4), the west beyond the Sacred Point

(205.5~211.25),

the east beyond the

Pillars (211.26-227.17), and the islands next to Iberia
(227.18-239.28).

Strabo had not firsthand knowledge of

these regions but relied mainly upon the works of Polybius,
Artemidorus, and Posidonius.

The Homeric citations have

been traced to Posidonius (Bidder, pp.6-7).
Strabo first mentions Horner in Book 3 while describing
48

Thomson 194.

,...,

..
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southern Iberia.

He speaks of the many blessings of the

south in comparison with the northern section and finds
the south's natural richness in metals the most admirable
feature of the area (197.3 ff.).

Within the district Tur-

detania's wealth is even more conspicuous:
Turdetania and the land by it leave no account that
can adequately describe it to those who want to praise
them. Nowhere in the world has either gold or silver
or bronze or iron been found up to now in natural state
in such quantity or quality.
(197.10-15)
Strabo then details the methods employed to mine the different metals and cites as authorities Posidonius (198.17199.25) and Polybius (199.26-200.13).

Strabo does not ac-

cept their opinions in an entirely uncritical manner.
Polybius furnishes certain details on the processing of
silver, but Strabo avoids the description of the entire
process because it is too long.

Posidonius also comes under

criticism for his enthusiastic acceptance of -catG unEpSoAatG, and his rhetorical manner which Strabo jokingly
describes WG d.v E'K µEl:'aAAOU xat au-COG nOAAQ xpwµEVOG -c<;>
A6y~.

Strabo next mentions, in association with the Turde-

tanians, the Baetis River (200.14 ff.) and some of the
geographical features associated with it.

Certain opinions

of Eratosthenes on the naming of Calpe and Erytheia (200.
30 ff.) are introduced and rejected.

This mention of

Eratosthenes leads to a defense of Homer's knowledge of the
western Mediterranean.
iar.

Many of the themes should be famil-
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Strabo argues (201.10-204.4) that Homer's knowledge
of Iberia's wealth can be proved in two ways, a better argument and an inferior.

The inferior argument claims that

Homer knew of Tartessus by hearsay.

485-486) Aaunpov
~El5wpov

~aOG

The poet says (Il. 8.

nEAlOLO, I EAKOV VUKTa utAaLvav Ent

apoupav, falls into Oceanus.

Night is evil and

associated with Tartarus; Tartarus is a Homeric variation
of Tartessus.
then cited:

Other poetic variations of this kind are
the Cinunerians are placed near Hades because

they live in a gloomy place; the Planctae are based upon
the Pillars of Hercules and the Strait of Sicily.

The bet-

ter argument states that Homer knew of the western Mediterranean through the Phoenicians who had travelled there.
That these wanderings to the west took place, Strabo gives
as evidence,the external signs in the regions of Italy,
Sicily, and Iberia (202.18 ff.).

The Trojans wandered be-

cause they were without a home, the Greeks because aloxp6v

ther proof that Homer altered a fact in poetic fashion,
Strabo cites the placement of the home of the blessed in
Iberia (Menelaus addressed by Proteus) :
aAAa 0 1 EO .HAUOLOV TIEOLOV Kat TIElpaTa yalnG
a80.vaTOL ntu~oUOLV, oaL EavaoG 'PaoauavauG·
Tfj TIEP PnloTn aLoTn TIEAEL avapwnOLOLV"
OU VL~ETOG OUT' dp XELUWV TIOAUG ou5€ TIOT 1 6uaPOG,
aAA 1 atEt ~E~UPOLO ALYU TIVElOVTOG anTaG
'QKEaVOG avlnoLV ava~UXELV avapwnOUG.
(Od. 4.563-568)
Rhadamanthys suggests Minos about whom Homer states:

Eva'
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nLOL Mlvwa C6ov ALO~ ayAaov ut6v,
8EµLOLEUOVLa VEXUOOL

I XPUOEOV crnnnLPOV

(Od. 11.568-569).

~XOVLa,

Thus Strabo argues

that Homer was informed by the Phoenicians of Iberia's
wealth and concludes the description of the Turdetanians
with more evidence provided by Anacreaon and Herodotus
(204.4-14), and some comments on the area's present Romanization (204.15-205.4).
In his description of Spain east of the Pillars of
Hercules Strabo mentions the city of Odysseia and the temple of Athene as evidence that nearby Abdera was founded
by the Phoenicians (212.24 ff.).

He also cites the fol-

lowing as proof (212.30-213.19):
(1) Shields and ships' beaks had been nailed up in the temple as memorials to Odysseus' wanderings.
(2) Callaica was once inhabited by those who had made the
voyage with Teucer, and it had formerly been two cities, Hellenes and Amphilochi.
(3) Some of the companions of Heracles and of the emigrants
from Messene colonized Iberia.
(4) Cantabria was partially seized by the Laconians.
(5) Opsicella was founded by Ocelas who accompanied Antenor
to Italy.
(6) Certain people who live beyond Maurusia are called
Lotus-Eaters.
(7) Another group who live on one of the islands of the
Lesser Syrtis are also known as Lotus-Eaters.
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Strabo goes on to say that it is not surprising that Homer
based his fiction on fact and set most of the stories of
Odysseus' wanderings outside the Pillars of Hercules in the
Atlantic Ocean.

Nor should it be surprising that people

have attempted to use Homer's poetry in

th~ir

scientific

investigations, as Crates, Mallos, and others have done.
Strabo severely criticizes those who have excluded Homer
from naonG TnG ToLauTnc EnLoTnµnc as if he were "a digger·
of ditches or harvester of crops."

The cause of the ig-

norance of these men is that they have not troubled to take
into account Homer's poetical alteration of fact.

Strabo

then cuts the argument short and gives a brief history of
the natural lack of unity among the Iberian peoples from
the time of the wandering Greeks after Troy to the takeover by the Romans (214.13-215.2).
The situation in this later passage of Book 3 is similar to the Homeric citations in the description of Turdetania' s wealth.

Strabo again comes strongly--here, even

vehemently--to Homer's defense, for the geographer needs
the evidence the poet supplies to prove the lack of unity
among the Iberians in early times, the wandering of the
Greeks, and the success of the Greeks in Iberia owing to
the lack of unity in the country.

The connection comes

clear in the repetition of the key word nAavn in 213.21
and 214.13.

Behind Homer's ·poetry lies fact.

No Homeric citations are found in Book 4 (Gaul,

~··
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Britain, the Alps), but in Books 5 and 6 (Italy and adjoining islands) there are seven scattered occurrences.

The

first (290.22 ff.) is a quotation in support of the contention that the Heneti, a tribe of Cispadana, were originally escapees from Troy with Antenor.

As proof people

cite the tribe's former devotion to the breeding of horses-a fact which Homer also recalls in Il. 2.852:

EE 'Ev€Twv,

In 302.22-304.3 Strabo traces the ancestry of the
elusive Pelasgians.

Caere was said to have been founded

by them (302.11), and Strabo seizes the opportunity for a
digressive investigation into the historical background
of the Pelasgians.

Strabo notes that they were generally

thought of as "a certain wandering tribe" which spread
through all of Greece.

Ephorus links them particularly

with Arcadia and attributes their widespread glory to the
famous Pelasgian mode of life.

Strabo then quotes Homer

three times on .the Pelasgians:

first, as colonizers of

Crete,
aAAn 6' aAAwV yAwooa µ€µLyµfvn· EV µ€v ·AxaLol,
Ev 6' ·ET€6xpnT€C µ€yaAnToPEC, Ev 5€ KuowvEc,
~WPLEEC TE TPLXalX€C 1 otol T€ Il€Aaoyol (Od. 19.175177) i
second, on Dodonaean Zeus, Z€u ava,

~wowvatE,

IlEAaoyLxE

(Il. 16.233); third, as neighbors to the Cilicians,
6' ay€
Aaxa

~uAa

IlEAaoywv EYXEOLµwpwv, I

vaLE~aaoxov

(Il. 2.840-841).

~WV

'Innoaooc

or AapLoav EPLSw-

Strabo then notes that
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Ephorus himself used Hesiod as authority for his statement
that the Pelasgians originated in Arcadia.

Several other

sources are then discussed briefly (303.19-304.3) and the
digression ends.
In the remaining citations of Book 5 Strabo again defends the concept that historical fact lies behind Homer's
myth-making.

At 307.14 ff. in discussing the Portus Argous

at Aethalia Strabo cites the 5LanoLKlAouc pebbles on the
beach as proof that the Argonauts had been at the place.
Homer merely makes changes in certain. facts and changes
settings.

So too at 335.25 ff. and 336.28-29 in describing

the historical background of Cumae Strabo refers to the fact
that people said that Avernus was the site of the Homeric
Necyia.

Strabo argues that this is more than legend:

·oouoo€a Etc LOUL' 6.cpLxEo8aL.

xaL•

Later while dealing with

Cumae and Avernus Strabo explains that there is historical
fact behind Od. 11.15-16 (ou6€ nOL 1 aULOUC fiEALOC cpa€8wv
EnL6€pK€LaL):

the Cinunerians never saw the sun because it

was the custom of those who lived near the oracle never to
leave their underground homes and tunnels during the day.
In Book 6 we find Homer cited in three passages.

351.5 ff. Od. 1.184 Ctc T€u€onv UELa xaAx6v)

49

At

is inter-

preted as indicating the city Temesa (in Strabo's time

49 Meine
. k e stri'k es t h'is quotation
.
f rom h'is tex t , b u t
it is restored by Jones.
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called Tempsa) in Italy and not Tamasus in Cyprus.

Strabo

supports the proposition by confirming the existence of
abandoned copper mines in the area.

The geographer next

mentions Homer concerning the islands of the Liparaei.

In

352.9 ff. he notes that some people equate these islands
with those of Aeolus mentioned by Homer.

In a later pas-

sage (380.l ff.) Strabo cites Polybius on certain natural
phenomena of the islands which regularly anticipate changes
in the wind and on an actual prediction of a change by one
of the natives, to prove unequivocally that the Liparaei
are the islands of Aeolus.

This also proves that Homer

was correct (not speaking in mythical terms) when he called
Aeolus,

~aµlav ~wv

av€µwv (reference to Od. 10.21).

The

final citation of Book 6 is found in 373 at the foot of the
page.
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In determining whether the Arethusa River is the

Alpheius Strabo digresses upon rivers which run underground .

..

Zoilus thought the Alpheius rose in Tenedos.

Strabo con-

siders this inconsistent for a man who thought Homer was
a writer of myths.
In Book 7 Strabo describes the north of Europe.

His

treatment of the area has been much maligned, and even a
kind critic says:
No part of his work is more defective than this.
Imperfect as was the knowledge of these regions, he was
far from turning to account all the information con50 Jones restores t h'is passage in
. h'is text.
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cerning them that was really available in his day.

51

Strabo's ignorance can be traced to his refusal to trust
and employ Herodotus and Pytheas.

The close of the book on

Thrace and Macedonia has been lost but is summarized in
epitomes which supply the missing information.
Outside the fragments of Book 7 Homer is cited in
two areas:

first, a general defense of the poet (406 ff.)

while treating the Getae; second, another discussion of the
Pelasgians (451 ff.).

In the former the neighbors of the

Getae are identified as the Mysians, a people which, unlike
other tribes, remained in Europe.

Strabo approves Posidonius'

interpretation of Il. 13.3-5:
• • • auTOG 6€ naALV TPEnev 6aae ~aeLvw, _
voa~Lv €~' tnnon6Awv ep~xwv xa&opwuevoG atav
Muawv T 1 ayx€uaxwv.
Il. 13.5-6 (xat ayauwv ·rnnnuoAy&v

I

YAOXTO~aywv,

'A~lwv

T€ OLXOLOTUTWV av&pwnwv) is then referred to as further
proof that the Mysians of Homer's time were a European
tribe, for the Hippemolgi, Galactophagi, and Abii were
mixed with the Thracians in Strabo's time.

Strabo claims

that Homer calls them Abii because a life bereft of women
is not complete, just as the poet considers the house of
Protesilaus half complete because it has no woman (Il. 2.
701).

These tribes were also good warriors, and Posidonius

thinks that Il. 13.5 should be changed from "Mysi, hand-to51

Bunbury 259.
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hand fighters," to, "Moesi, hand-to-hand fighters."

The

remainder of the section (to 417.3) is concerned with individual points of interpretation on these lines of Il. 13.
In 407.3-409.2 Strabo argues that Posidonius' conjecture
of "Moesians" for "Mysians" should be rejected but that his
general interpretation of the lines as being based on fact
should be accepted (408.29 ff. especially).

409.29-412.3

is a digressive defense of Homer by Strabo against Apollodorus because he agreed with Eratosthenes that Homer did not
have knowledge of faraway places.

Apollodorus cites Homer's

knowledge of Aulis as nELPnEooav (Il. 2.496), of Eteonus as
noAuxvnµov

(Il. 2.497), of Thisbe as noAULpnpwva (Il. 2.

502), and of Haliartus as noLnEvLa (Il. 2.503) to prove
that Homer knew of regions nearby.

As evidence of Homer's

ignorance Apollodorus cites the poet's failure to mention a
single river which flows into the Pontus.

Homer invented

the Hippemolgi, Galactophagi, and Abii, but did not mention
the Scythians.

The poet is also ignorant of Egypt and

Libya, the Red Sea, the Mediterranean, Arabia, Ethiopia,
and the ocean.

The only exception possible depends on

Zeno's emendation of Od. 4.84 to :
I:L6ovlouc

"Apci~ac

LE.

At3londc 3'

tx6µnv xat

Strabo replies that it is not amaz-

ing that Homer was ignorant of these places, for even men
of later times did not know of them and invented marvelous
stories about them, men such as Hesiod, Aleman, and Aeschylus.
Apollodorus also attacks the theory that Odysseus' wanderings
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took place near Sicily.

Strabo brushes off these arguments

by accusing the critics of excessive rebuke of Homer and
promises detailed arguments at proper places.

In 412.4-

413.26 Strabo argues that Homer did know about the Scythians
since he correctly described them as living off their herds,
eating milk and cheese, and knowing nothing of developed
economy.

These same characteristics were visible in the

Scythians of Strabo's day.

415.4-417.2 is another defense

of Homer with special emphasis on what Ephorus and Apollodorus have to say.

Ephorus is praised for concluding that

Homer knew the Scythians, but Strabo warns that Ephorus'
reliability is suspect in some cases.

He had attributed

the invention of the wheel to a man later than Homer, although at Il. 18.600 is found:
l.

v

•

TPOXuV apµEVOV EV

'\ .l.

na~~u~aL.

dorus was mistaken:

52

Strabo concludes that Apollo-

Homer really did know of the Mysians

and did not invent them.

At 427.28 ff. Homer's Galacto-

phagi are cited once more to prove that there existed historical fact behind the poet's utterances.

Strabo explains

that beyond the peace-loving Georgi lived Nomads who survived on horse meat, cheese from mare's milk, and mare's
milk itself.

For this reason they are called Galactophagi.

The same nomads are described as just and resourceless because they lease their lands to others and do not go to war
unless they are cheated of their rent.
52
it.

This line is excised by Meineke, but Jones restores
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At 451.3 are found the final citations of Homer in
the extant portion of Book 7.

Mention of Dodona causes

Strabo to recall that the oracle was said to have been
founded by the Pelasgians.

Strabo again quotes Il. 16.233

(see above, p. 64) to verify the relation between Dodona
and the Pelasgians.

Strabo also refers to Il. 16.235:

Homer calls them from their lifestyle men with dirty feet
who sleep on the ground.

This proves that the people in

the neighborhood of Dodona were barbarians.

Strabo, how-

ever, is uncertain whether this barbarian people should be
called the "Helli" or "Selli."

Homer names a river the

Selleeis when he says (Il. 2.659):
noTaµou ano

~EAAne:VTOG.

TnAoae:v

E~

·E~uonG

Nevertheless, Strabo goes on to

conjecture that it was after Mount Tomarus that Homer
named the interpreters of Zeus ("tomouroi").

Strabo as-

serts that some people emend Amphinomus' advice to the
suitors not to attack Telemachus in this way:
e:t µtv x' atvnowcn D.1.oG µe:yaA01.o Toµoupoi.,
auT6G TE XTavtw, TOUG T 1 dAAOUG navTac avwEw·
e:t OE x' anoTpe:nE~OI. ae:6~, naue:oaai. dvwya.
(Od. 16.
403-405)
~
Strabo says that nowhere in Homer are oracles "themistes."
The geographer notes that there is some confusion between
the terms, "toumoroi" and "themistes."
interpret "themistes"

(and "boulai") strictly as oracular

terms, as when Homer says (Od. 14.328):
~LOG

SouAnv Enaxouoai..

One is tempted to

EX 6puoG utµ1.x6µ01.o
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In the fragments of Book 7 53 Horner is cited on Thrace
and Thessaly, Macedonia, the Paeonians, the Sinties, and
the extent of the Hellespont.

The poet is first mentioned

(14 and 15) in regard to the Europus River.

Strabo ex-

plains that Horner called it the Titaresius, since it has
its source on Mount Titarius.

In Thrace (14 and 16) are

found the cities of Crannon and Gyrton which Horner referred
to in Il. 13.301-302:

"t'w lJ.EV d.p' E:x epf.lxnG 'Ec.pupouG lJ.t"t'a

5wpnocrEo5ov, I nE lJ.E"t'a

~AEyUaG

lJ.EYaAn"t'oPaG.

Strabo ex-

plains that by "Ephyri" are meant the Crannonians and by
the "Phlegyae" the Gyrtonians.

In 20-24 are found cita-

tions on Arnydon (20 and 23), the Axius River by it (20,
21, 23, and 23a), and the genealogy of Iphidarnas (24).
Fragments 20 and 23 identify the city of Abydon on the
Axius as Homer's Arnydon mentioned in Il. 2.848-850:
Au"t'ap IlupalXlJ.T)G ayE IlalovaG ayMUAO"t'6~ouG,
"t'T)A65EV EG 'AlJ.UOWVOG, an' 'AELOU EUPU p~OV"t'OG,
'AELou, OU MaAALO"t'OV uewp E:nLxlova"t"aL atav.
Line 849 is quoted and reference is made to the Paeonians
corning to the aid of Troy. In 20, 21, 23, and 23a Horner is
cited on the Axius River. 54 21, 23, and 23a also raise the
problem that the river is actually muddy but is described
53
I have followed Jones, vol. 3, 320-387 in the text
and numbering of the fragments.
54
This quote is also found in a newly discovered
papyrus fragment. See B. Krebber, "NAYETOAOrOI bei
Straban: ein Neues Papyrusfragrnent," Zeitschrift fiir
Papyrologie und Epigraehik 9 (1972) 204-221.
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as XUAALOTOV u6wp.

Since a spring called Aea mingles with

the Amydon, Strabo suggests that the
emended to

oi

of Il. 2.850 be

The meaning would then be, "The Axius, over

<4>-

which spreads the fairest water of Aea."

The Axius does

not spread over the earth, but the spring over the Axius.
Eustathius (who

pre~erves

the fragment) in 23a describes

Strabo's attitude in this argument as uno6u0l<.6AWG.
and 39 Strabo refers to Homer's "son of Pelegon"
141).

In 38

(Il. 21.

Homer is correct on so naming the hero, since the

Paeonians were known as Pelagonians both by common opinion
and by history.
1.594;

~vaa.

In 45 Homer's naming of the Sinties (Il.

µE ElvTLEG dv6PEG) as inhabitants of Lemnos

is defended, for the island was held in Strabo's time by
the Sinti, a Thracian tribe.

Finally in 57, Homer is

quoted and ref erred to several times on the extent of the
Hellespont.

Il. 9.359-361 is cited as evidence that the

Hellespont covers the Aegean Sea as far as the Thermaean
Gulf and the sea which is near Thessaly and Macedonia:
~~EaL,

nv

€a€Anoaa. xat aC XEV TOL Ta µgµnA~,
nPL µaA' •EAAnonoVTOV En' txauOEVTa nAEOUOaG
vfiaG €µaG.
Strabo contrasts this with Il. 4.520:
dG do' AtvoaEv ELAnAouaEL.
of the Thracians

nPWG

•Iµ~paol6nG,

The hero is Peiroils, the leader

(Il. 2.844 and 4.519).

The Thracians in

turn are described as OOOOUG .EAAnonovTOG ayappOOG EVTOG
EEPYEL

(Il. 2.845).

Despite some textual difficulty in the
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55
.
.
next f ew 1 ines
we can ma k e out t h e point
of

argument:

t h e second

Horner limits the Hellespont to the Thracians

and does not accordingly allow the greater extent.
We may briefly view one side of the overall character of the citations in Books 3-7 so far discussed in a
fragment we have mentioned but not fully illuminated.

Al-

though 24 is only a summary of an epitome, Strabo's thought
on the significance of Horner is clear:
After the Axius River is the city of Thessalonica which
used to be called Therrna. Cassander founded it and
named it after his wife, the daughter of Philip the son
of Arnyntas. He moved the towns around this city into
it--towns such as Chalastra, Aenea, Ciss.us, and some
others. One might suspect that Homer's Iphidarnas was
from this Cissus. Horner says that Iphidarnas' grandfather Cisseus brought him up in Thrace, which is now
called Macedonia.
In this case the historical fact reveals a true interpretation of Homeric information.

This searching for the fact

underlying Homeric poetry seems to be the most common aspect of the Homeric citations in Books 6 and 7:

Horner al-

ters names or changes them completely; his text must be
correctly understood or emended; in some cases the poet is
simply ignorant (but who was not?).

If we only take the

trouble to understand Horner. correctly, he can be seen as
a reliable authority.
Of course there are instances in which Strabo comes
directly to Homer's defense, but the geographer's concern
55

see Jones, vol. 3, 382-383.
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is more than a blind defense of Horner.

Early in Book 6

(348.11-13) he asserts that the man who is engaged in a
description of the world must deal not only with the present facts but the facts of the past as well, especially
when they are noteworthy.

In describing the wealth of

Iberia Strabo depends, not only on accounts of his own day,
but also on the information Horner provides, for
·I~nPLXOU nAOU~OU

xat TaUTa µapTUPLa (204.4-5).

~ou

o'

Strabo had

to select among myths, stories, and legends, and the different authorities for them.

In his desire to give signi-

ficant and relevant information about geography--inforrnation which, according to the philosophy of geography,
should be useful to rulers and comrnanders--he constantly
depends upon and defends Horner.

We shall see in the next

chapters that Strabo's dependence increases as Horner provides more material.
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CHAPTER IV
BOOKS 8-10:

GREECE AND THE ISLANDS

Strabo's treatment of the geography of Greece has
been attacked as no more than a commentary on the Homeric
Catalogue of Ships:
That tendency to digression upon mythical and poetical
topice which, as we have already pointed out, is one
of the leading defects of Strabo's whole work, is here
developed to the greatest extent, and has had the effect of converting all these three books into a desultory and rambling commentary upon the Homeric Catalogue
of the Ships, together with some other passages of the
ancient poets, rather than a systematic geographical
treatise.56
Strabo had himself visited Athens, Megara, and Corinth,

57

but was forced to rely upon secondary sources in the remainder of his work.

It would,

howev~r,

be incorrect to

imagine that Strabo carefully followed Homer's text--Homer
is only one source in a rather complex arnalgam:

58

• unter diesen Buchern Apollodors Kommentar zum
Schiffskatalog hochste Bedeutung zukornrnt. Eine beneidenswerte Entdeckung! Aber sie erschopft das Problem nicht. Betrachten wir namlich den Kreis der na56

Bunbury 226. For similar criticism see Thomson
225 and Tozer 255-256.
57

Bunbury 266.

58

Bidder {21-26) traces the majority of the Homeric
quotations in Books 8-10 to Apollodorus.
76

77
mentlich Genannten, so gliedern sie sich sofort in
drei Klassen: Fur sich allein steht Homeros, den er
als Ausgangpunkt alles Wissens iiber Hellas betrachtet.
Dann kommen die Grossen Werke, denen er sicher weit
mehr verdankt, als wir unmittelbar erkennen konnen,
Ephoros, Polybios, Apollodorus und vielleicht Demetrios
von Skepsis. Ubrig bleibt ein Haufen anderer Leute,
Dichter und Prosaiker von Hesiodos bis zu den Alexandrinern. 59
But why then does Strabo refer so constantly and in such
varied manner to Homer?

At this point, without the detailed

analysis of the citations in Books 8-10 to follow, we may
tentatively accept what Strabo himself says.
place, Homer is so famous and familiar
6o~av

xat

OUVTPO~lav npo~ nµa~)

be reconciled with the facts
24).

E~'

In the first

(Tnv Tou noLnTou

that his statements must
oaov npoafixEL

(480.16-

Secondly, Homer was the first to describe Greece's

geography (473.8) and accordingly provides the most reliable source of ancient facts

(Ta apxata)

(473.18).

We

should, therefore, be aware again of Strabo's twofold attitude toward Homer as we have already seen in Books 1-7:
Homer must be defended; Homer is the most reliable source
of ancient history.

It is with this in mind that we shall

begin our investigation of the Homeric citations in Books
8-10.
The Peloponnese
Strabo opens his description of Greece with a discussion of sources.
59

w.

In this passage is found the first

Aly, Geographica, vol. 1 (Bonn 1968) 334.
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mention of Horner in Book 8.
prising:

His comments are not sur-

the secondary sources are easily judged, except

for Horner who spoke poetically and of things as they were
in times of old (473.8-19).

After the ancient tribes of

Greece are divided ethnographically according to dialect,
Strabo promises a separate treatment in appropriate order.
He follows "the natural character of the regions" and decides that "the succession of the peninsulas" shall order
his own description.

The first to be treated is "the smal-

lest but the most famous"

(476.25-26), the Peloponnese.

After a brief sketch of the whole region, a detailed analysis follows

(to the end of Book 8) •

Strabo begins with the Eleian country and remarks
that i t had been divided in Homeric times into the Epeians
and those under Nestor.
noE nap'
298) i
·AA~ELoO,

As proof three lines are quoted:

•HALOa otav, o3L xpaTEOUOLV ·EnELOl (Od. 15.
OG T' Eupu PEEL ITuAlwv 5La yalnG (Il. 5.545);

ot 6E IT6Aov, NnAnoG EuxTlµEvov nToAlE3pov,
tf;ov (Od. 3.4-5).
Strabo then carefully notes (479.16-480.3)

that the city

of Elis had not been founded by Homer's time, and, furthermore, that the places of the Peloponnese named by the poet
were generally countries and not cities.

Concerning the

naming of Pylus, Strabo asserts that Horner borrowed the name
of the city for the whole district (480.12 ff.), although
he carefully distinguished Nestor's Pylus from Coele Elis.
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This distinction must be clearly understood so that Homer's
statements do not appear to conflict with the truth.

napaT1..8tvTa~

t~·

Strabo

ooov npoonxe:1.. npoooxone:tv (480.22-24).

After a description of Cyllene (the naval station
of the Epeians)

(480.25-281.9) and proof that Homer was

also aware of the city (reference to Il. 15.518-519) , 60 the
geographer moves along the coast to the city of Ephyra situated on the River Selleeis--a river mentioned by Homer.
This Ephyra must be distinguished from the Thesprotian,
Thessalian, and Corinthian cities of the same name.

Strabo

argues in three ways from the Homeric text that this city
of the Selleeis must be the town of which Homer speaks.
First, Ephyra is called the home of Tlepolemus' mother.
The hero was the son of Heracles.

Heracles' expeditions

were in the vicinity of Ephyra on the Selleeis.

Il. 2.659

is cited as proof that Heracles brought Tlepolemus' mother
Astyocheia from this city:
ano

Ee:AAne:vTo~.

no~auoO

ano

Tnv aye:T' EE

'E~upn'

TtOTaµoO

Strabo then cites Il. 15.530-531 on the

Ee:AAne:vTo~.

The final argument concerns the

"man-slaying drug" Odysseus and Telemachus were said to
compare the text reading of • (hov Ku~Anv1..ov 6.pxov
'Ene:1..wv with Il. ,15.518-519: IlOAUoauaG 6 1 'OTOV KuAA.nv1..ov
tEe:vap1..f;e:, I <I>uA.e:'Coe:w ETapov, ue:ya8uuwv 6.pxov 'Ene:1..wv.
60
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be in search of.

Athene says that Odysseus came to Ephyra

(Od. 1.261-262).

The wooers said of Telemachus:

EL~

·E~upnv

ta€AEL nlELpav apoupav I EAaEtv,

auuo~adpa ~aouax'

€vElx~

(Od. 2.328-329).

6~p'

nE

xat

EvaEv

To prove that

these drugs were native to Ephyra on the Selleeis, Strabo
quotes Nestor in his narrative of the war against the
Epeians concerning the daughter of the Epeians' king (Il.
11.738-741):
• • • TIPWTO~ EYWV ~AOV av6pa MOUALOV atxunTnv, yaueoo~ 6' nv AuyElao,
npEaSuTaTnv OE auyaTpa ELXEV .
TOOa ~apuaxa ~on, oaa TPE~EL EUPE(a xawv.

n

Apollodorus was mistaken in identifying the Thesprotian Ephyra both as TnAoaEv and noTauou ano

EEAAnEvTo~,

although he was correct in distinguishing Homeric places of
the same name by their suitable epithets.

61

In the matter

of Thesprotian Ephyra he disagrees with his main source,
Demetrius of Scepsis.

62

Apollodorus was also mistaken in

his opinion on the naming of Oechalia, for he claims only
a Thessalian Oechalia which Homer mentions in Il. 2.730:

61 strabo cites Apollodorus on Arcadian Orchomenus as
noA6UnAov (Il. 2.605), Boeotian Orchomenus as MLVUELOV (Il.
2.511), and Thracian Samos as "between Samos and Imbros"
(Il. 24.78).
62
20) •

Apollodorus is described as

ax€~Ew~

6EOUEvov (482.19-

81
is another Oechalia in Homer from which Thamyris had set
out when, near Dorium, the Muses aVTOUEVaL eauupLV TOV
aoLon~

8PnLxa naucrav

(Il. 2.595).

Therefore, an Arcadian

Oechalia exists, also called the city of Eurytus (reference
to I 1 . 2 . 5 9 6) .
Strabo now discusses the city Pylus located near the
Selleeis in Coele Elis and the towns of the same name in
Triphylia and Pisatis, and Messenia (483.1-28).

Each area

claims the Pylus of Homer's Nestor and attempts to prove
how its town is nua80EVTa (the Homeric epithet for Pylus
used at Il. 2.77 and elsewhere).

Strabo considers the var-

ious claims as violence to Homer's words, for the poet himself says (Il. 2.591-602, especially 592 and 601) that Nestor's Pylus was near the Alpheius River.
flows through Pisatis and Triphylia.

The Alpheius

Yet the writers of

Coele Elis have zealously pointed out a place called Gerenus and the rivers Geron and Geranius in their own country and claim that Homer derived Nestor's epithet Gerenian
from these.

On the other hand, the Messenians make the

same claim about Gerena.

Strabo inclines to the latter,

because the place is better known and once was a populous
area.
The geographer continues with the description of Coele Elis and moves to an even more difficult problem, Homer's division of the country into four areas with four
leaders (483.29-486.18):
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oC 6' dpa BounpaoL6v TE xat ·HAL6a 6tav EVaLov,
'Ypµlvnv xat MUPOLVO~ EoXaT6woa
nETPn_T' ·aAEvln xat ·AAEloLov EVTOG EEPYEL,
TWV au TEOOaPEG apxot EOav, 6Exa 6' av6pl EHUOT~
vnEG ETIOVTO &oal· TIOAEEG 6' EµSaLVOV 'EnELOl.
(Il.
2.615-619)
~
OOOOV E~

1

Since Homer does not include the Buprasians with the Eleians, he contradicts his previous division of the Epeians
into two parts.

Therefore, Buprasium would be Epeian and

not Eleian, even though Homer does include Buprasium with
the former in Il. 23.630-631:
&anTov 'EnELol I

Bounpaal~.

WG onoTE xpElovT'

'Aµapuyxga

But when Homer names the two

together (Buprasium and goodly Elis) , he seems to consider
them a single region.

To explain the apparent contradic-

tion, Strabo argues that Buprasium was at one time a significant settlement which was no longer in existence.

The

area had a certain pre-eminence in comparison to Elis but
was later included with-it.
by a

TIOLnTLH~

whole.

63

Homer mentions both together

TLVL crxnµaTL, namely, the part with the

It is not unusual that Homer does not call the Bu-

prasians Eleians, for the poet does not mention all facts
(an argument we have seen before).
Hecataeus of Miletus, however, denied the identity
of the Epeians and Eleians, and the Eleian possession of
Dyme (a territory near Buprasium).
63

Strabo accuses the

ap-

other instances of part with whole cited here by
Strabo are av' 'EAAa6a xat µtaov •ApyoG
(Od. 1.344) I av'
'EAAa6a TE ~&lnv TE (Od. 11.496), KoupnTEG-:r' tµaxovTo xat
AtTwAol (Il. 9.529), ot 6' tx AOUALXloLo 'ExLvawv &' tEpawv
(Il. 2.625).
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xatoL cruyypa<l)EtG of saying things that are not real, employing myths, and disagreeing among themselves.

Homer

does not mention Dyme, but the town may have been in the
possession of the Epeians at the time and later taken by
the Ionians and Achaeans.
Strabo completes his study of Il. 2.615-619 by identifying the four boundary markers cited in the passage.
Hyrmine was once a small town, although no longer in existence, and near Cyllene there is a mountain promontory
called Hermina or Hyrmina.

Myrsinus is identified as the

settlement Myrtinum which stretches to the sea.

The Ole-

nian Rock is probably Scollis (presently Santameriotiro
Mountain).

Strabo states that we cannot be certain, for

in general places and names have changed with the passing
of time, and Homer is not always clear..
aeum, a territory near Amphidolis.

Aleisium is Alesi-

In Il. 11.756-758 Homer

says of the Hill of Aleisium:
µ€cr<P' E::nt Bounpacrlou no>..unupou BncraµEv tnnouG
rtETPTJG T' 'QA.EvlnG xat 'Al..ELcrlou Evaa xo>..wvn
xblAT}TaL. 64
Strabo explains that 'we must understand the use of hyperbaton here and interpret the meaning as "where the place
called Hill of Aleisium is."
Before the complex discussion of Nestor's country
(.496.11 ff.), Strabo cites Homer on some smaller matters and
64

The Oxford text reads O<PP ' for ulcr<P' .
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at length on the Cauconians (486.19 ff. and 490.32 ff.).
The possibility of two separate Cauconian peoples is proposed, one group in Triphylia, the other in Dyme and Elia
near the Caucon River.

Homer also seems to designate the

Epeian Cauconians as distinct from the Epeian people (486.
23-25) when Athene disguised as Mentor says to Nestor (Od.
3.366-369):

65

• _ • • 0. i;ap fiw{h::v UE"ta KO.U'KWVO.C ue::ya.-5uuouc
e::tu', 8vaa. xoe::toc uoL 6~e::lAe::"ta.L, oO TL vEov ye::
ouo' 6Alyov. cru OE "tOU"tOV, tne::t "tEOV LHE"tO owµa.,
nEµ~ov cruv oC~p~ i;e:: xa.t ute::C· ooc ot ot tnnouc.
Some people attempt to remedy the contradiction by emending

6Alyov, but Strabo promises his own solution in a later
passage (490.32 ff.).

There he begins an inquiry into the

Cauconians' origins (described as an Arcadian and wandering
tribe like the Pelasgians) and cites Homer (Il. 20.329) to
show that they were allies of the Trojans.

At any rate,

Strabo accepts the fact of two Cauconian peoples and points
out that this is also in agreement with Homer's words.

The

geographer asks why, if the Cauconians were a single people,
did Athene go to them from Pylus into the west, while Telemachus headed east (Strabo quotes Od. 3.366 ff.).

So too

she might have requested help from Nestor in collecting a
"not insignificant debt" from a people under his rule but
65

Jones.

This passage was deleted by Meineke but restored by
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she did not.

Strabo concludes that some of the Cauconians

had been separated from the rest and settled in Dyme in
Eleia.

He promises a full discussion of the Pylus problem

in a section to come.

Let us now consider the lesser Ho-

meric citations before the problem of Nestor's country and
Pylus.
Cape Pheia is next as we move along the coast. · Strabo notes that there was a small town of the same name there
~ELaG

also and quotes Il. 7.135 (487.18) as proof:
TElXEOOLV, ·rapoavou

aµ~t

PEE8pa.

nap

He notes that there is

a small river near the place which may be Homer's Iardanus.
In discussing the course of the Eurotas, Strabo mentions
that a town near it (Helus)
(488.11).

is found in Homer (Il. 2.584)

At 489.10 Triphylia is described as nµa80EVTa,

a Homeric epithet.

Strabo notes that the derivation may

be traced to the ancient name of a river (the Amathus) near
Pylus, or it may be of uncertain origin.

People deny that

the river or the area adjoining is nµa80EVTa

(now trans- .

lated as "sandy").
The next Homeric citation (490.19-22)

is a quote of

Od. 3.4-6 to demonstrate that Telemachus found the Pylians
making sacrifice at the temple of Samian Poseidon:
gt 6~ nuAov, NnAnoG tuxTlµEvov nToAlE8pov
tEov· Tot 6' tnt 8Lvt 8aAacrcrnG tEpa pt~ov
TaupouG naµµtAavaG ·Evocrlx8ovL xuavoxalT~.
Strabo criticizes. Homer for not telling the truth, although
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it is correct for a poet to fabricate what is not true in
some cases.

Il. 2.591 is quoted (493.1) as indication that

Samicum was perhaps the acropolis of Arene in Homeric

Though it cannot be proved absolutely, there is further
evidence in the proximity of the River Anigrus (formerly
-the Minyeius) and Il. 11.722-723:

~cr~L

6t

~LG

noLaµoG ML-

Strabo then quotes
Il. 7.133-135 on the ancient city of Chaa and suggests that
Celadon and Pheia (the reading of our text also) be emended
as follows:

66

newµ' w~ 0L 1 En' 'Axl60VLL µaxovLO
aypoµevoL IlUALO~ LE xat 'Apxa6EG EYXEOLlJ.WPOL,
XaaG nap LELXEOOLV, 'Iap6avou aµ~t PEE6pa.
As shown in the quote, Chaa is near the tomb of Iardanus
and the Arcadians.

Il. 9.153 is quoted to illustrate Ho-

mer's opinion on the extent of the Pylian Sea:
tyyUG

aAo~ v€aTaL IlUAOV nµa66EVTO~. 67

nacraL 6'

In the final citation

(496.11) before discussing Pylus, Strabo gives us some in-

sight into his concern for La naAaLa

From childhood Stra-

bo had been taught legends concerning the ancient conditions of places.
ous sources.
66

He is forced to decide between the vari-

He concludes:

strabo reads 'Ax(60VTL for KEAUOOVTL and

xaa~ for

cl> E laG.

67

vtaTaL is now translated as an adjective meaning
"last," and not a verb form ("be situated") as Strabo and
Aristarchus thought.
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nt.OTEUOVTat. 6' WG £nt TO noAu ot £v6oE6TaToC TE xat
npEcrS6TaTot. xat xaT' £µnE1.plav npwTot.· ·oµnpou 6' ELG
TaUTa unEPSESAnµtvou navTaG, avayxn OUVEnt.crxonEtv xat
Ta un' EXECvou AEXaEvTa xat cruyxpOUEl.V nPOG Ta vuv,
xaaanEP xat µ1.xpov sµnpocracv E~aµEv.
Strabo now begins a lengthy interpretation of Il. 2.
591-596.

ot 6t IT6Aov T' £vtµovTo xat ·Apnvnv £paTEt.vnv
xal 0puov, .AA~Et.Oto nopov, xat EUXTl.TOV ;At.nu
xat Kunap1.cranEvTa xat ·Aµ~1.yEvE1.av sva1.ov
xat IlTEAEov xat VEAOG xat ~wp1.ov, €vaa TE Moucrat.
avT6µEvat. eaµupt.v TOV epn1.xa naucrav ao1.6nG,
otxaAlnaEv lovTa nap' EupuTou otxaA1.noG.
Pylus is isolated as the target of the inquiry, and the
geographer begins with Thyrum, Arene already having been
discussed.

It is known as the "ford of Alpheius" because

the river could be corssed by foot at the place.
presently called Epitalium.

It is

"Well-built Aepy" causes some

problems in correctly identifying it.

Some people question

which word of the phrase is name and which epithet, others
whether it is the present city of Margalae in Amphidolia.
Margalae, however, is not a natural stronghold.

A more

likely place is in Macistia, and the name "Aepy" would descri'b e i' t s na t ura 1 f orma t 'ion. 68

Those who prefer "Euctitum"

as the proper name argue for Margalae.

They name the ford

Thyrum, and identify Epitalium as "well-built Aepy" (Epitalium is naturally fortified) .

Homer speaks of a steep

hill in other places (Il. 11.711-712):
68

EOTt. 6E Tt.G 0pu-

As examples of nouns from descriptive epithets Strabo cites Helus and Aegialus.
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oe:aaa TICALG, atne:ta XOAwvn, I TnAOU En'
fiua36e:v·rnG.

'AA~EL~

IlUAOU

Cyparisseeis could have been located in Macis-

tia or in Messenia, although in the latter only a river is
so named.

Amphigeneia is in Macistia, and Pteleum was once

a settlement from Thessalian Pteleum,
and known as Pteleasium.

69

though now deserted

Helus is either a territory near

Alpheius, a city like Laconian Helus,
translated, a marsh near Alorium.

70

or, as the word is

Dorium is either a moun-

tain or a plain, but nothing renains as definite proof.
Some identify it with the Messenian town Aluris or Alura.
In the same region is the Oechalia of Eurytus, the place
from which Homer says Thamyris came to Dorium (where he
lost his ability to sing) .

Strabo now begins his discus-

sion of Nestor's Pylus.
Strabo argues from what has been presented that it
is clear that Homer's "land of the Eylians" extends on both
sides of the Alpheius.
Elis or Messenia.
Triphylian city.

The Alpheius does not touch Coele

Nestor's Pylus, therefore, must be the
It sits thirty stadia above the sea.

is in agreement with what Homer says:

This

Nestor sends a mes-

senger to invite Telemachus' companions to his home (Od.
3.423); on his return from Sparta, Telemachus directs

Peisistratus to avoid Pylus and take the road to the harbor
69

As proof of the Thessalian city Strabo quotes Il.
ayxlaA6v 1:' 1 'Avi;pwva t6€: Ili;e:A.e:ov Ae:xe:nolnv.
70
As proof of Helus as city Strabo quotes Il. 2.584:
VEAOG i;', E~aAov ni;oA.le:3pov.
2.697:
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(Od. 15.195).

Telemachus' journey north by sea (Od. 15.

(295-298) supports a Triphylian Pylus and begins as follows:
Sav OE no.pa Kpouvou~ xat XaAxloa xaAALPtEapov.
CUETO T 1 nEALO~, GXLOWVTO TE nacraL ayuLal·
OE ~Ea~ EnteaAAEV, ayaAAOUtvn ~LOG oup~,
noE nap' •HALOa otav, oaL xpaTEOUGLV •EnELOL.

n

Soon he veers to the east to avoid the suitors' ambush
nopauQ

·raaxn~

TE EauoLo TE (Od. 4.671).

EV

He makes his way

~vaEv 6' a6 vncroLGLV EnLnpotnxE aofjcrL (Od. 15.299).

Strabo

himself identifies these "pointed" islands as the Echinades.

From here Telemachus passes Ithaca to the north and

makes his way to the unguarded side of the island.

It if

were the Eleian Pylus that Homer was thinking of in this
passage, why does the poet mention places south of Eleian
Pylus when the journey is to the north?

It is nonsense

as well to suppose that the journey could be made from Messenian Pylus, for the distance would then be much greater
and the first part of the journey would be past Neda, not
Cruni and Chalcis as Homer says.
A further proof of Triphylian Pylus' authenticity is
found in Nestor's recitation to Patroclus of the war between the Pylians and the Eleians.

After Heracles had so

wasted Pylia that all her youth were slain (Il. 11.691) and
only Nestor in his youth (Il. 11.670) was left from the
sons of Neleus (Il. 11.691), since the Epeians held Neleus
in contempt, they arrogantly and violently mistreated the
Pylians.

Nestor responded by attacking Eleia and winning
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"ne:v"Lnxovra j3owv ayEl.a!;, 'LOOa nwe:a otwv," -roooa ouwv ouj3001.a,

-rnxov-ra,
13) .

II

unonwAOU!; ""ta!; nA.e: lo-ra!; (Il. 11. 67 8-680)

( 500 .10-

,Strabo interprets Nestor to mean that the rout and

driving away of the booty took place during the day and
that it was night when they returned.

While the Pylians

were dividing the spoils and offering sacrifice, the Epeians attacked Thyrum (on the Alpheius River) on the third
day (Il. 11.707).

The Pylians came to the rescue and after

a night near the Minyeius River by Arene arrived at Alpheius

~61.01.

(Il. 11.726), that is, at noon.

They routed

the enemy and pursued him until they reached Buprasium and

-

x.An-rai., oae:v au-rLG artE-rpane: .Aaov 'Aafivn (Il. 11.757-758).
Homer then says au-rap 'Axatoi.

Id~

6.no BounpaoCou rr6.Aov6'

EXOV wxtaG tnnouG (Il. 11.759-760). ·Strabo argues that, if
the Eleian Pylus were the Homeric city, the Epeians would
not have mistreated a people who had been wronged together
with them by Heracles.

How could they take advantage of

their own countrymen?

How can Augeas and Neleus be rulers

of the same people, if they are enemies, and to Neleus (Il.
11.698-702}:

• • • XPE:LO!; µty' 6~e:C.Ae:-r' EV .HA1.61. 6CTI,
'LEOOape:!; 6.aA.o~opoi. tnnoi. UU'LOLOl.V oxe:o~i.v,
tA.aov-re:G µe:"L' ae:aA.a· ne:pt 'LPlno6oG yap fµe:.AA.ov
ae:ue:oaai.· -rouG 6' a6ai. avaE 6.v6pwv 'Auye:CaG
xaoxe:ae:, Tov 6' t.Aa"Lnp 6.~Ce:i..
If this is Neleus' home, it must be Nestor's.

How could
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Homer say of the Eleians and Buprasians "t"Eaaape:G apxot
~aav,

OEXa o' avopt

~uSaLvov

Exaa"t~

I

vne:~

'Ene:Lol (Il. 2.619-620)?

ETIOV"t'O aoal,

TIOAEE~

o'

The country as well was

divided into four, and yet Nestor ruled over no one of these
but over those ot: OE rruA.ov "t'' tvEuov-ro xat 'Apnvnv E;pa-re:Lvnv (Il. 2.591).

How could the Epeians set out for Al-

pheius and Thyrum, or fall to Buprasium?
It is also incorrect to consider the Messenian Pylus
as Homer's city.

The Epeians are too far from them to mis-

treat them and become involved in many defaulted contracts
with them (the cause of the war).

Nestor could never have

completed this raid, if his Pylus were so distant.
Epeians came to Thyrum and the Alpheius.
in control of the Messenians.

The

These cannot be

Gerena or Gerenia in Mes-

senia may have been named after the Homeric epithet or simply be a coincidence.

Finally, it makes no sense to grant

all Nestor's lands to Menelaus and give him a foreign rule,
when Homer clearly says that it is the Alpheius OG -r' e:upu
PEEL IIuA.lwv oLa yalnG (Il. 5.545).

Strabo now passes to

the origins of Eleian control of Olympia.
Strabo cites Homer four more times before moving from
the Eleian country to Messenia.

The first is Pheidias'

quote of Il. 528-530 (503.17 ff.):

- xat
n

xuaVET)OLV ETI 1 6~pUOL ve:Oae: Kpovlwv·
auSp6aLaL 0 1 apa xat"taL Ene:ppwaav"t'o avax"t'OG
xpa"t'O~ an' aaava"tOLO, ugyav o' EAEAL~e:v ·oA.uunov.
Pheidias used the Homeric description to paint the image
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of Zeus in the temple of Olympia.

Strabo compares this

5' Etvt &p6v~,
71
E:A.V.. 1..EE 5E µaxpov "OA.uµnov (Il. 8 .199) • . Strabo finds

passage with Hera's movements:

crElcra~o

each characterization appropriate, for the same result
followed the nodding of Zeus' brows and the shaking of
Hera's body.

The geographer also

not~s

a graceful saying

that Horner alone has shown what the gods are like.

The

Eleians are credited for much of the greatness of the ternple, although in ancient times they were not a great people
and were subject to the Pylians.

Their inferiority in an-

cient times is proved by the Pylians' superiority in number
of ships in the Catalogue (Il. 2.602 and 681-619).

The

Pylians brought ninety ships to the Trojan War, the Eleians
forty.

The founders of the Olympian Garnes are discussed

next.
Strabo rejects certain ancient stories that Heracles
or the Idaean Dactyli originated the games and turns to
Horner for proof that such games did exist in ancient times,
though under different circumstances.

Horner mentions funer-

al games (Il. 23.255 ff.), and some people conjecture that
the Olympian Garnes are mentioned in Il. 11.698-699.

Strabo

criticizes this notion, for Pisatis (where the games take
place) was never in the control of Augeas (king of the
Eleians), and the games were never in Eleia.
71

Homer's games

Meineke strikes this quote from his text, but it is
restored by Jones.
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clearly took place in Elis (Il. 11.698-699).

Besides, the

Homeric prize was a tripod, the Olympic a crown.
Homer is next cited in the discussion of Pisatis'
ancient history.

Strabo credits its fame to the early

great rulers, among them Salmoneus (Od. 11.236).

In ar-

guing the derivation of the name Pisatis, Strabo refers to
Stesichorus' use of the part (city) for the whole (the territory Pisatis).

This is likened to Homer's calling Lesbos

Maxaooc n6ALV (Il. 24.544).
The final quote in the Eleian section appears in the
description of the Enipeus River.

Strabo notes that Tyro,

daughter of Salmoneus, fell in love with Enipeus:
UOU noaooaT 1

0

n TIOTa-

EVLnnoc &€COLO (Od. 11.238) ·

Messenia is the next country described (509.16 ff.),
and Strabo begins with an investigation into the country's
condition at the time of the Trojap War.

It was under the

control of Menelaus (see Il. 2.581 ff.), and as proof Strabo
quotes Il. 9.150-152:
0

KaooauuAnv Ev6nnv TE xat ·ronv noLnEooav
~noa~ TE ~a&Ea~ no' ·Av&ELav Sa&uAELUOV
xaAnv T 1 ACnELaV xat Iln6aoov aunEA6Eooav.
These cities are on the Messenian Gulf and the nearby Asinaean Gulf, and Agamemnon would not have promised them to
Achilles unless either he or his brother controlled them.
Homer clearly states (Il. 2.582} that men from Pherae accompanied Menelaus in the expedition to Troy, and he ineludes them with Oetylus in the Laconian Catalogue {Il. 2.

94
585).

Strabo identifies (510.27) the Methone of his own

day with the city Pedasus promised to Achilles.

Cardamyle

(511.12) is located between Asine and Thyrides.

At 511.

26 ff. Strabo identifies the remaining four cities promised
by Agamemnon to Achilles.

Enope is disputed:

either it

is Pellana, a place near Cardamyle, or Gerenia.

Hire is

near Megalopolis in Arcadia or Mesola, an area which runs
to the gulf between Taygetus and Messenia.

Aepeia is now

called Thuria (which borders on Pharae) .

Antheia is said

by some to be Thuria and Aepeia Methone.

Others say that

the epithet Sa8uAELUOV is best applied to Asine.

Cerone

is found in the territory of Asine and is identified by
some as Homer's Pedasus.
UAO<;;.

(Il. 9.153).

Homer states that na.oai.. 5' .EYYU<;;.

Cardamyle is directly on it, Pharae five

stadia away, the others at various distances.
The next Homeric citations are found in Strabo's description of the Laconian Gulf and Sparta (515.3-522.18).
Strabo's Sparta as

XOl..AOTtp~ xwpl~

seems to be an indirect

reference to Homer's xolAnv AaxE6aCuova

(Od. 4.1).

As we

move along the Laconian Gulf, we pass Helus, a marshy district situated above the sea.

Strabo quotes Il. 2.584 to

prove that in earlier times Helus was a city:

o! T' ap'

'AuuxAa<;;. Erxov VEAo<;;. T' f~aAov nToAlE8pov (Il. 2.584).
There is a problem in identifying the Messe of Homer's
Catalogue (516.23 ff.).

Though it is not found in the

region of Laconia, Strabo argues that its name is an apo-
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. 72
copated f orm o f Messene, part o f L aconia.

Other places

in the Catalogue have been destroyed, some have left remains, others have undergone a change in name.

73

In another

problem of identification Strabo quotes Homer (Od. 3.249 and
251) to prove the interpretation of some that the Pelopon-

nesus and Laconia in particular came to be called Achaean
Argos:
'AxaLLxoO?

There is also some difficulty in the epithet

applied to Lacedaemonia:

Eaaav

for xnTwEaaav some write xaLETa-

Strabo argues that the former should be interpreted

as "large" rather than a derivative of "Kete" (usually
translated "deep-sea monsters").

The latter is interpreted

by some to mean "kalaminthode" ("abounding in mint").

Oth-

ers say the clefts caused by earthquakes are called "kaietoi" from which is derived "kaietas," the Lacedaemonian word
for "prison" (a sort of cavern).

Some call such caverns

"kooi" from which comes Homer's cpnpatv opEaxcpoLcnv (Il. 1.
268).

The final Homeric citations are found in Strabo's

argument for Lacedaemon as name both for the city and the
country (the country being Messenia and Laconia) .

When

Homer calls the bows xaAa, Ta ot EEtvoG AaxEoalµovL owxE
72

As examples of Homeric apocope Strabo lists the following (the first three also given b¥ Aristotle, Poet.
9.
153): XPL for XpL8n; OW for 6wµa; µa~ for µa~l6LOV; nPWG
6' A6ToµE6wv TE xat #AAXLµOG (Il. 19.392) for 'AAxLµE6wv.
Our text reading for the last is !nnOUG for nPWG·
73
As an example of a change in name Strabo notes Augeiae (Il. 2.583) to Aegaeae.
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"t"uxncra~

I "Iqn "t"o~

Eup vr l 6n~,

he adds "t"w 6' E:v Me:crcrnvr.i f;uu-

SA.n"t"nv 6.A.A.fiA.o t. t. v / o tx4) E:v • Op"t" t.A.oxo 1.0 (Od. 21.15-16) .

Ho-

mer here means the country of which Messenia was a part.
f;e:tvo~

There is, therefore, no difference between
6aCuovt. 6wxe:

"t"uxncra~

and -rw 6' tv

Me:aanv~

EuuSA.n-rnv.

says (_Od. 3.488-489) that Pherae is in Messenia.
Homer says that

Aaxe:Homer

When

Telemachus and his companions shook the

yoke all day (Od. 3.486), after setting out from Pherae,
and adds,
66cre:"t"o_"t"' n€A.t.o~ (Od. 3.487),
ot 6' tf;ov xoCA.nv Aaxe:6aCuovt. xn-rwe:crcrav·
npo~ 6' apa 6wµa"t"' EAWV Me:ve:A.aou (Od. 4.1-2),
he must mean the city.
mon from Lacedaemon.

Otherwise they arrived at LacedaeFurthermore, it makes no sense that

Menelaus' residence was not at Sparta.

-

If it were not

there, Telemachus could not say e:tut. yap
e:t~

n6A.ov (Od. 2.359).

country) forbids that

t~

I:nao-rnv

"t'E

xat

The use of xoCA.nv (epithet of the
Homer's land include Messenia, but

it may be allowed by poetic license.

It is better that

Messene is included with Laconia or with Nestorts Pylus,
and not separated in the Catalogue as not having a part in
the expedition.
After the Argolic Gulf comes the Hermionic Gulf and
the places on it (522.19-523.23).

Strabo says "since Ho-

mer places this beneath Argeia, it is clear that we should
not also overlook this portion of the circuit" (reference
74

od. 21.13-14.

The Oxford text reads 6wpa for xaA.a.
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to Il. 2.559-560).

This leads to a lengthy discussion of

Homer's Argos.
The term Argos is used by Homer by itself and with
. h e t s. 75
epit

In the first place there is a city Argos:

-

•Apyoc "t"e: I:n:ap"t"nv "t"e:

(Il. 4.52); ot 6' ·Apyoc "t"' e:txov
..

Tlpuvaa "t"e: (Il. 2.599).

The Peloponnesus is also called

Argos: . Agamemnon says i)µe:"'t'EP<y €vt oClt.cy €v ·Apye:'t: 0:1. 1.
30.) • . Even Greece as a whole is known as Argos, for Homer

calls all the Greeks Argives, as he calls them Danaans and
Achaeans.

He does, however, differentiate by epithets.

Thessaly is Pelasgian Argos:
Yt.lt.OV •Apyoc

~va.i.ov

Achaean Argos:
141);

n OU}(.

(Il.

-

vOv a.6 "t"ouc, 00001. "'t'O IIe:A.a.o-

2.681).

The Peloponnesus is

e:t 6£ lt.e:v •Apyoc tlt.olµe:a•

•Apye:o~

-

'Axa.1.t.lt.6v (Il. 9.

ne:v 'Axa.t.t.lt.OU (Od. 3.251).

nesus is called Iasian Argos.

Homer says:

The Pelopon-

e:t n:avTe:c y'

~
1::.ol601.e:v
av' •Ia.oov •Apyoc 'Axa.1.ol (Od. 18.246), 76 Penelope

would get even more suitors (Eurymachus to Penelope).

It

seems that Homer meant not all the Greeks but only those
nearby.

The epithets "horse-pasturing" and "hippian" are

used in a general sense.

Strabo now disgresses and presents

some of the arguments concerning the terms

Hellas, Hellenes,

and Panhellenes.
75 strabo notes the following epithets: •Ia.oov, tn:n:t.ov, IIe:A.a.oyt.lt.6v, tn:n6SoTov, 'Axa.tlt.ov. tnn:i.ov is not
found with Argos in our text.
·
76

The Oxford text reads oe: C601.e:v.
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Thucydides (1.3) denies that the poet used the term
Hellenes, since the Greeks had not yet been distinguished
by a common name from the barbarians.

Apollodorus claims

that only the Greeks in Thessaly were called Hellenes:

oppose these views and cite Homer's description of the
Carians as men of barbarous speech (Il. 2.687).

The poet

also speaks of all the Greeks as Hellenes when he calls
Odysseus av6p6G, 1:"0U XAEOG e:6pu xaa I.

•

EA.A.0.6a xat µE:oov

·APYOG (Od. 1.344) and when Menelaus says to Telemachus
e:t 6'

g{}E;A.~G 1:"Pa~{}nvaL

av' 'EA.A.a6a xat UEOOV •ApyoG (Od.

Strabo then resumes his treatment of Argos.

15.80).

The fabulous stories of the sources of the Inachus
River are rejected by the geographer, and he also finds
fault with •ApyoG avuopov

Critics try to prove the lat-

ter by quoting Homer's verse:
6l~Lov

xal xe:v EAEYXL01:"0G noA.u-

•ApyoG txolµnv (Il. 4.171).

Strabo disagrees and

interprets the key epithet as a synonym for noA.un6an1:"ov
("much longed for").

He also suggests that the word may

be emended by omitting the 6 and reading the word as noA.uC~LOV

("very destructive"), identical in meaning with noA.6-

~{}opov.

The emended word is related to

C~aoiJa.L,

npota~aL,

and ta~aL, verbs which denote destruction or affliction. 77
77

Meineke (526) places the last two words at the bottom of the page along with the last two examples of their
meanings (Od. 2.376 and Il. 1.3). Jones restores all in
his text. -
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Strabo quotes the following verses to show these meanings:
vuv UEV nELPuTaL Taxa o' C~ETaL uiac 'AxaLwv (Il. 2.193);
,
xaTa xp6a xaA.ov ta~r.i (Od. 2.376); iHoL npo·ca~Ev (Il. 1.3).

-

-

Furthermore, Homer·was describing Agamemnon's return to
the Peloponnesus and not Argos alone, for the Peloponnesus
is certainly not a thirsty land.

Others retain the o and

interpret the word as an instance of hyperbaton combined
with synal6epha, and read the line xaC KEV tA.EYXLOTOC noA.~
o' C~Lov ·Apyoc LHOLUT}v,
C~Lov

78

that is, "would I return noA.u-

"ApyoooE" ("ApyoooE standing for Etc "Apyoc).
Homer is again cited at 527.15 ff. on Argos.

Strabo

notes that recent writers speak of Iasidae, Iasian Argos,
Apia, and the Apidones.

Homer does not mention the Api-

dones but does use the word ("distant").

The following

examples are proposed to support the identification of Homer's Argos with the Peloponnesus:
4.296);

~OTL

'ApyECTJ o' 'EA.tvn (Od.

n6A.Lc 'Ecpupn uux<f' "ApyEoc (Il. 6.152); utoov

"Apyoc (Od. 1.344); noA.A.f,iOLV Vl~OOLOL xat "APYEL navTt 6.vao:OELV (Il. 2.108).

Recent writers also call the plain Argos,

but Homer does not.
Strabo mentions Homer once more in the conclusion
of the Argos section (528.24).

In detailing the relation

between Argos and Mycenae, he notes that Mycenae was sub78

The hyperbaton would be the transposition of the
OE in "ApyoooE before L~Lov. The contraction would be
noA.uol~Lov.
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dued after the Trojan War.

This fact also applies to other

towns mentioned by the poet.

With this in mind Strabo

quotes Il. 2.559-562:
ot 6' •ApyoG L 1 Etxov Tlpuv&l LE LELXL6Eaaav
'EpµL6vnv T' 'Aalvnv TE, Sa&uv xaTa x6Anov ExouaaG,
TpOLbTlV 'HL6VaG LE xat aµnEA6EvT' 'Enl6aupov,
ot T' fxov ACyLvav MaanTa TE, xoOpoL 'AxaLwv.
Since Argos has already been considered, Strabo goes on
to discuss the other cities listed to see if there is anything significant in their history or remains.

Strabo

follows the Homeric order but makes no further citation
of Horner until Aegina.

He identifies Homer's Aegina as

lying off the mainland, not the Aegina of Epidaurus.

Con-

fusing the two, some write vna6v T 1 ACyLvav for Homer's
or T 1 EXOV A(yLvav (Il. 2.562).
As he follows Il. 2.559-562, Strabo notes that Horner
mentions some places the way they are actually situated:
or &' 'Yplnv EVEµOVLO xat AUAl6a (Il. 2.496); oC 6'

-

T' e:txov Tlpuv&a ~E (Il. 2.559);
(Il. 2.60); TPOLbnv'

'Epulovnv ~· 'Aalvnv ~E

'HL6vaG LE (Il. 2.61).

are not in correct order:

At times they

Exorv6v TE ExwA6v TE

497); 8{;crnELav I'pa'Cav TE (Il. 2.498).

(Il. 2.

Sometimes Horner men-

tions places on the mainland with the islands:

ot p'

·raaxnv Etxov (Il. 2.632}; xat KpoxuAe:L' EvtµovTo
633) .

·~PYOG

(Il. 2.

In the same way (mainland with island) he connects

Mases and Aegina (Mases in Argolis).

The poet does not

mention Thyreae nor does he know Hysiae, Cenchreae, Creo-
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.
po 1 us, Lyrceium,
an d 0 rneae. 79

Thus Strabo concludes his

commentary on Il. 2.559-562.
The next Homeric quote begins the discussion of the
places subject to Mycenae and Menelaus in the Catalogue
(Il. 2. 569-575):

-

o t 68 Muxf]vaG e: t xov, El)}t"'t" l ue:vov n:-roA. l e:-&pov,
a~ve:L6V -re: K6pLv8ov EUX"'t"L].J.EVaG -re: KA.e:wvaG,
·opve:LaG -r' 8vE:uov-ro 'ApaL-&upE:nv -r' 8pa-re:Lvnv
xat ELXUWV, oa' ap' .A6pncr-rOG n:pw-r' EJ.J.Saa(A.e:ue:v,
ot a' 'Yn:e:pncrlnv -re: xal atn:e:Lvnv rov6e:aaav
Ile:A.A.nvnv -r' e:txov, no' ALyLOV a].J.~EVEJ.J.OV"'t"O
A(yLaA.6v -r' ava n:av-ra xal au~' 'EA.lxnv e:upe:tav.
Strabo faithfully treats each city as it occurs in the Homeric Catalogue.

This provides his basic narrative frame-

work until 547.8 and runs over from the Mycenaean country
to the Achaeans (beginning at 542.15).

Strabo cites Horner

only four times in the commentary on Il. 2.569-275.

At 535.

9-10 the geographer finds the present Cleonae well fortified and surrounded by dwellings, and so agrees with Homer's E:ux-rLJ.J.EVaG KA.e:wvaG.
scription of Corinth as

Also verifiable is Homer's de-

a~VEL6V

came richer in later times.

(535.17), for the city be-

Strabo concludes the Mycenaean

section by remarking that Hyperesia and the cities after
it in the Catalogue should be treated as part of Achaea.
The final citation in the commentary on Il. 2.569 ff. concerns Helice and the temple of Heliconian Poseidon, both
destroyed by a tidal wave (544.7 ff.).
79

Some people iden-

The last two are placed at the bottom of the page
by Meineke (533) but are restored by Jones.
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tify the sacrifices performed there with Homer's verses:
a6Tap 6 &uµov dto&E xat nPUYEV,
EAXOµEVOG 'EALXWVLOV

aµ~t

wb

avax~a

OTE ~aUPOG I nPUYEV

(Il. 20.403-404).

Since

Homer mentions the Pan-Ionian sacrifice, some people infer
that he lived after the Ionian colonization.

They also

find evidence in Homer's bull, for the Ionians believe they
receive omens only when the bull bellows.

Others deny the

supposition, simply attributing the similarities to coincidence and citing Homer's familiarity with the sacrifice
to Helice.
In the Achaean geography of Book 8 Homer is cited
twice.

At 548.19 Strabo notes that a mountain called

Scollis by some is named the Olenian Rock by Homer.

At

546.24 ff., after listing the twelve divisions of the

Achaean country, Strabo investigates what Homer has to say
on the subject.

The poet does not mention Olenus and other

regions near Aegialus but speaks of them in a general way:
AtyLaA6V T' ava navTa xat

aµ~'

'EAlxnv EUPEtav

He does mention the Olenus of Aetolia:
µOVTO xat "'2AEVOV

(Il. 2.639).

He speaks of two cities

named Aegeae, one of them Achaean:
~E xat AtyaG 6wp' 6.vayouoL

ot 6£

(Il. 8.203).

understood as the Aegeae of Euboea:
xAu~a.

or ITAEUPWV' EVE-

~oL

ELG 'EAlxnv

The other is best

Atya~,

€v&a TE ot

6wµaTa SEv&EoL AlµvnG· / Ev&' rnnouG EoTnoE rrooEL6awv

{Il. 13.34).

It was from this city that the Aegean prob-

ably took its name.

Here also the poet connects Poseidon
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and the Trojan War.
The final citation of 8 occurs in Strabo's description of north central Peloponnesus (550.4}.

The geographer

notes that Mantinea (like other cities in the area) no
longer exists.

Tegea still endures, but three cities men-

tioned by Homer "are not only hard to find but are useless
because they are deserted."

The cities are 'Plnnv -re:

Enap-rlnv -re: xat nve:µoe:crcrav 'Evlannv (Il. 2.606).

Northern Greece:

Attica to Thessaly

In Book 9 Strabo describes mainland Greece outside
the Peloponnesus.

The Homeric citations are a varied and

random assortment, most concerned with relevant passages
of the Homeric Catalogue of Ships.
quoted (554.16 ff.)

The poet is first

to show that the country near Megara

was subject in early times to the Ionians who held Attica.
Homer does not specifically mention Megara, for it had not
yet been founded.

He does, however, include it under the

name of the Athenians:
n-roAle:&pov

(Il. 2.546}.

o t c5' d.p'

-

• A&f}va~ e: t xov,

EU}(.T l ue:vov

Homer means the Megarians, and it

must be assumed that they took part in the expedition to
Troy.

Further proof is the phrase

·IO.ave:~

(Il. 13. 685) .

as follows:
Ias.

~vaa

oE

Bo~w-rot

xat

Strabo's argument may be summed up

Attica in early times was called Ionia and

Homer's Iaonians are the Athenians, and Megaris was

a part of this Ionia.
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Strabo next discusses several Homeric verses concerning the dispute over the possession of Salamis (557.
12 ff.).

Some people claim either Solon or Pisistratus in-

serted after the verse ACaG 6' bt .EaA.aµl:voG d.ye:v 6uoxal6e:xa
vfiaG (Il. 2.557), the verse oi;fjoe: 6' d.ywv, i:v' ·Aenvalwv
i:oi;avi;o

~aA.ayye:G

(Il. 2.558).

Homer thus served as wit-.

ness that the Athenians held the island from the beginning ..
Other Homeric verses prove the contrary.
with the Thessalians:

~va'

IIpwi;e:o1.A.aou (Il 13.681).

Aias is found

€oav ACavi;oG i;e: VEEG xat

Further proof is found where

Homer says that Agamemnon

-

e:up' utov IIe:i;e:wo Me:ve:o3fia nA.nE1.nnov
E:oi;a6-r' &.µ~ t 5' •A3nva t:o 1.., µfioi;wpe:G &.ui;fiG •
aui;ap o nA.nolov E:oi;fixe:t. noA.uµni;t.G •o5uooe:6G,
nap 68 Ke:~aA.A.nvwv aµ~t o-rlxe:G.

-

Agamemnon previously (Il. 4.273) f)A.3e: 6'

~n'

ACcivi;Eoo1.,

and near them was ·r6oµEvEuG 6' E:-rEpw3Ev (Il. 3.230), not
Menestheus, king of the Athenians.

Strabo goes on to con-

elude that Salamis was a separate state in early times.
Off Cape Sunium lies the island Helene.

Strabo notes

that some people claim this to be the place where Alexander says to Helen (Il. 3443-445):
ou6' <S-rE OE npwi;ov Aaxe:6alµovoG El; E:pai;El.VfiG
ETIAEOV apnaEaG EV novi;on6po1.01. VEEOt.,
vfia~ 6' E:v Kpava~ E:µlynv ~1.A.6-rni;1. xat e:uv~.
It is called Cranae because they had their first intercourse
there.
Strabo later

(567~3

ff.) notes that Boeotia was held

by various barbarian tribes in early times.

He refers to
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Boeotians.

The poet separates them and calls them Minyae

(Il. 2.511).

Strabo refers to the poet again on Boeotia

(572.6 ff.).

Near Anthedon, the last city of Boeotia op-

posite Euboea, as Homer says, 'Av8n6ova T' €crxaTowoav

(Il.

2.508), is Isus, a city considered sacred by the Boeotians
and.containing ruins.
lable~

but some people think the Homeric verse (Il. 2.508

-'Iaov

should be written:

waav.

This Isus has a short first syl•

TE ~aatnv 'Av8n6ova T' €axaTo- ·

They lengthen the first syllable by poetic license

and on account of the meter.

Nisa is not found in Boe-

otia (as Apollodorus says) , and Homer would be incorrect,
unless he meant Isus for Nisa.
read KpEDaav TE

~a8tnv

Others think we should

(in Strabo's time the naval station

of the Thespians) , others

~a.pa~

TE

~a8Ea~

{one of the four

united villages in the vicinity of Tanagra), others NOaav
TE

~a8€nv

(a village in Helicon).

Strabo now moves to the

interior of Boeotia.
On Lake Copais is a town Copae which is named by
Homer (574.22 ff.)

at Il. 2.502.

Copae was in danger of

inundation by the lake, but a subterranean channel opened
near the village and it was saved.

A similar incident

occurred near Orchomenus (575.11 ff.).

A fissure opened

in the Melas River which flowed through Haliartus and formed
a marsh.

The river has completely disappeared either be-

cause the fissure disperses it into invisible channels or
because other marshes near Hiliartus use it up.

For this
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reason Homer calls Haliartus "grassy" when he says (Il. 2.
Of the various rivers in
the area, Cephessus has its beginning at Libaea in Phocis.
This agrees with Homer's verse:
Kn~1..oooto

Enl.

(Il. 2.523).

or Te: ACAa1..av EXOV

nny~~

Near Lake Copais in the in-

terior of Boeotia is the Cephissian Lake (575.20 ff.) which
is mentioned by Horner (Il. 5.708-709):
µ~ya

nAouT01..o

I Aluvr.i

ue:unAw~,

o~

p' €v VYAr,i vale:au.e:

xe:~ALµ~vo~ Kn~1..00C61...

The

poet does not here mean Lake Copais (as some suppose) but
Lake Hylice, named after the nearby village Hyle, not after
Hyde as some think who try to emend the Homeric words to
o~

p' ·€v VY6r,i vaCe:oxe:v.

v1..~6e:vTL,

VYon~

Hyde is in Lydia, TuWA4> uno

Ev nCov1.. 6nU4> (Il. 20.385), Hyle in Boeotia.

Furthermore, Homer adds to his words ACµvr,i

xe:xALµ~vo~

(Il. 5.709) nap ot ot dAAOI.. I vatov Bo1..wTol
(Il. 5.709-710), and he uses the word in the singular, one

Kn~LooC61..

time leghtening the first syllable, no' VYAnV xat Ile:Te:wva
(Il. 2.500)' at another shortening it,
(Il. 5.708) and • • •

TuxCo~

o~

p' EV VYAr,i

. • • I O"KUTOTouwv 6x'

vYAr.l fvL otxla valwv (Il. 7.220 and 221).

vaCe:~e:

dp1..0To~

To write Hyde

here is incorrect, for Aias did not send for his shield
from Lydia.
Virtually all the remaining citations of Book 9 (from
576.24 to the end at 626.10) appear in a running commentary

on various portions of the Homeric Catalogue of Ships:

577.

8-585.3 on the Boeotian Catalogue (Il. 2.497-510); 585.4-
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587.4 on the Orchomenian Catalogue (.Il. 2.511-516); 587.5599.2 on the Phocian Catalogue (Il. 517-526}; 599.3-605.
25 on the Locrian Catalogue (Il. 2.527-535); 607.10-626.
10 on the Thessalian Catalogue (Il. 2.685-756).
mits (576.24 ff.)

Strabo ad-

that, because Horner follows no order in

naming places, it is difficult to avoid error.

Yet, al-

though following the seaboard is more advantageous (the
places are more famous, the sea gives them a sort of order
which Horner lacks), Strabo decides to follow Horner, adding
additional information which the poet has omitted.

Strabo

begins his commentary at Il. 2.497 (since Aulis and Hyria
have already been discussed) .

The geographer carefully

follows the Homeric Catalogue (Il. 2.497-510) and attempts
to identify each location.
tory and a river.

Schoenus is a Theban terri-

Scolus is a village near the Asopus

River at the

~oot

the Asopus.

Of the places in line 498 Thespiae is a city

of Mount Cithaeron.

Eteonus is also near

near Mount Helicon, and Graea and Mycalessus have already
been mentioned.

Strabo then notes (579.25 ff.)

says (Il. 2.499-500):

ot T 1

aµ~'

VApµ'

8vtµovTO xat

-

.ELAtOLOV xat ·Epu3paG, I ot T 1 .EAEWV ELxov
TIETEWva.

that Horner

no'

VYAnv xat

Peteon is a village in the Theban territory.

Ocalee is midway between Haliartus and Alalcorneniurn, and a
river of the same name runs by it.

Medeon is on the Cri-

saean Gulf (named after the Boeotian Medeon near Onchestus) .
Horner then says (5 80. 7 ff.) :

KdmaG E(hpnot v TE noAuTpfipwva
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-re: elcrl3nv (Il. 2.502).

Strabo notes that Copae has already
.

.

been discussed, that Eutresis is a small village of the
Thespians, and that Thisbe (in Strabo's time Thisbae) is on
the border of the Thespians and Coroneia.

Thisbe is a sea-

port situated on a rocky place which abounds in doves:
explains why Homer says it abounds in doves.

this

Strabo then

notes that Coroneia, Haliartus, Plataea, and Glissas (Il.
2.503-504) are next mentioned by Homer.

Coroneia is on a

height near Helicon, Haliartus is no longer in existence,
Plataea (which Homer speaks of in the singular at Il. 2.
504) is at the foot of Cithaeron, and Glissas is in Theban
country near Temessus and Cadmeia.
Homer is next cited (582.7 ff.)
&nl3a~

-

c:txov (Il. 2.505).

on those or

&1 'Yno-

Some identify the place as a lit-

tle city, others as Potniae.

The latter group claims that

Thebes was deserted and had no part in the Trojan War.

The

former argue that the Thebans did have a role in the expedition but were living below Cadmeia because they were unable to rebuild it at the time.

Therefore, Homer called

the Thebans of that time the Hypothebans instead of "those
living below Cadmeia."
Onchestus (Il. 2.506) is near Lake Copais and the
Teneric Plain.

Although Homer, because of the tendency

to embellish things in poetic fashion, calls the place
a grove, the precinct sacred to Poseidon is on a bare height.
Acraephium (583.9-10) is Homer's Arne and is said to have
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been swallowed up by Lake Copais like Mideia.

Strabo does

not agree with Zenodotus' emendation of Arne to Ascre, for
the epithet by no means fits the latter.
is the emendation of Arne to Tarne.

Also incorrect

No Tarne is listed

among the Boeotians, though one is mentioned among the
Lydians (Il. 5.43-44):
M~ovo~

ut6v I Bwpou,

o~

·rooµEVEU~

EX

6 1 apa

~atOTOV

T<iovn~ EPLSwAaXO~

EvnoaTO

EtAnAOU8EL.

Strabo completes his treatment of the Boeotians with
cities not listed in the Homeric Catalogue but worthy of
mention (583.22-585.4).

Among them is Alalcomenae which

is mentioned by Homer (Il. 4.8):
·AAaAxoµEvnt~

VHPn T' ·ApyEln xat

·Aanvn. There is a temple of Athene in the

city, and the goddess is said to have been born there as
Hera was in Argos.

For this reason Homer named them as

natives of each place.

Perhaps also the men of Alalcomenae

are not included in the Homeric Catalogue because they were
excused from the expedition on account of the city being
sacred.
Strabo next treats the Orchomenian Catalogue (585.4587.4; Il. 2.511-516) and notes initially that Homer sepa-

rates the Orchomenians from the Boeotians by calling the
former Minyeian.

Orchomenus was without a doubt a wealthy

and powerful city in early times.

Homer also bears witness

to its wealth, for when he was reckoning places that were
very wealthy, he said (Il. 9.381-382):

066'

oa'

µgvov nOLLVlOOELUL, 066 1 ooa enea~ I AtyunLla~.

8~

·ooxo-

Aspledon
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is discussed at 586.5, but no mention is made of Homer.
In 587.5-599.2 Strabo discusses Phocis.

He begins

with a rough sketch of the country's boundaries (587.5589.6) and applies most of his energies to a long descrip-

tion of the country's most illustrious city Delphi (.587.9596.13).

Although Strabo does not further mention Homer,

he does treat all the places mentioned in the Phocian Catalogue (Il. 2.517-526):

Python/Delphi (589.7 ff.}; Crisa

(590.19 ff.}; Daulis (596.29 ff.); Anemoreia (597.8 ff.);

Hyampolis (597.15 ff.);- Cephissus River (598.2 ff.); Lilaea
(598.4 ff.).

Homer is first cited on the Pythian oracle (589.11 ff.)
and the temple of Delphi (593.2 ff.).

The oracle of Pythian

Apollo is ancient because Agamemnon consulted it, as shown
in the opening of Demodocus' song (Od. 8.75-80):
VC~XOG

'06uoonoG xat ITnALa6tw .AXLAnOG,
WC nOTE 6nploaVT0° •
• • . dvaE 6' av6pwv ·Ayautuvwv • • .
xa'CpE v6Cf), • . •
WC yap ot XPElwv uu3noaTO ~otSOG 'AnoAAWV
rru3ot.
Strabo later notes that in his own time the temple of Delphi was nEvtoTaTov but before had been noAuXPnuaTov:

TOG E:tpyEL I
404-405}.

~olj3ou

xa&l.-

'AnoAAWVOG rru3ot E:vt nETPntcrm;i (Il. 9.

This wealth is also indicated in the treasure-

houses and the plundering of the Sacred War.

Some writers

theorize an earlier plundering in which the wealth cited
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in Homer was carried away.

They argue that when Onomarchus,

Phayllus, and their armies robbed the temple, no trace of
the earlier wealth mentioned by Homer remained.

Strabo

replies that it is unreasonable to suppose that the older
treasures would be mixed with the more recent.

Some peo-

ple interpret acpfrtopoG as "treasure-house" and the OUOOG
acpn"tOPOG as "underground repository of the treasure-house,"
and claim that the wealth was buried in the temple.

Ono-

marchus attempted to dig it up but was frightened away by
an earthquake.

This incident prohibits others from the

same attempt.
In the remainder of the Phocis section we find six
scattered Homeric citations.

At 596.24 ff. Strabo notes

that Homer's Daulis has become Daulia, and the Cyparissus
of Il. 2.519 has two possible interpretations:

some say

that it is named as the tree (the cypress); others claim
that it is named--by a slight change in spelling--after a
'
SO
vi"11 age b e 1 ow L ycoreia.

In discussing Panopeus (596.

29 ff.) Strabo mentions that the setting of the myth of
Tityus was at this place.

Homer says that the Phaeacians

nyayov Rhadamanthys into Euboea
(Od. 7.324).

6~6µEVOV

TL"tUOV

yaLn~ov

ut6v

At 597.20 Strabo notes that Elateia, the

largest city of the Phocians and the most important along
with Delphi, was unknown to Homer, for it is a more recent
80

As Jones notes (vol. 4, 370-371 note 2), the exact
meaning of this passage is obscure.
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site.

Strabo next cites Theopompus (598.5 ff.) on Lilaea

as the source of the Cephissus River, "just as Homer says,"
o'L Te: .L\lA.a1.av E:xov rtT1Yf.iG Ertl. Knqnooot:o

(Il. 2.523).

The

final citation is an indirect reference to Il. 2.517.
Daphnus is no longer in existence but at one time it divided
the Locrians in two.

Strabo cites as proof the Schedieium

in Daphnus which is said to be the tomb of Homer's Schedius,
one of the Locrian leaders.

The geographer then connects

the boundary city's "splitting" (oxlCw)

with Schedius.

Still following the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il.
2.527-535), Strabo decribes the country of Locris (599.

3

ff.).

Once more he discusses the cities and places men-

tioned in the Locrian Catalogue but does not mention Homer
in every instance:

Opus (599.13 ff.); Cynon (599.21 ff.);

Calliaron (601.6 ff.); Bessa (601.8 ff.); Scarphe (601.
10 ff.); Augeias (601.9); Tarphe (601.17 ff.); Thronion
(600.28 ff.); Boagrius (600.29 ff.).

Strabo first refers to

Homer on Patroclus' home (600.3 ff.).

At Il. 23.85 Patroc-

lus is said to be from Opus.

After committing involuntary

murder, he fled to Peleus, but his father Menoetius remained
in his own land, for Achilles promised Menoetius that he
would return Patroclus after the expedition.

Strab~

however,

asserts that Menoetius was not king of the Opuntians--the
king was Aias the Locrian whose native land was Narycus.
Homer is next cited on the remaining cities of Locris
(601.6 ff.).

Strabo states that it is not worthwhile to
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mention any others than those found in Homer.

Calliarus is

still beautifully tilled (from which it derives its name)
as was already the case in Homer's time.

Tarphe's (from

the word meaning "thicket") character (well-wooded) also
coincides with Homer's descriptive name.
Homer does not expressly mention the Western Locrians
(601.23 ff.) but does distinguish one group from the Locrians already discussed:
SolnG (Il. 2.535).

Aoxpwv, or valoucrL nepnv tEPnG

Eu-

These people have not been much dis-

cussed, but they did hold several cities.

Among them is

Chalcis which Homer mentions in the Aetolian Catalogue (Il.
2.640).
After a list of certain places near Locris not mentioned by Homer and a discussion of their historical backgrounds (the return of the Heracleidae, the Phocian or
Sacred War, Roman domination,_ Leonides at Therrnopylae) ,
Strabo states (605.17 ff.)

that the largest, oldest cr6crTnµa

of the Greeks is Thessalian.

It has been spoken of in part

by Horner, in part by others.

The poet always speaks of the

Aetolians under one name, categorizing cities, not tribes
among them (except the Curetes) .

At any rate, Strabo says

that he must begin with Thessaly, "passing over what is
terribly old, mythical, or conflicting."

He must do as he

has done before and tell what seems appropriate to him.
Strabo begins the Thessaly section with a brief
sketch of its characteristics and nature (605.26-607.9).
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He concludes the introduction with a promise to include
an account of famous names, especially because of Homer's
poetry.

Few of the cities

except Larisa retain TO naTPLOv

aECwµa.

Strabo then notes Homer's tenfold division of what

in the geographer's time was the country of Thessaly (Il.
2.681-756).

Homer adds parts of the Oetean, Locrian, and

Macedonian countries, and suggests something that is common
and true for all countries--regions and their parts undergo
change according to the powers of those who rule them.
Strabo begins (607.17) with the opening lines of the
Thessalian Catalogue in which Homer "catalogues" those people under Achilles (Il. 2.681-684):

To

• . . ocrcroL
IlEAacryLxov •Apyoc fvaLov
or T 1 #AAOV ot T' AAonnv or TE Tpnxrv' EV~µOVTO
ot T' Etxov ~3Cnv n6' 'EAAa6a xaAALy6vaLxa,
MupµL60VEG 6~ xaAEUVTO xat vEAAnvEG xat 'AxaLol.
1

Strabo goes on to say that Homer joins Phoenix's subjects
with Achilles' and makes the expedition common to both.
Although the poet nowhere connects the Dolopian army with
the Trojan War, he must be interpreted as meaning Phoenix's
. t s accompanie
. d h im
. 81 (Homer h ere emp 1 oying
.
th e gramsub JeC
matical device of passing over in silence).

Without his

subjects Phoenix would not have been regarded as sharing
in the expedition with Achilles, but only as following as
a minor leader and speaker, or a counsellor.
81

But Homer's

At this point Il. 9.484 is quoted. Meineke strikes
it from the text, and Jones calls it "possibly an interpolation," (vol. 4, 401 note 3).
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depiction of Phoenix makes it clear that he was more than
that:

µuawv TE PnTnP' £µEvaL npnxTnPa TE Epywv (Il. 9.

443) .

Strabo concludes that Homer clearly means that the

forces under Achilles and Phoenix were the same.
There are, however, problems in identifying exactly
the places subject to Achilles.

Some people suppose that

Pelasgian Argos was a Thessalian city near Larisa which was
no longer in existence in Strabo's time.

Others consider

it the plain of the Thessalians since Abas (who brought a
colony from Argos) so named it.
The identification of Phthia is also a problem (608.
17).

One group says that it is Hellas and Achaea (the

southern half of Thessaly) , others distinguish Hellas and
Achaea.

-

Homer see.ms to make Hellas and Phthia separate:

ot T 1 Etxov ~aCnv n6' 'EAAa6a (Il. 2.683); • . ~ ETIELT 1
anavEU8E 6L'

9.478-479)

i

(Il. 9.395).

'EAAU6o~ EUPUX6POLO,

TIOAAat

•AxaLl6E~

Etotv

I

~aCnv 6'

EELx6µnv

av' 'EAAU6a TE

~8lnv

TE

Homer does not make it clear whether they are

cities or countries.

Strabo concludes by citing the more

recent authorities on Hellas as city or country.
At 609.16 Strabo states that Phthians were those people subject to Achilles, Protesilaus, and Philoctetes.
Homer is witness to this:
jects and oi'. T' Etxov

~8Cnv

after mentioning Achilles' sub(Il. 2.683), he makes some re-

main behind with Achilles, while Philoctetes' subjects
(with Medon as leader; Il. 2.727) and Protesilaus'

(mar-
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shalled beneath Podarces; Il. 2.704) took part in the battle.

Homer says of them generally:

'IaovEc EAXEXCTwVEG, I Aoxpot xat
'EnELOl

(Il. 13.685-686).

fv3a OE BoLwTot xat

~3toL

xat cpa.LOLUOEVTEG

In particular he says (Il. 13.

693 and 13.699-700):
npo ~3Cwv 0€ Mtowv TE µEvEnToAEµoc TE rrooapxnc.
ot µEv npo ~3lwv µEya3uµwv 3wPnx3tvTEG
vau~LV aµUVOUEVOL UETa BOLWTWV EUUXOVTO.
Some recent opinions end the discussion.
Halus and Alope are placed by some in the Locrian
country (610. 7 ff.) , because Achillest territory extended
that far.

Some emend the text and read:

'AALouv3' ot TE Tpnxtv' €vtµovTo

ot 3' vAAOV ot 3'

(Il. 2.682).

The Phthiotic

Halus is below the end of Mount Othrys and sixty stadia
from Ithonus.

Strabo then delves into the ancient history

of the place and ends the section by mentioning his previous description of Trachin (603.27 ff.).
The Spercheius River is the subject of Strabo's next
Homeric citation (611.9).

The geographer concludes from

Homer's remembrance of it (Il. 16.174 and 176, and 23.144)
that the river must be part of Achillest territory.

Fur-

ther proof is Achilles' assertion that he grew his hair
as an offering to Spercheius (Il. 23.142) and the fact that
Menesthius was called the son of Spercheius and the sister
of Achilles (Il. 2.173-175).
After listing cities and division of the Phthiotic
domain (611.24-612.16}, Strabo notes that various changes
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have taken place, and only the most important divisions
are worth mentioning (612.13-612.16).

Homer himself says

that the Dolopians inhabited the extremities of Phthia and
that both the Dolopians and the Phthiotae were under Peleus,
for Phoenix says (paraphrase of Il. 9.483-484):

"I lived

in the furthest part of Phthia, lord of the Dolopians, whom
Peleus gave me."

Strabo runs into some problems in dis-

cussing tribes which inhabited Mount Pindus (613.3 ff.):
Homer says (Il. 2.744) that the Centaurs were driven among
the Aethices, a tribe which is now extinct.

"Extinct" is

defined by Strabo as "completely deserted or no longer with
ethnic name and political organization."

He again asserts

that he will not treat anything insignificant (whether under
its old or new name).

However, when it is noteworthy, the

change must be explained.

Strabo completes the list of

places subject to Achilles by telling the order of the
cities on the coast.

As for the rest of Thessaly, since

Homer named the leaders and cities, and divided and arranged
the country, Strabo decides to follow the poet as he has
already done (613.30 ff.).

Almost to the end of Book 9

Strabo carefully follows Il. 2.695-759.

We shall again

discuss only those passages where Homer is cited.
We begin with the country subject to Protesilaus
(614.3-615.2; Il. 2.695-710}.
to Achilles'.

This territory is adjacent

In the exposition Strabo refers to Il. 2.

695-696 and cites Homer's Demetrium as "the sacred pre-
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cinct" and "Pyrasus."

Eumelus' rule (615.3-616.8; Il. 2.

711-715) is followed by Philoctetes'
716-728) •

(616.9-617.6; Il. 2.

In the latter section Strabo chooses merely to

mention the cities listed by Homer, while dwelling on the
outstanding features of the island Scyros.
In 617.7-618.26 Strabo discusses Il. 2.729-733, the
rule of the Asclepiadae. Homer, who so far has been proceeding along the Magnetan coast, now treats northwest

-

Thessaly:
2.729).

ot 6' e:txov Tplxxnv xat 'I3wµnv xAwµaxoe:ooav (Il.
The section is spent in discussing the identifi-

cation and location of the cities.

Strabo recalls that

Oechalia is found in several countries.
place the "city of Eurytus"

Some historians

(Il. 2.596) in Euboea and

Arcadia as well as in Thessaly.
Eurypylus' country is next (618.27-620.7; Il. 2.734737:
~xov

oC 6' ~xov 'OpµtvLov ot Te: xpnvnv 'Yntpe:Lav / ot T'
'AoTtPLOV TLTaVOLO .Te: Ae:Uxa xapnva (Il. 2.734-735).

Most of the section concerns the identification of Phoenix's
homeland (619.6-620.7).

Demetrius of Scepsis claims Phoenix

was from Ormenium and emends Alnov 'EAAaoa xaAALyuvaLxa

-

(Il. 9.447} to otov

~Te:

TIPWTOV Alnov 'OpµtvLOV noAuµnAOV.

Crates makes Phoenix a Phocian, citing the helmet of Meges
used by Odysseus in the night raid (Il. 10.266-267): . . •

€E

~Ae:wvo~

'AµuvTopo~

'Opµe:vloao I

tE~Ae:T'

A6T6Auxo~,

Eleen is in Parnassus, and

nux-
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Amyntor is the father of Phoenix, and Autolycus (who lived
on Parnassus) might have burglarized a nearby home.
Demetrius counters that there is no Elean Parnassus, and
burglary is not limited to neighbors only.

Some emend

from "from Eleon" to "from Heleon," but Heleon is in
Tanagra.

This makes absurd the statement that

fTtEl.1: 1 ana:vEU8€ 01.

I

~Euyov

'EAA6.6os;:, I (b8lnv 6 1 €!;1.x6µnv (Il. 9.

478-479; Phoenix speaking) •

82

Polypoetes' country is next to Eurypylus'
Il. 2.738-747):

ot 6 1 •Apyi.ooav

i:o, I •op8nv • HAwvnv i:E n6A 1. v

i:'

~xov

(620.8 ff.;

xat rupi:wvnv tvtµov-

• 0Aoooo6va

AEU'KTJV·

Strabo

inquires into the early history of the country and recounts
that the Lapiths, Ixion, and Perithoous overcame the Perrhaebians.

Perithoous also subdued the Centaurs.

says (Il. 2.744):

~J.<.

Homer

IlnAlou woE xat At8lxE001. ntAaooE.

Strabo continues and treats Polypoetes' other cities, noting
that Oloosson is called AEuxnv because of its white clay
and that Elene and Gonnus, cities of the

regio~

are near

the Europus River (the Titaresius in Homer; Il. 2.751).
The Titaresius and the Perhaebians are mentioned in the next
catalogue (622.4-623.10; Il. 2.748-755):

82

Apparently the statement would be absurd because
Tanagria is too far from Phthia to be the first country
arrived at.
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The poet assigns these places and Polypoetes '· cities to
the Perrhaebians.

He commits the Perrhaebians to the La-

piths, because the two peoples were intermingled and the
Lapiths generally held the Perrhaebians as subjects.

Near

part of the Perrhaebian territory the Titaresius united
with the Peneius {622.17 ff.).

The Peneius is pure, the

Titaresius oily, with the result that the latter does not

'
mix with the former aAAa Tt ULV xa&unEP&Ev EnLTPtXEL nuT'
fAaLov (Il. 2.754).

Of the many places Strabo knows of

among the Pelasgiotes (that is, the Perrhaebians and the
Lapiths together), Homer cites but a few, for some were
not settled, others were wretched settlements.

The poet

does not mention Lake Nessonis (although he does mention
the smaller Lake Boebeis) since it was filled irregularly
and at times gave out.
There are also problems in the Magnetan places (623.
11-623.30).

Many places are cited by Homer, but only two

are called Magnetan
xat MnALov

TU~A~~

Etvocrl~uAAov

xat ou

yvwplµw~:

ot nEpt IlEVEL6v

/ valEcrxov (Il. 2.757) •

83

Yet, the

people of Gyrton (Il. 2.738) and Ormenium (Il. 2.734) and
others must also have been in Magnetis around Peneius and
Pelion.

Magnetans lived even farther from Pelion according

to more recent writers.

However, due to migrations and

changes in name, these writers may have also been con83

Jones, vol. 4, 447 note 1, states that the only
place the Magnetans or their country is mentioned is
Il. 2.756.
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fused.

84
The same kind of problem exists in the case of the

Perrhaebians and the Aenianians (623.30 ff.).

Homer (Il. 2.

749} described the two as being close together.

Later

writers placed the Aenianians in the Dotian Plain, near
Perrhaebia but isolated all round by hills.
eludes (624.19 ff.)

Strabo con-

that, at any rate, the Magnetans last

mentioned in the Thessalian Catalogue (Il. 2.756-759)
should be placed within Tempe from the Peneius and Ossa
to Pelion.
19 ff.)

The places after as far as the Peneius (624.

are not clearly ordered by Homer, but since they

are of no repute, they may be passed over.

Book 9 ends

with some random citations of places and a brief look at
Thessaly as a whole.

Western Greece and the Islands
Book 10 completes Strabo's circuit of Greece.

Besides

a brief discussion of Acarnania and Aetolia (633.24-636.
10) the main portion of the book is concerned with the islands adjacent to Greece.

Strabo does not constantly fol-

low the Homeric Catalogue of Ships as he did in 8 and 9,
but we can view the citations as falling into six groups
according to geographical areas.

Euboea is the first is-

land treated by the geographer (626.11-633.23).
84

Homer is

Following this section is a passage of doubtful
authenticity in which is found a quote of Il. 13.301-302.
It is very similar to 3.335 ff. and relate-a-passages.
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cited four times in regard to it.

The general shape of

the island is described, and then Strabo begins an investigation into the island's name:
as well as Macris.

it was known as Abantis

At any rate, Horner calls Euboea by its

own name, but names the inhabitants Abantes (Il. 2.536 and
542) :
T~

5 1 aµ'

·AeavTE' ETIOVTO.

Various theories on the origin

of the Abantes follow.
Horner is next cited on the Euboean cities of Gerastus
and Chalcis.

Strabo lists the cities of Euboea as they

are found on the coast and he notes (629.13 ff.) that
Geraestus is not mentioned in the Homeric Catalogue, but in
another place (Od. 3.177-178): . . . EG 5€ rEpa1.0Tov I
€vvux1.01. xaTayovTo

The poet demonstrates that Geraestus

is a convenient port for those sailing from Asia to Attica
because it is so close to Sunium.

In his discussion of

Chalcis (630.25 ff.) Strabo notes that there are cities of
the same name in Aetolia and the Eleian country.
is supported by Il. 2.640:
TE nETPnEocrav

The former

XaA.xloa T' 6.yxlaA.ov, KaA.uowva

The latter is mentioned in Telemachus' re-

turn journey from Nestor's land to Ithaca (Od. 15.295):
eav 5€ napa KpouvouG xaA.xloa nETPnEcrcrav.
In the Euboean section Strabo cites Horner once more
on the unique method of Euboean fighting (632.9-633.4).
After noting that the foremost cities of' the island, Chalcis and Eretria, have generally gotten along together, he
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describes Euboean hand-to-hand fighting. 85

They use their

spears outstretched, as Homer says (Il. 2.543-544):
µnTat µEµa.WTEC 6pExTfjoL

µEAC~oL

atx-

I awonxac pnooELv.

Strabo

conjectures that the spears may have been of a special
type, perhaps like Tnv ITnALaoa µEAlnv (cf. Il. 19.390),

-

which otoc tnloTaTo nnAaL •AXLAAEUC (Il. 19.389).

Odysseus

also knew how to throw the javelin-spear, for he says (Od.
ooupt o'

8.229)

axovTC~w,

ooov oux dAAOC TLC

OLOT~.

Hand-

to hand fighting includes the javelin as well as the sword,
for Homer says (Il. 4.469):
0€ yuta

ouTnoE

GUOT~

xaAXnPEL, AUOE

Contrary to the Euboean style of fighting is the

Locrian:
• . • OU O~LV OTaoCn~ uoµCvnG ~pya µ8µnAEV,
aAA 1 dpa, T6GOLOLV xat EUOTPO~~ otoc awT~
·rALOV EtG aµ' EnOVTO.
Except for a brief reference to the Homeric Catalogue
(Il. 2.639: Olenus and Pylene located among the Aetolian
cities by Homer), Strabo cites Homer on Acarnania and
Aetolia in two areas:

the western islands and the Curetes.

Strabo begins with a muddled reference to Leucas as axTnv
f}nECPOLO (632.21 ff.).

He interprets the phrase to mean

the country across from Ithaca and Cephallenia, that is,
Acarnania.

Homer, however, mentions Leucas only once (Od.

24.11) and there applies the epithet "rocky." of the cit85

The reason for their prowess in this manner of
fighting was that long range weaponry had been outlawed.
86

~ O.. ov

The Oxford text reads OU yap
xt;p.

O~L OTaoC~ uoµCv~ µCµvE
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ies of Leucas were Nericus, taken by Laertes (Strabo quotes
Od.

24.377-378:

n UEV

NnpLXOV ELAOV EUXTlUEVOV nTOACEapov, I

tioned by Homer in the Catalogue (Strabo quotes Il. 2.633:
xat KpoxuAEL' EVEUOVTO xaL AtylALna TPnXEtav).
Strabo then cites Homer extensively (637.29-641.8)
in a tangled discussion of terminology.

In Strabo's time

only the inhabitants of the island of Cephallenia were
called Cephallenians, but Homer uses the name for all the
subjects of Odysseus including the Acarnanians.

After

saying auTap '06ucrcrEUG ~YE KE~aAAnvaG I ot p' 'I3axnv Etxov
87
xat NnPLTov Etvocrl~UAAOV (Il. 2.631-632) ,
Homer follows
with Il. 2.633-635:
xat KpoxuAEL' EVEUOVTO xat AtylALna TPnXELav,
ot TE Zaxuvaov EXOV n6' OL ~aµov aµ<pEVEUOVTO,
ot T 1 nnELPOV EXOV n6' avTLnEpaL' EVEUOVTO.
By nnELPOV Homer meant both Leucas and Acarnania, about
which he says (Od. 14.100):
nwEa UnAwv.

88

6w6Ex' EV nnElpw ayEAaL, TOOa

The poet definitely meant the present Cephal-

lenia for Samos when he says (Od. 4.671):
TE ~aµoLo TE naLnaAOEOOT!G·

EV nop3µc'.j) 'IadxnG

His use of the epithet "rugged"

distinguishes the island from the city of the same name.
87

strabo quotes the following parallels to Ithaca and
Neritum: OL 6' EX ~OUALXlOLO 'ExLvawv a• LEpawv (Il. 2.
625); or 6' &.pa BounpacrLov TE xat "HAL6a (Il. 2.615); or 6'
Eul3oLav fxov xat XaAxl6a T' EtpeTpLav TE (Il. 2.536); Tpwe:~
xat AuxLoL xat ~ap6avoL (Il. 8.173).
~
88

This is perhaps explained by the extension of
Epeirotis to this extent in early times.
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Homer also calls the islands Same (_formerly Sames; Il. 2.
634) when he says (Od. 1. 245-246):
~n1.xpai:EOUOLV
Zaxuva~.

ap1.oi:o1., I

00001. yap vf}oo1.ovv

~OUALXl~ 1:€ Eau~ 1:€

xat UAnEVTL

Apollodorus has a different interpretation:

"rug-

ged Sames" does not distinguish the island from the city,
but Od. 1.246 should be emended to "Dulichium and Sames"
(for "Same").

This means that the city was called by either

name, but the island was known as Samas only.

That the

city was called Sarne is clear from what Homer says (Telemachus speaking in the first) :
ECxoo1.

<PWTE~

€ao1. (.Od. 16.249):

€5ooav (Od. 15.367).

Ex 5E

Eaun~ nloup~~

TE xat

i:nv uE:v fngvra Eaunvo'

Strabo is not, however, convinced

and states that Homer does not clearly express himself
about Cephallenia or Ithaca and the adjacent territory.
Therefore, the commentators and historians disagree.

Some

examples of Homer's imprecision in expression follow.
When Homer says of Ithaca (639.10 ff.; Il. 2.632),
ot

-

p' ·raaxnv Etxov xat NnPt.Tov, he shows by the epithet

that he means the mountain Neritum.

Strabo then quotes Od.

9.21-22·to prove that Homer elsewhere calls it a mountain:
vat.Ei:ciw 5' ·raaxnv EUOElEAOV" EV 5'

6po~ auT~,

I NnPt.TOV

But it is unclear in Il. 2.632 (which is again quoted here
by Strabo) whether Ithaca is the island or the city.

If

taken in its proper sense, it would be interpreted as the
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city. 89

If taken in poetic fashion (whole and part to-

gether) , the opposite is true.

The meaning is clear in Od.

9.21-22 (Strabo again quotes the lines), for the mountain is
on the island, not in the city.

It is not clear in Od.
Are Neium

and Neritum the same?

Is Neium a mountain or a place?

is definitely incorrect to write Nericum for Neritum.

It
The

latter is referred to as "with quivering foliage" (Il. 2.
632} and "on Ithaca"

(O~.

9.21), the former as "well-built

fortress" (Od. 24.376) and ''shore of the mainland" (Od. 24.
377) •

A second example of a Homeric contradiction (639.
26 ff.} is found in Od. 9. 2.5:
e:tv 0.A.t xe:i:i:at..

a'lrrn 0€ xeaµa.An navune:p"C'ai:n

x8aµaXri means "low" or "on the ground,"

navune:p-ca"C'T) "high" or "lofty," as shown in Ithaca's being
called xpavanv.

The same is indicated in Homer's reference

to the road leading from Ithaca's harbor {Od. 14.1-2):
"C'Pnxe:tav ai:apnov I xwpov av' uA.ne:v"C'a.
in Od. 4.607-608:

OU yap "t'l.C vnawv

It is also evident

e:uoe:Ce:A.o~,

ouo' e:u-

A.e:lµwv / at 8' O.A.t xe:xA.Ca-cat. · • I8axn ol: "Ce: xat ne:pt nacrl:wv. 90
Strabo proposes that these Homeric incongruities can be

06 xaxwc explained.

x8aµaA.fi must be interpreted as "lying

89

other examples from Strabo proper to this interpretation are: "Athens are Lycabettus"; "Rhodes and Atabyris"; "Lacedaemon and Taygetus."
90

The Oxford Text reads tnnnA.a-coG, although e:uoe:le:A.oG
is applied elsewhere to Ithaca.
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near the mainland," and n:avun:e:pi:ai:n as "highest toward the
darkness," that is, beyond all others turned to the north.
In opposition to the latter is, for example, Od. 9.26:
6E i:' dve:u3e; TtPOG f}w i:' f}f>..1,ov 't'e:.

at

This may be interpreted

as "towards the south and apart from the mainland."

Homer's

meaning here is also clear in Il. 12.239-240 and (even more
so) in Od. 10.190-192 (Odysseus speaking):
e: c"'C' E:rtt
E:n:'
cpCA.01,,
066 1 on:~
ou6' on:~
~C"'C''

w

6e:~ c• c(J)a l, , n:po!; nw i:' Tit>.. t. ov -re:,
6.pt.oi:e:pa "'C'oCye:, n:oTt ?:;:ocpov ne:poe:v"'C'a.
OU y6.p -r' t6µe;v, on:~ ~O<PO!;, ou6' on:~ nwG,
nf>..t.oG cpae:oCµSpo-roc e:to' un:o yatav,
6.vve;ti:at..

Strabo concludes the Ithaca section with some remarks on
the four quarters of the sky.
The treatment of the Cephallenia section begins with
a Homeric citation (641.9).

Horner does not mention the

island by name, but only one of its four cities,· Sarne or
Samos, which no longer was in existence in Strabo's time.
Strabo next notes (641.22 ff.) a problem in identifying the
Cephallenians.

The various theories that they were inhabi-

tants of Dulichium or Taphios are not in agreement with
Homer.

The Cephallenians were the subjects of Odysseus and

Laertes, Taphos was subject to Mentes (Od. 1.181-182; Men,
tes speaking); Mfv't'nG •Ayx1,6.>..01,o 6atcppovoc e:uxoµa1, e:tvat. /

-

u toe, 6.-rap Tacp Co 1,01, <P t.>..npf"t"µo 1,01, 6.vaoo(J).

Homer makes

Dulichium and the remaining Echinades Meges' subjects (Il.
2.625).

The inhabitants of the Echinades were Epeians from

Elis, and consequently Horner calls Otus the Cyllenian (Il.
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15.519),

~uAEloEw

ELapov µEya8uµwv &pxov 'EnELwv.

other hand, Homer says (Il. 2.631):
KE~aAAnvac

µEya8uµouG.

On the

a6Lap 'OouaaEUG nYE

Strabo concludes, relying on Homer,

that neither is Cephallenia Dulichium, nor is Dulichium
part of Cephallenia.

Pherecydest assertion that Paleis

is called Dulichium by Homer is also false in Strabo's
view.

The person who most opposes Homer is the man who

identifies Cephallenia with Dulichium.
that there were LWV uvnaLnpwv Ex u€v

If it were true

~OUALXloLo

ouw xat

nEVLnxovLa (Od. 16.247) and Ex 0€ ~aunG nlaup8c LE xat
ECxoaL

(Od. 16.249), would not Homer have stated that

fifty-two came from the whole island and a little less than
half from a single city of the same island?

If this is

true, what is meant by "Same" in the verse (Od. 1.246),
~OUAlXLOV LE ~aµ~v L 1 no'

UAnEVLa Zaxuvaov?

The remainder of the Homeric citations concerning
Aetolia, Acarnania and the adjacent islands (643.1-651.2)
are scattered and varied.

At 643.1 ff. Strabo locates the

small island of Asteria between Ithaca and Cephallenia.
Homer calls it Asteris (Od. 4.846), and Demetrius of Scepsis
says that Homer's description (Od. 4.846-847) no longer
holds true:

ALUEVEG o'

~VL

vauAOXOL aULfj I

&~louµoL.

Apollodorus claims that the description still holds true.
The Samothrace of Strabo's time was known as Samos
by H6mer (643.7 ff.).

It is reasonable to suppose that the

poet knows of the Ionian Sames, for he is acquainted with
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the Ionian migration.

Homer differentiated between these

islands of the same name by designating the Thracian Samos
with appropriate descriptions:

u~ou

En' axpoTaTnG

xopu~nG

I:a;µ.ou uA.necrcrnG I 8pn1.xlnG (Il. 13.12-13); EG I:aµov fcr T 1
•Iµapov xat Anµov

aµ~1.x3aA.ogcrcrav

(Il. 24.753); µgcrcrnYUG

TE I:aµo1.o xat •Iµapou na1.na>..oecrcrnc (Il. 24.78).

Homer,

therefore, knew Ionian Samos, although he does not name
it.

Cephallenia and Samothrace were both, consequently,

called Samos. 91

Ionian Sames (which was not yet colonized)

borrowed its name from one of the islands which possessed
the name earlier.

Those writers who claim Sames was colo-

nized after the Ionian migration are incorrect.

It is more

likely that the island got its name from being lofty (lofty
places being craµot.).
~alvE~O

OE Ilp1.aµo1.o

For from it
n6A.t.~

Ecpa.lvE~O

nacra µev ·Ion, I

xat vnEC ·Axa1.wv (Il. 13.13-14).

Others connect the name of the island with the Thracian
tribe of the Saii (called Sinties by the poet).
Strabo briefly describes Zacynthos (644.8; the remaining island ascribed by Homer to Odysseus at Il. 2.634)
and then passes to a discussion of the Echinades Islands
(644.16 ff.).

Among these islands are the Oxeiae which

Homer calls the Thoae (reference to Od. 15.299).

Strabo

completes his description of the Echinades {645.23) by
noting that Homer says {Il. 2.628-629) that they were ruled
91

strabo notes that otherwise Hecabe would not have
said that Achilles would sell her children and take them
captive to Sames and Imbros (Il. 24.752).
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at the time of the Trojan War by Meges:

ov -r:Cx-r:e: L\1.'C' cpO.oG

Near the Echinades are the islands of the
.

Tap h 1ans.

92

Homer says that these people were subject to

Mentes (Od. 1.180} and calls them pirates (Od. 15.427).
The next Homeric citation occurs in a discussion of
the peoples and cities in the interior of Acarnania (647.

15 ff.).

Strabo eliminates Homer's Olenus (mentioned in

the Aetolian Catalogue), for it is definitely part of
Aetolia, although only traces remain.

Pylene (also men-

tioned in the Aetolian Catalogue) has suffered a similar
fate.

Since Homer calls Calydon both atne:Lav and ne:-r:pne:ooav

(Il. 13.217 and 2.640 respectively), it should be clear
that he is talking of the country:

the mountains have been

assigned to Calydon, and the level country to Pleuron.
In Strabo's own time the Aetolians and Acarnanians
were exhausted from their continual wars with each other.
For a long time they resisted the Macedonians, other Greeks,
and the Romans in their fight for autonomy.
proposes (648.9 ff.)

Strabo then

that, since they are often remembered

by Homer (and other poets and historians) , at times in a
way easily understood and at times in an unintelligible
way (as we have already seen) , he should add some older
accounts which provide facts or are doubtful.
92

A case in

strabo calls the Taphians Teleboans as well.
latter is not found in the Iliad or Odyssey.

The
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point is Acarnania:
Ceph.allenians?

who held it before Laertes and the

The writers disagree, but people propose

that it was the Teleboans or Taphians under Cephalus who
held it.

Homer says only (648.26 ff.) that the Taphians

were friendly to the Ithacans, so that they either had
given up Acarnania to the Ithacans voluntarily, or had not
ruled the area at all (or were joint rulers).

It seems

that a Lacedaemonian colony settled in Acarnania (Icarius,
Penelope's father, and his following).

In the Odyssey

Homer presents (through the suitors' actions in the first
quote) Icarius' and Penelope's brothers as living (Od. 2.
52-53 and 15.16-17):

OL Tta'"t'POG UEV EG otxov cme:pplyaot. vte:oaa.t.
'Ixaplou, WG au"t"OG E:e:ovwoat.'"t'o 3uya"t"pa.
non yap, pa Tta'"t'nP '"t'E: xaolyvn"t"ol '"t'E: XEAOV'"t'at.
Eupuuax~ ynuao3at..

It is not likely that they were living in Lacedaemon, for
Telemachus would have stayed with them (rather than with
Menelaus) while on his trip, and no other home of theirs
was known in Strabo's time.

Further on (649.18 ff.)

Strabo

recalls that he has already proposed that the Acarnanians
were enumerated in the Catalogue of Ships, 93 that they were
part of the expedition, and that among them were "those
inhabiting the shore" and also or '"t' 1 nne:t.pov
ntpai.' E:vtµov'"t'o
93

(Od. 24.377).

~xov

no' 0.v'"t't.-

At the same time neither had

Actually the Acarnanians are not specifically mentioned in the Homeric Catalogue.
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the mainland been named Acarnania, nor the shore Leucas.
Ephorus denies that the Acarnanians took part in the expedition and gives a different account of what happened.

The

Acarnanians probably followed Ephorus' account when they
tricked the Romans into believing that they (the Acarnanians)
had had no part in the war against the ancestors of Rome.
The Acarnanians argued that they were not named in the
Aetolian Catalogue or anywhere in the Homeric epics.
Strabo, however, disposes of Ephorus' account as napa i:nv
oµnpLxnv tcri:oplav and cites
clusion.

Thucydides to support his con-

Strabo thus ends his specific account of the

Acarnanians and promises now to speak generally of their
history, its relation to Aetolian history, and the history
of Aetolia

~cra TtPOOAa~ELV

i:otc EtpnµEVOLC

~yvwµEv.

The

Homeric citations (and this section as a whole) are concerned with the Curetes.
Strabo begins his investigation (651.3 ff.) into the
origins and location of the Curetes by noting various hypotheses:

they are Acarnanian or Aetolian; they originated

in Crete or Euboea.

At any rate, Strabo says ETtELon xat

·olJ.npoc aui:wv µElJ.Vl")"l:aL' i:O. nap I EXE Cvou npwi:ov ETtLOK€Tt1:EOV.
Horner appropriately calls them Aetolian, if the sons of

-

Porthaon were truly •AypLOC no€ MEAac, i:pCi:ai:oc 6' nv

(Il. 14.117 and 116).

Both are Aetolian cities mentioned

in the Aetolian Catalogue, and, since according to Homer
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Pleuron was the Curetes' city, they would be Aetolians.
Those who oppose this interpretation are misled when Homer
says (Il. 9.529-530):
µEvExapµaL

I

aµ~t

Koupn~EC -r'

n6ALV KaAu6wva.

€µ0.xov~o xat At~wAot

This would be the same

as saying "The Boeotians and Thebans fought one another" or
"the Argives and Peloponnesians."

However, as we have al-

ready seen, it is normal Homeric expression to include the
part with the whole.

The opposition, nevertheless, is not

able to explain how the Pleuronians are catalogued among
the Aetolians if they are not the Aetolians or of the same
race.
Homer is next cited by Strabo (after the presentation
of Ephorus' opinions on the Curetes) in accounts of the
Curetes more closely related to Aetolian and Acarnanian
history (654.17-655.19).
areas:

Aetolia was divided into two

a region near Calydon under Oeneus, another near

Pleuronia under the sons of Porthaon (Agrius and his subjects).
~xEov

sv

All this depends upon the veracity of Il. 14.166:
IlAEUPWVL xat atnELV~ KaAu6wvL.

When war broke

out between the sons of Thestius, and Oeneus and Meleager
a~t

OUOG XE~aA~ xat otpµa~L (as Horner says in accordance

with the myth of the Calydonian Boar; Il. 9.548), Horner
says (Il. 9.529) that Koupfi-rgG -r' sµaxov-ro xat At-rwAot
µEvExapµa L .
Among the more recent accounts of the Curetes we find
three Homeric citations.

The first two occur in Strabo •·s
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investigation into the origin of the name.

Some people

associate it with at xopat. ("girls"), since they wore wornen's clothes.

This was a fashion of the Greeks, and the

Ionians were called EAxe:xlTwvaG (indirect reference to Il.
13.685 and others).

Another possible derivation relates

to the war-dance performed by those who carefully tended
hair and tunic.

Those who performed the dance would be

more warlike, and Homer applied the name (xoupnTaG) to
young soldiers (Il. 19.193-195 and 12.248):
XPt.Vaµe:vo~ XOUPnTaG apt.aTnaG Ilavaxat.wv,
6wpa aonG napa vnoG Eve:yxe:~v, oaa' 'Axt.Ant.
xat.~ot unfaTnµe:v.94
95
• • • owpa ~~pov xoupnTe:G 'Axa1.ol.

This concludes Strabo's discussion of the etymology of the
name.
The last Homeric citation occures in Strabo's discussion of the possibility that the Curetes are the same as
the Corybantes (665.7 ff.).

The Corybantes were young men

accepted for the war-dance connected with the rites of the
Mother of the gods.
by Homer (Od. 8.250):
d.pt.aTot..

These Corybantes are called enTapµovaG
6e:u-r' d.ye: <l'>avf)xwv f3nTapµove:G, oaaot.

At 666.32 Strabo concludes his discussion of the

Curetes.
The remaining citations of Book 10 concern Crete and
the islands nearby (the Cyclades and the Sporades) •
94 The Oxford Text reads EµnG for aonG.
95 The Oxford Text reads 'Axa1.wv for 'Axat.ol.

The
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first group occurs in Strabo's treatment of Crete C667.l681.13).

After a general introduction detailing the size,

topography, and location of the island, Strabo introduces
a section on the ethnology of Crete with Od. 19.175-177:
• • • Ev ut~ "AxaLoC,
Ev o' 'ETe:oxnTe:G ue:yaAnTope:G, Ev oe Kuowve:c,
AW~:HEEG "!E "!PLX6. LXEG oi:ol "t"E Ile:Aaayol.
0

Homer is mentioned once again (reference to Od. 19.177)
in the passage as part of a fanciful theory of Andren which
Strabo rejects.
Homer is next cited on the cities of Crete (669.
18 ff.}.

Cnossus, Gortynia, and Cydonia are the greatest

and most significant, but of them Horner (and the later poets) UUVEr Cnossus

OLa~EPOV"!WG.

The poet calls it µEyaAnV

and SaolAe:Lov "t"OU Mlvw (reference to Od. 19.178-179).
Cnossus is one hundred twenty stadia from Lyttus, which
Horner called Lyctus (Il. 2.647 and 17.611).

An outstanding

citizen of Cnossus was Minos, a 'maker of laws and the first
to master the seas.

He imitated Rhadamanthys and every

nine years went off to the cave of Zeus to create laws.

He

would return with ordinances which he claimed to have come
from Zeus.

This is the reason Horner says (670.22 ff.; Od.

19.178-179):
6apLoTnG.

tvMoE Mlvwc I E:vvltwpoG SaolAEue: b.Loc ue:yaAou

There is another account which portrays Minos

as a harsh, tyrannical exacter of tribute.
place is also disputed:
eigner?

Minos' birth-

was he a native of Crete or a for-

Homer seems to agree (671.1 ff.) with the former
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when he says lil. 13. 450)_:

npcihov Mlvwa

'"t"~J<e:

Kpfi"t"TJ E:nl-

oupov.
After Cnossus came the city of the Gortynians.
Strabo notes (672.26 ff.} that it lies in a plain, and in
ancient times it may have been walled (though not in
Strabots ·time}, just as Homer says (Il. 2.646):

rop"t"uva

"t"e: "te:1..xfie:crcrav.
Three cities were united into one by Minos.

One of

them, Rhytium, Strabo assigns to the Gortynians and immediately quotes Homer (674.19; Il. 2.648):

~at.cr"t"ov

"t"e:

·Pu"t"i..ov Te:. Another of the cities, Lyctus, has two cities
catalogued with it in Homer (Miletus and Lycastus; Il. 2.
647), but these cities no longer existed in Strabo's time.
Another problem involving Homer (674.28 ff.) is the
apparent contradiction in the number of the cities of Crete.
At Il. 2.647 the poet says the island has one hundred cities, at Od. 19.174 ninety cities.
founded later after the Trojan War.

Ephorus claims ten were
Strabo notes that

Ephorus adds that it was Odysseus who called it "Crete of
ninety cities."

Others claim that the ten cities were

destroyed by Idomeneus, the grandson of Minos.
not agree with either explanation.

Strabo does

Homer in speaking of

the one hundred cities of Crete, obviously means the cities of his own time and not of the time of the Trojan War
(.as Odysseus means in the Odyssey when he speaks of the
ninety cities).

If this is conceded, the destruction of
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ten cities by Idomeneus cannot be supported.

It is un-

likely, for when Homer says (Od. 3.191-192; Nestor speaking)
that navTaG 6'
~uyov

EX

·rooµEVEUG

Kp~Tnv

Etaf)yay' tTalpouG, I OL

TIOAfµou, TIOVTOG of ot OUTLV 1 annupa, he means that

there was no loss of ten cities (otherwise he would have
mentioned it}.

Odysseus could not have known of the loss,

since during his wanderings and after he had no contact
with Greeks.

Nestor also could not have known of the in-

cident.
The final mention of Homer in this section (678.28)
is in Strabo's treatment of Lycurgus.

Lycurgus (according

to Ephorus) fled to Crete in fear for his life.

After

learning Rhadamanthys' and Minos' manner of making laws,
he sailed to Egypt and Chios, where he met Homer.
In the final section of Book 10 (681.14-688.19) are
found some half dozen scattered citations.

At 681.24

Strabo notes that Ios is claimed as Homer's burial place by
some writers.

Homer may have called the island Syros Syria

(685.5) when he says (Od. 15.403-404):

vncroG TLC Eupln

citations concern various islands of the Sporades.

Among

these are the islands named by Homer in the Catalogue of

-

Ships (Il. 2.676-677):

OL 6' apa Nlcrupov T 1 €LXOV Kpana56v

TE Kaaov TE, I xat Kwv,

'EupunuAOLO TIOALV, vncrouG T€ KaAU6-

vaG.

Strabo later notes that Homer calls Carpathos Crapa-

thos (687.24) and the Sporades the Calydnian Islands (688.
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6).

One of th.ese islands is said to be

Calymna~

In

Homer's time Calymna was probably called Calydna, with the
islands surrounding it (.and subject to it) called the "Islands of Calydna."

Others maintain that only the islands

mentioned by Homer, Leros and Calymna, are the Calydnian
Islands.

Demetrius of Scepsis says that the island's

name was used in the plural (like Athenae and Thebae) and
Homer's words should be interpreted as hyperbaton:

the

poet does not say "Calydnian Islands" but "those who held
the islands Nisyros and Crapathos and Cases and Cos, the
city of Eurypylus, and the Calydnae."

Strabo remarks that

the honey of these islands rivals Attica's and thus concludes Book 10.

In Books 3-7 we found the most common aspect of the
Homeric citations to be Strabo's search for true fact underlying poetic invention.

In part this holds true for the

citations in 8-10, but even more important in these books
is Strabo's concern to present information which, even if
dated in his own time, will be useful and enlightening for
his readers (rulers and commanders) .

Strabo returns time

and time again to the days of old to tell us of strategic
locations, important tribes, and the men who ruled them.
It is Homer who provides beyond all others (see above, pp.
86-89) this information on the past.

The constant theme of

the Homeric citations in these books is expressed unob-
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trusively in the Thessalian section (607.lQ..,-16; see above,
pp. 113-114)':

"Homer suggests something shared by (and

true for) all countries, wholes and parts change according
to the power of those who rule them."

Accordingly, Strabo

must try to mediate the contradictions which existed between Homer's statements and the conditions of his own
time, that is, he must defend Homer to make him a credible
source.

Thus, Homer again in 8-10 provides significant

material and as such must be defended.

This remains true

in Books 11-17, especially in the books on Troy.
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CHAPTER V
BOOKS 11-17:

ASIA AND AFRICA

In Books 11-17 Strabo completes his broad circuit
of the Mediterranean.

The geographer divides Asia from

Europe by the Tanais River, and he further separates Asia
into north and south by the boundary of the Taurus Mountains. 96

In 11-14 the northern section is detailed, with

special emphasis on that area of Asia Minor (as we now call
it) in which Strabo lived.

In 15 and 16 is found the

treatment of southern Asia--in 15 the eastern sections from
India to Persia, in 16 the western portion comprised of
Assyria, Syria, and Arabia.

Book 17 is devoted to the

African countries of Egypt and Libya.

This part of the

Geography has, as a whole, received mild praise from critics, although the gaps in Strabo's knowledge of the north
and his scanty treatment of Africa have been criticized.
Almost all the Homeric citations of 11-17 are found
96

strabo, like most ancients, had a mistaken notion
of the Taurus Mountains. He believed that they extended
in' a straight east-west line from the coast of Asia Minor
to Oceanus north of India. See, for example, E. Warmington,
Greek Geography (London 1934) xlii.
141
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in Strabo's treatment of Asia Minor {Books 12-14)?

7

This

section has received special praise, even from such a strident critic of Strabo as Thomson:

"Strabo conceives a

'great peninsula', and he gives it three whole books, an
excellent piece of historical geography and his best."

98

This is not to say that Strabo also treats Homer in this
section in a completely disciplined way.

99

But as Bunbury

notes, there does seem to be more restraint than before:
" • . . the Homeric names of localities and nations, though
necessarily arising in connection with this subject, are
far from occupying the disproportionate amount of attention
which they do in the case of European Greece." 100

As we

discuss the citations it shall again come clear that Strabo
defends Horner and constantly refers to him to strengthen
and uphold his own contentions.

Books 11 and 12:

Northeastern Asia Minor

In 11 we find three scattered Homeric citations.

The

first occurs in the section on the Albanians, a people on
the Caspian Sea between the Caucasian Mountains and Armenia.
After noting that the Albanians make no use of the sea {the
Cyprus River is extremely silted up at its mouth and blocks
97

98
99
100

For sources see Bidder 27-32.
Thomson 288.
. . .
For criticism
see T h omson 288 .
Bunbury 300.
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passage to the sea}_,

Strabo ascribes the same negligence

to Albanian farming (704.30 ff.}.

The land produces fruit

and plants with very little attention.

No care is needed,

6.A.A.0. i:6. y' d.crna.pi:a. xa.t avfipoi:a. navi:a. cpuovi:a.1.. (Od. 9 .109} .

Strabo attributes this description to those who have travelled to Albania and speak of it as "Cyclopeian."

At 713.

10 ff., after criticizing writers who use myth to amaze
and give pleasure, Strabo says that a person could more
easily believe Hesiod's and Homer's stories of heroes than
Ctesius, Herodotus, Hellanicus, and others.

In a final

.

reference to Homer (737.28 ff.} Strabo notes that Media,
like Armenia, is an exceptionally good tnn6eoi:o~ country,
and there is a meadow of the same name in Media.
In Book 12 Strabo describes Asia Minor from Cappadocia to Bithynia (that is, from the southeast corner of
the Black Sea to the Bosporus) and south to the Taurus
Mountains.

The first Homeric citations we encounter are

scattered.
At 752.9 Strabo notes that in the Antitaurus Mountains are found Comana and the temple of Enyo.

This may

be an indirect reference to the war-goddess of Il. 5.333.
In Cataonia (part of Cappadocia} is found the Pyramus River
which silts up like the Nile.
ter (753. 29 ff.}

Strabo states about the lat-

that Homer speaks of Phares as far out in

the sea (Od. 4.354), but in his own time it was virtually
a peninsula.

At 761.23 ff. Strabo reports on some theories
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of the origins and location of the Cauconians (a people of
Bithynia).

Callisthenes proposed that after the verse (Il.

Kpwuvdv T' AtyLaAOV TE xat u~nAOUG 'Epu3lvouc, these

2.855)

lines (found only here in Strabo} be inserted:

-

6 1 auT' nYE IlOAUXAEOG utoc auuuwv,
noTauov XAUTa &::luaT' fvaLov.

Kauxwvac

I ot TIEPt Ilap3EVLOV

This would extend the cau-

conian territory and, as Strabo notes, would better agree
with the conditions in his own time.
to Il. 3.187 and 16.719 (762.24 ff.)

Strabo next refers
and notes that the

Bithynian river the Sangarius is mentioned by Homer.

At

763.14 ff. Strabo proposes that there is a problem in
identifying the Eneti in Paphlagonia of his own day, although they are definitely associated with that country in
Homer (Il. 2.851-852):
A.0.0LOV xf\p l

Ila~Aayovwv

6 1 nYEtTO IlUAaLUEVEOG

E:E 'EvETWV, 03EV nULOVWV YEVOG aypOTEPO.wv.

Zenodotus emends the text from "from the Eneti" to "from
Enete," and interprets Horner to mean the Arnisus of Strabo's
time.
Sea.

Others say that the Eneti were driven to the Adriatic
All agree that the Paphlagonians made the expedition

to Troy and that the Eneti were the outstanding tribe of
that people.
Thrace.

After the expedition they crossed over to

This explains their absence from Paphlagonia at the

present time.

The final short citation occurs at 765.8 ff.

The long shore of Paphlagonian Aegialus has a town of the
same name which is mentioned by Horner (Il. 2.855):
T 1 AtyLaA.ov TE xat

u~nAOUG

'Epu3lvouc.

Kpwuvav
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At 771.30-779.13 Strabo discusses the identification
of the Chalybes (a people of Armenia Minor south of Pharnacia) as Homer's Halizoni.

Strabo states that they are

mentioned in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.856857):

auTap 'AA~~wvwv ·ooloG xat ·EnlOTPO~OG ~PXOV I

TnA63EV EE .AAuSnG, o3EV apyupou EOTt YEVE3An.

The reasons

for the discrepancy are that the text has been changed from
"Chalybe far away" or that the people were in earlier times
called "Alybes" instead of "Chalybes."

Strabo claims that

the change of the name from Alybes to Chalybes to Chaldaei is nothing strange--we have already noted many such
changes.

Demetrius of Scepsis, however, doubts the change.

What follows is a comparison of Demetrius'

(and others')

opinions with the geographer's.
Some emend the text in the following manner (772.
21 ff.):

for Halizoni, Alazones or Amazons; for "from

Alybe," "from Alope" or "from Alobe."

These people equate

the Alazones with the Scythians and place the Amazons near
Cyme (in agreement with Ephorus).

However, there is no

Alybe (or Alope or Alobe) to be found in this region.

How

also are TnA63Ev and apyupou YEVE3An to be explained?
Ephorus answers these objections by emending as follows (773.
8-9):

auTap ·Aua~wvwv ·ooloG xat ·EnlOTPO~O~ ~pxov, I

EA30VT 1 EE .AAonnG, oa•

·Aua~ovlowv YEVOG EOTl.

But Alope

is not found in the region, and the emendations are rashly
contrary to the evidence of the manuscripts.

Although
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Demetrius does not agree with Zenodotus, he does ascribe
to other theories which again do not respect the early
manuscripts.

101

Besides, these people do not explain how

Alope, the silver mines, and the great distance are to be
understood.

Equally ridiculous is the solution of those

people who place the Amazons in the neighborhood of Pygela
(between Magnesia, Ephesus and Priene), for "far away" cannot apply to them.
In 774.15-775.14 Strabo completes his refutation of
Demetrius.
axupw~

€E

The geographer grants that some things are

inserted into Homer's text, as, for example, TnA'

'AaxavCn~

(Il. 2.863),

·Apva'CO{; 6' ovoµ'

atTO n6TVLa µnTnP (Od. 18.15), ELAETO

~GXE,

6~ KAn~o'

TO yap

EUxaµnEa

But not all of
Demetrius' proposals should be accepted by those who read
"from Chalybe far away."

Demetrius concedes that the mines

of the Chalybians may have been famous, but not the people
themselves.

Perhaps the mines were famous in Homer's time.

Can Horner be faulted for this?

How could the fame of Te-

mesa and Thebes (in Egypt) have reached the poet when they
are even more distant?

Demetrius tries to fix the vil-

lages of Nea, Argyria, and Alazonia near his birthplace
Scepsis, but no other authority agrees with him.
101

Strabo

In one theory Menecrates suggests that Halizones
should be spelled with two "l"s. Strabo explains that
Horner used one to fit his meter.
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now moves against Apollodorus (775.15-779.13).
Apollodorus thinks the Halizoni should be considered
as living inside the Halys River (no allied force came to
the aid of the Trojans from beyond the Halys).

Yet Apol-

lodorus, if questioned, cannot explain "from far away Alybe
where is the birthplace of silver."

He cannot tell us that

no allies came from beyond the Halys.

Enemies from the

regions beyond are said to have fought with the Trojans.
The Amazons would not fight with Priam because he fought
against them with the Phrygians (Il. 3.188-189):

~at

yap

€ywv €nlxoupo~ €wv µETa TotoLv €Atyµnv. / or pa T6T' ~Aaov
'Aµa~6VEG

aVTLaVELPaL.

But if people who bordered on the

Amazons could request help from Troy, there was nothing to
stop them from being allies to the Trojans during the war
with the Greeks.

The early writers do not give evidence

in support of Apollodorus and may even refute him.

Apol-

lodorus accepts Zenodotus' emendation of Il. 2.582 (here
again quoted by S.trabo in emended form) , but Strabo dismisses this and refers to his previous rebuttal of the emendation (see above, p. 144).
Apollodorus also contends that Horner had heard of
the Paphlagonians of the interior from men who had travelled
there by foot and that Horner was ignorant of the coast of
Paphlagonia (as well as the whole Pontic coast), for otherwise he would have mentioned it.

On the contrary, Strabo

replies, from what has been said it should be clear that
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Homer knows the whole coast and records everything worth
recording.

Certain cities are not mentioned because they had

not been founded at the time.

Homer's ignorance of places,

rivers, and tribes cannot be deduced from his not mentioning
them.

His ignorance may, however, be seen in passing over

very significant things (for example, the Scythians, Lake
Maeotis, the Ister River).

Otherwise Homer would not have

named the nomads by significant characteristics ("Galactophagi,

11

Abii," "men most just," "proud Hippemolgi") and

failed to call the Scythians Sauromatae or Sarmatae, or
omitted the Ister while mentioning the Thracians and Mysians,
or passed by the Bosporus and Lake Maeotis while speaking
of the Cimmerians.
Homer cannot be faulted for leaving out insignificant things.

The River Tanais is left out, but how is it

important except for being the boundary of Asia and Europe-terms unknown to an age which had not yet divided the world
into three continents.

Homer does, however, mention the

very significant Libya and Lips (the western wind of Libya) •
Many things were worth mentioning but did not occur to the
poet--there is always a certain amount of chance in every
man's actions and words.

Strabo concludes that Homer 1 s

ignorance cannot be proven from his failure to mention certain things.

Some examples follow.

Homer cannot be charged with ignorance if he fails
to mention a river.

The Melas and Pactolus Rivers are not
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mentioned by the poet.

102

The Melas flows past Smyrna, the

city most often called the poetts birthplace, although he
does name the Hermes and Hyllus Rivers.

Smyrna itself and

the rest of the Ionian cities are not mentioned.

Most of

the Aeolian cities are passed over, although Miletus, Samos,
Lesbos,

~nd

Tenedos are mentioned.

The Lethaeus and the

Marsyus Rivers are not mentioned, but the Maeander is, as
are 'P~aov
20).

a•

'En~anopov ~E

Kapncrov ~E 'Poolov ~E

(Il. 12.

In naming countries and cities Homer sometimes names

rivers and mountains with them, but sometimes does not.
The rivers of Aetolia, Attica, and several other countries
are not mentioned.

If he mentions rivers far away and not

those nearby, it does not mean that he was ignorant of them
because others were acquainted with them.
by peoples he mentions, others not.

Some of the near-

The Lycians and the

Solymi are named, but the Milyae are not, nor are the Pamphylians and Pisidians.

The Paphlagonians, Phrygians,

and Mysians are named, but not the Mariandyni.

The Amazons,

Phoenicians, Egyptians, and Ethiopians are named, but not
the white Syrians, Cappadocians, or Lycaonians.

He does

mention the Aleian Plain and the Arimi (Il. 2.783) but does
not say to which tribe they belong.

Homer's ignorance can

only be proved when he makes a false statement.

Conse-

quently, Apollodorus has been proved incorrect, since he
102

Strabo does note that Homer mentions Mount Tmolus
(Il. 2.866 and 21.835) on which the Pactolus rises.
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was bold enough to say that the "proud Hippemolgi" and the
"Galactophagi" were made up by Homer.

Thus does Strabo

dispose of Apollodorus' objections.
In 792.28-793.31 (on Bithynia) Strabo discusses the
problem of exactly locating tribes within larger geographical units.

The geographer locates Mysia between Bithynia

and the Aesepus River, extending from Olympus to the sea.
Within its (Mysia's) interior he places Epictetus, which
does not touch the sea but extends to the eastern parts
of the Ascanian Lake and Territory.

Part of this last

named territory was Phrygian and part Mysian, with the
Phrygian part farther from Troy.

Homer should be inter-

preted as meaning these Ascanian places when he says:
~OPXU!;;; 6' a.6 ciJpuya.{; ~YE xa.t .AO'Ka\JLO!;;; 3EOEL6nG, I -rf)A.' EE

·AO"Ka.vlnG (Il. 2.862-863); and

-

ITaA.µuv 1:' 1 •AoxaVLOV 1:'E Mopuv -8', ut' 'Inno-rCwvo~,
Muowv ayxgµaxwv nyn-ropa., . . ·ot p' EE ·Aoxa.vlnG EPLSwA.a.xo~ nA.aov aµoLSol.
(Il. 13.
792-794)

The first is the Phrygian Ascania, the second the Mysian
Ascania closer to Troy.

That the leaders of these two fac-

tions have identical names is nothing strange, for in
Homer identity of names is frequent (as is naming people after rivers, lakes, and places).
Furthermore, the poet makes the Aesepus River a
boundary of the Mysians.

After naming the foothills above

Ilium which were subject to Aeneas (Homer calls it Dardania),
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he makes Lycia the next country to the north {Pandarus'
country in which Zeleia was located).

Homer then says {Il.

2. 824-826) :

ot 6E ZfAELaV fvaLOV unat n66a VEla~OV
acpvELOt nlvov~E~ u6wp µfAav Atcrf}nOLO

•r6n~,

TPWE!;.
Below Zeleia and on the other side of the Aesepus River
is Pitya, a place mentioned after Zeleia by Homer (Il. 2.
828) •

The poet then return to the eastern parts and those

on the side of the Aesepus River.

He thus indicates that

the Troad is bounded on the north and east by the Aesepus.
Strabo then states that Mysia and Olympus come after the
Tread, but the conditions of his own time had been altered
by changes in rulers and mixtures of tribes.
The last group of Homeric citations (803.12-806.15)
occurrs in another discussion of confused boundaries.

The

Lydians and Maeonians {called Meiones by Homer) are confused
with the Lydians and Phrygians:

some say that they are

identical, others say they are different.

The reason that

they are confused with the Phrygians and the Lydians is
that some people say the Mysians were Thracians, while others claim they were Lydians because of their migration near
the time of the Trojan War (the latter agreeing with older
theories and myths).

Certainly migration and expansion

were prevalent near the time of the Trojan War, but it also
occurred before it, for the Pelasgians, Cauconians, and
Leleges were in existence, tribes

which wandered over
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Europe in ancient times.

Homer makes these tribes the allies

of Troy, but not as coming from the opposite mainland.
Another account leads us to identify the Lycians and
Solymi as the same people.
them.

Homer distinguishes between

At any rate, Bellerophontes sets out from Lycia and

EoAuµoLoL µa.xtooaTo xuoaACµoLoL (Il. 6.184).

In the same

way Ares µapvaµEvov EoAuµoLOL xaTtxTavE (Il. 6.204) Peisander his son (our text reads Isander) .

Sarpedon is also

spoken of as a native Lycian (Il. 6.199).
The fertility of the country on the Trojan side of
the Halys River has been proven by the various wars of possession since the Trojan War.

Even the Amazons tried to

attack it (a tribe against whom Priam and Bellerophontes
made forays) , and this is proven by the Amazonian names of
ancient cities in the region.
the Trojan Plain,

~v n~OL

Also proof is the hill of

~VOPE~

BaTLELav XLXAnoxouOLV, I

Myrina is claimed to be one of the Amazons because of the
epithet applied to her.

103

The islands nearby suffered the

same because of their fertility, and Homer testifies that
103

strabo's argument on this goes as follows: Myrina
was called "much-bounding." Horses are called "well-bounding" because of their speed. Myrina was called "muchbounding" because of the speed with which she drove her
chariot. Myrina (apparently Strabo means the tomb) is,
therefore, named after this Amazon. The argument is not
clear, and one must supply something like, "Only Amazons
ride in chariots," to complete the argument and make sense
out of it.
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Rhodes and Cos were already inhabited by Greeks before the
Trojan War.
Migrations and wars confused the tribes and their
boundaries after the Trojan War, but Homer sought what
could be called Troy since it had been so strong and the
king of kings.

Just as he calls all the Greeks "Danaans"

and "Achaeans," Homer in a general way calls their opponents the "Trojans."
says (Il. 3.2):

This meaning is clear when Homer

TpwEG

when he says (Il. 3.8):
OVTE~

·Axa~ol.

µ~v

xAayyfj T 1 gvonfj T' Caav; and

ot 6' ap' Ccrav

cr~yfj

µEvEa nvEl-

Thus does Homer often use terms differently.

Strabo concludes that he must try to give details as best
he can and he must not be faulted for missing something
in ancient history, for it is things as they are in Strabo's
own time that must be his concern.

Book 13:

Northwestern Asia Minor

In Book 13 Strabo treats the Tread and Aeolia.

The

more than one hundred Homeric citations fall into three
categories according to geographical areas:

the Leleges

and the Cilicians; the far interior up to Taurus; the Tread.
The last category has the overwhelming majority of the citations and may be further subdivided:

introduction to

the Tread; places along the sea near Troy; the interior
near Troy; places on the coast farther from Troy.

It will

be convenient to discuss the citations according to these
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divisions, for, unlike the citations of Book 12, those of
13 are numerous and on various topics.

Introduction to the Troad
The first group of citations occurs in Strabo's discussion of the general characteristics and boundaries of
the Troad.

The geographer begs the indulgence of the read-

er, for, although the country was in ruins and desolated
in his time, its fame and age demand a full treatment. Further complicating the problem are the writers and historians who agree on almost nothing--among the historians the
first is Homer, who leaves most things to us as guesswork.
Strabo concludes that he must examine Homer and the others.
At 816.22 f. Strabo cites Homer on the rule of the
Trojans.

According to the poet it extended from the area

around the Aesepus River and Cyzicene of Strabo's time to
the Caicus River (which empties into the Elaitic Gulf).
Homer divides the country into eight or nine dynasties,
while the majority of their soldiers is listed among the
allies.

Nevertheless, Strabo notes that there is contro-

versy over the exact extent of the Troad.

This is even

more confused by the attempts at reconciling the boundaries
of the Trojans and Aeolis.

At any rate, Homer's opinion

on where the Troad starts is given first among those who
theorize on the Propontic boundaries--the Tread begins at
the Aesepus River (Il. 2.824).

In the next section (after
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other opinions are given) Strabo supports Homer's boundary
by making Mount Ida the best measure of Troy's topography.
According to it the Propontic Troad begins in the east near
the Aesepus River.
Homer also provides the other boundary according to
the extent of Ida, that is, the promontory of Lectum (818.
5 ff.}.

The poet correctly describes Lectum when he says

(Il. 14.283-284) Sleep and Hera ·Ionv 6' txavov noA.unCoaxa
µn~~pa

8npwv, I AExT6v, 08L TIOWTOV ALTIETnv a.A.a.

He rightly

makes it a part of Ida, the first place of disembarking for
those going up to Ida and a place "with many fountains."
The last is proved in that the mountain is abundantly watered by a large number of rivers, oaaoL an'
a1'.a6E npopEOUGL, I

·Pncro~

a•

·EnT&.nopo~ TE

'I6aCwv 6p8wv
(Il. 12.19-

20) , and the others in the order which Homer names them and
which we can still see (Granicus, Aesepus, Scamander, and
Simoeis).

While Homer correctly describes Lectum (Il. 14.

284) and Zeleia (Il. 2.824) as the extremes of Ida, he also
distinguishes Gargarus as a summit, calling it axpov (Il.
14.292 and others).
In 819.6-822.6 Strabo presents numerous statements
of Homer to prove that the coast from the promontory of
Lectum to that of Canae, although divided into dynasties,
was part of Priam's rule at the time of the Trojan War.
The statements may be roughly divided into those on places
sacked by the Greeks and those on the various dynasties.
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Strabo notes that Achilles, seeing that the inhabitants of Ilium were within their walls, tried to take away
from them all the surrounding places:

E:olSwA.ov (Il. 9.328-329).
mainland sacked by him.

6w6Exa 6n cruv vnucrt

By "Troy" Achilles means the
He also sacked the country oppo-

site Lesbos near Thebe and Lyrnessus and Pedasus (Il. 20.
92), and the country of Eurypylus the son of Telephus:

-

a.A.A.' OLOV

~OV

TnA.E$l6nv

XaTEvnpa~o

tolernus so acted; Od. 11.518).
were sacked:

xaA.xQ (that is, Neop-

Horner says that these places

o~E A€crSov E:uxTLUEvnv ~A.Ev auT6G (Il. 9.129);

n€pcrE 6E Aupvncrcrov xat ITn6acrov (Il. 20.92); Aupvncrcrov 6Lanop8ncraG xal TElXEa enSnG (Il. 2.691).
that Briseis was taken:
690).

It was at Lyrnessus

Tnv E:x Aupvncrcrou E:EElA.ETO (Il. 2.

At the same time Mynes and Epistrophus fell, as

Briseis shows in her lament over Patroclus:
OUOE µEv ou6€ µ' facrxEG, OT 1 avop' E:µov WXUG 'AXLAAEUG
EXTELVEV, nEPOEV OE noA.LV 3ECOLO MDvnTOG,
xA.altv.
(Il. 19.295-297)
In calling Lyrnessus "the city of the divine Mynes" Horner
shows that he was the dynast there.
Thebe that Chryseis was taken:
noA.Lv 'HETlWVOG (Il. 1.366).

However, it was at

~XOUE3 1

EG ensnv LEpnv

Homer says that Chryseis was

part of the spoil taken from there (Il. 1.369).
also came Andromache (Il. 6.395-397):
'Av6pouaxn 3uyaTnP µEyaA.nTOPOG 'HETlWVOG
'HETlwv, OG EVaLEV uno ITA.ax~ uA.n€cr01;1,
enS~ 'YnonA.axl~, KLA.lxE00 1 avopEOOLV avacrcrwv.
0

From it .
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This is the second dynasty after Mynes.

Accordingly, writ-

ers give special interpretation to these lines of Andromache (Il. 22.477-479):
UEKTOP, €yw 6uaTnVOG" tfj apa YELVOUE3' aralJ
aucpoTEPO L,' au u~v EV Tpo l TJ Ilp tauou EV t 0 CKCj),
auTap EYW enSTJOLV.
"you in Troy, but I at Thebae" should be interpreted by
hyperbaton to mean "both of us in Troy--you in the house
of Priam, I at Thebae."
Leleges:
21.86).
dorus.

The third dynasty was that of the

·AATEw, OG AEAEYEOOL cp1.AonT0Aeuo1.01.v O.vaaaE1. (Il.
By Altes' daughter Priam sired Lycaon and PolyThose under Hector as well are among the Trojans in

Twp (Il. 2.816).

Then come the Trojans under Aeneas: ~ap•
oavlwv auT' nPXEV EUG natG 'Ayxlaao (Il. 2.819). At any
rate, Homer says:

ALvEla, Tpwwv SouAncp6pE (Il. 20.83).

The Lycians are next and they are_also called Trojans (Il.
2. 824-827) :
oC 6~ ZEAELaV ~va1.ov unat n66a VElaTOV ·ronG,
'AcpVELOL, nl~OVT~G uowp UEAaV Atanno1.o,
TpWEG" TWV auT' nPXE Auxaovo~ ayAaOG ut6G,
mivoapoG.
This was the sixth dynasty.

Those who lived between the

Aesepus River and Abydus were also Trojans.

Not only was

the region near Abydus subject to Asius (Il. 2.835-837),
OL 6' apa IlEPKWTnv xat IlpaKTLOV 0.U<PEV~UOVTO,
xat EnaTov xat ·Asuogv Exov xat otav 'AplaSnv,
TWV au3' 'YpTaxlonG nPX' #AOLOG,
but a son of Priam lived there pasturing his father's mares:
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-

nA&E nap' LTITIWV WXELUWV (Il. 4.499-500).

In Percote a son

of Hicetaon was pasturing cattle which belonged to Priam:
npwTov 6' ·rxeTaovl6nv EVEVLTIEV • • •
C~&Lµov MEAavLnnov· 6 6' ~~pa µ~v ELAlno6aG SoOG
S6ox' EV ITepxwT~.
(Il. 15.546-548)
This country then would be part of the Troad as well as
the next after it as far as Adrasteia, since the leaders

-

of the latter were utE 66w MtoonoG nepxwolou (Il. 2.831).
Thus, the people from Abydus to Adrasteia were Trojans divided into two groups (just as Cilicia was the Theban Cilicia and the Lyrnessian), one under Asius, the other under
the sons of Merops.

One might include in the Lyrnessian

Cilicia Eurypylus' nearby territory.

That Priam was ruler

over all these is clearly shown in Achilles' address to
the old man (Il. 24.543-545):

xal OE, y€pov, TO nptv

µ~v

-

axouoµEv 6ASLOV ELVaL,
oooov A€oSOG avw Maxapob TIOALG EVTOG EtPYEL,
xat ~puyln xa&unep&e, xat 'EAAnonovToG anelpwv.
Strabo notes that many changes have taken place.

He

concludes that, since Homer combines Aeolis (Hermus to
Cyzicus} and Troy, he also might not be guilty of describing
them out of order if he begins with the country from the
Hermus River to Lectum and from Lectum to the Aesepus River.
The two shall be distinguished, and Strabo promises to set
forth the facts as they are along with the statements of
Homer and others.
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The Seacoast Near Troy
The geographer begins his description of Aeolis and
the Tread at 822.7 and quotes Homer (Il. 2.824-827} on the
beginning of the Tread at the city of Cyziceni and the
Aesepus River:
ot ot ZtAELav

~vaLOV

unat n66a vElaLOV ·ronG,
a~vELOl, nlv9VLE~ UOWP UtAav AlonnoLo,
TpWEG, LWv_auL 1 nPXE AuxaovoG ayAaOG ut6G,
ITavoapoG, ~ xat L6Eov ·AnOAAWV aULOG ~OWXEv.
Strabo then notes (822.12) that Homer also calls these
people Lycians.
Homer is next quoted (822.19 ff.) on the places after
the Aesepus River (Il. 2.828-831):
OL 6 1 'AopnOIELav L 1 ElXOV xat onuov 'AnaLOOU,
xat ITLLuav elxov xat TnpelnG 6poG alnu,
LWV ~PX' ·AopnoL6G LE xat ·Au~LOG ALVO~WPnE,
ute ouw MtponoG ITepxwolou.
Near Zeleia is the Tarsius River which is crossed many
times by the same road, as is the Heptaporus, a river mentioned by Homer (Il. 12.20}.
At 825.11 Strabo tries to identify Homerts TnpelnG

6poG (Il. 2.829):

some claim.it is a range of mountains

adjacent to Zeleia; others say it is a hill forty stadia
from Lampsacus.
Paesus is a city between Lampsacus and Parium.
Strabo notes that Homer refers to the place in two ways, one
time adding a first syllable, xat onuov 'AnaLOOU (Il. 2.

828), at another omitting it, OG
xLnuwv cr1. 5.612).

p' Evt

ITaLo~

/ vate noAu-
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Homer combines the territory of Abydus, Lampsacus,
and Parium (the last two not founded in Homer's time according to Strabo) , and speaks of the places intervening
as follows

(Il. 2.835-839):

OL 6' apa ITEPXWLnV xat ITPUXLLOV aµ~EvtµOVLO,
xat EncrLov xat ·Aeu69v Exov xat 6tav ·AplcrSnv,
LWV au8' ·ypLaxl6n~ nPX' . • •
• . . ov Aplcren8Ev ~tpov rnnoL
aCawvE~ µgyaAoL noLaµou dno EEAAnEvToc.
In these lines Homer seems to make Arisbe (from which Asius
comes) Asius' royal residence (Strabo again quotes the last
halves of 838 and 839).

Strabo, however, concludes that

the places are too obscure to be specifically located.
At 827.6 ff. Strabo cites Homer on the various rivers
(_and related matters) in the Lampsacus to Abydus area.

If

Asius truly came from Arisbe and the Selleeis River, the
Selleeis flows near Arisbe as Homer says.
'River is also in the same region.
LLOV

a~EVEµOVTO,

Homer's words, xat ITpax-

should be interpreted as applying to a

river, as should OL T' dpa nap
(Il. 2.522) and
104
(Il. 2.854) .

The Practius

a~C

noTaµov.Kn~LOOV o~ov

EVaLOV

TE ITap8EVLOV noTauov XAUTa EPY' EVEUOVTO

After noting certain identical names (riv-

ers and people) , Strabo ends the section by remarking that
there is another Asius in Homer (Il. 16.717-719):
• • • OG unTPWG ~v VEXTOPOC tnnooaµOLO,
auToxacrlyvnTOG •ExaSnG, utoG 6~ ~uµavTOG,
oc ~puylnv valEcrxE oo~G Ent EayyaploLo.
Homer is next cited on the Trojan Plain and the parts
104 The Oxford Text reads owµaT'

EVaLOV.
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on the side of Mount Ida which were subject to Aeneas (829.
13 ff.).

The poet names them in two ways.

At one time he

says, calling them Dardanians (Il. 2.819):

Aapoavlwv a6T'

-

'
nPXEV EUb
natb ·Ayxlcrao.

At another he calls them Dardani

This must have been in ancient times the site of Homer's
Dardania (Il. 20.215-216}:
vE~EAnYEPETa

-

Aapoavov au TIPWTOV TfXETO

ZEuG, / xTlooE 6€ Aapoavlnv.

Strabo says that

in his own time not a trace was preserved.
At 830.10-831.10 Strabo details Plato's illustration of his theory of civilization {man lived first on
mountain tops, then hills, then plains) as found in Horner.
An example of the first stage is the life of the Cyclopes,
who lived on wild fruits, occupied mountain tops, and inhabited caves (reference to Od. 9.109, 112-115; quoted by
Plato in Laws 3.680):
OAAa Tay' ~onapTa xat avnPOTa navTa ~UOVTaL.
TOLGLV 0 1 oux &yopat SouAn~opoL, OUTE atµLGTEG"
0AA 1 ot y' u$nA&v 6pfwv valoucrL xapnva,
EV GTIEOGL YAa~UPOLOL, aEµLGTEUEL 6€ exacrTOG
nalowv no' UAOXWV.
An example of the second stage is life in the time of

Dardanus, who (Il. 20.216-218; quoted by Plato in Laws 3.681}
XTLOGE 6€ Aapoavlnv, EnEt ounw ·rALOG tpn
EV nEol~ TIETIOALOTO, TIOALG µgponwv avapwT'tWv,
aAA' €a' unwpElaG ~xEov noAunL6axov ·ronG·
The third stage is seen in the life of the plains at the
time of Ilus {Plato, Laws 3.682).

Ilus is buried in the

plain for a good reason--he was the first to set up his
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home there (Il. 11.166-167):
~ap6avC6aou

I

µ~aaov

ot 6E nap'

xan TIE6lov nap'

·rAou ai')µa

EP~VEOV

naAa~ou

EOOEUOVTO.

Strabo then notes that Ilus' city is thirty stadia distant
from the Ilium of Strabo's time.

The people of Ilium dis-

pute those who base their evidence on Homer, because their
city does not seem to be the Homeric city.

At any rate,

Strabo says there is evidence that many changes took place,
and these are to be attributed to stages in life and civilization.
In discussing the Ilians of his own time Strabo notes
that Julius Caesar was very thoughtful of them, much like
Alexander (832.27 ff.).

Alexander cared for them in order

to renew their kinship, and because he was fond

of Homer.

Strabo then says that, at any rate, Alexander, Callisthenes,
and Anaxarchus made a recension of Homer's poetry which
was placed in a finely-worked casket found among the spoil
of the Persians (and therefore known as the Recension of
the Casket).

Consequently, Alexander was kind to the Ilians

because of his zeal for Homer and because of his descent
from the Aeacidae who ruled the Molossians (where Hector's
wife Andromache reigned as queen) .

Strabo concludes the

section by again denying that the Ilium of his own time
is the ancient site.
We now move further along the coast south of Abydus.
At 833.25 Strabo notes that Homer mentions (Il. 12.20) the
Rhodius River (a river which empties between Abydus and
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Dardania; Strabo again quotes the line (see above, p.
Further down the coast, below the old and new Ilium, are
temples and monuments to Achilles, Patroclus, Antiochus,
and Asius.

Heracles, however, is not honored because of

his sack of the city of Troy.

Still, Heracles' sack was

not as devastating as the later attacks.

Strabo notes that

it is for this reason that Homer says {835.4 ff.; Il. 5.
642):

·v,.Cou E:Ea.i\.ana.Ee: noi\.vv, xfipwcre: 6' ayui.ac.

xfipwcre:

indicates a loss of male population only, not a complete
loss.

The people do honor, however, those who did com-

pletely annihilate the city.

Perhaps they do because the

latter fought a just war, while Heracles waged an unjust war
gve:x' tnnwv Aa.oµt6ovTOG (Il. 5.640).

Yet, the exact rea-

sons for Heracles' sack are uncertain, but according to
Homer it does seem that the city was small, if it is true
that

~E oC~

cruv vnucrt xa.t av6pacr1. na.up0Ttpo1.cr1.v I 'Ii\.Cou

E:Ea.i\.ana.Ee: noi\.1.v (Il. 5.641-642).

The Trojan Plain
At 835.23 Strabo begins his description of the places
near Troy in the interior.

Homer is first mentioned as

making the narrow plain along Ida the territory of Aeneas
and the sons of Antenor, that is, Dardania (835.29).
and parallel to Dardania is Cebrenia.

Below

Demetrius theorizes

that the country (and city too) was named after Ke:Spi.ovnv

voaov utov aya.xi\.noc ITp1.aµo1.o (Il. 16.738).
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Strabo's next concern is the location and extent of
the Trojan Plain.
description:

Strabo seems to agree with Demetrius'

the plain is bounded by Mount Ida, the sea,

and the spurs of Rhoetium and Sigeium extending from Ida
to the sea.

It is here that Homer places most of the bat-

tles because it is very wide.
pointed out by the poet:

Here also are the places

Erineus (Il. 5.433); the tomb of

Aesyetes (Il. 2.793); Batieia (Il. 2.813); the monument
of Ilus (Il. 10.415).
Beginning at 837.8 Strabo examines the Homeric evidence against the site of Ilium in his own day and for the
"Village of the Ilians" as the ancient site.

Above the

village is a hill, Callicolone, past which flows the
Simoneis.

This helps explain the reference to Ares (Il.

20. 51-53) :

6' •Apnc E"t'EPW3Ev EPEµv~ AalAan~ taoc,
6Eu xa-c' axpo-ca-cn~ TIOAl..OG Tpwgcrcrt.. XEAEUWV,
aAAO"'CE nap ~t..µOEV"'Ct.. atwv Ent KaAAl..KOAWV~.
wp-co

The Ilium of Strabo's time could not at all be the town
mentioned in these lines--it is too far from Callicolone
and the line of battle could not have stretched so far.
Also, the words
430)

npoc S6µSpnc 6' EAaxov Aux1..01..

(Il. 10.

better suit the ancient site because the village is

much closer to Thymbra than the present Ilium.

Erineus

lies at the foot of the ancient site and suits Andromache's
words (Il. 6.433-434):

Aaov 6€ a-cf'jaov nap' ·Ept..vEov, E:v3a

µ0.At..cr-ca I aµSa-co~ ta-ct.. n6At..~ xat tnlopoµov EnAE-co -cEtxo~.
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Erineus is a considerable distance from the present Ilium.
Further proof is that Phegus is near Erineus (Il. 9.352-

354) :
. • • 6~pa 6 1 eyw µET' 'AxaLOLOLV noAEUL~ov,
OUK E3EAEOKE uaxnv ano TElXEOG OPVUUEV VEKTWP,
aAA 1 oaov EG ExaLaG TE TIDAUG xat ~nyov txavEv.
Strabo's next selection of evidence is based on the
location of the Greek "Naval Station."

It is very close

to the Ilium of Strabo's time and so causes the geographer
to wonder at the stupidity of the Greeks and the cowardice
of the Trojans.

Homer says that the wall was built around

the ships only in the last years of the war.

The Trojans

did not attack the naval station while it was unwalled but
waited until it had been fortified.

Further evidence from

Homer that the city was far from the ships is given in Odysseus' tale to Eumaeus:

after saying WG o3' uno

Tpol~

AOXOV

nyoµEv {Od. 14.469), he adds a little while on (Od. 14.

496), Alnv yap vnwv EXaG nA30UEV.

In the Iliad spies are

sent to find whether the Trojans will remain napa vnucrtv

-

6.n6npo3e:v, f)e: noALvoe: / a\J,J 6.vaxropnaouaLv (Il. 10.209-210).
Polydamas says (Il. 18.254-255):
~lAOL·

a~t

µaAa

~paCEa3E,

KEAOUUL yap €ywye; I aOTUOE vuv tEvaL, EKaG 6 1 ano

TElXEOG e:tµe:v.

Demetrius cites Histiaea of Alexandria as

witness, a woman who wrote a work on the Iliad and asked
whether the war took place near the present Ilium and the
Trojan Plain.

Homer clearly places the latter between the

city and the sea.

She urges that the present Ilium had
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no plain before it at the time of the Trojan War, for the
plain of Strabo's time was formed by alluvial deposits.
Further evidence is Polites' position as the Trojan
guard and the absence of Hector's running space (839.12 ff.).
Polites, ~G Tpcflwv axonoG t~E, no6wxEl~aL nEnoL&wG, I TuµS~
~n'

axpoLaT~

AtaunTao ytpOVLOG (Il. 2.792-793)

I

would have

been better off (closer to the battles and yet safer) if
he had kept watch from the acropolis of the present Ilium,
for the barrow of Aesyetes is five stadia on the road to
Alexandreia.

Also not visible is the "running space of

Hector" (Il. 2.812).

The present Ilium has no clear space

on account of a ridge joining it.

The ancient city, how-

ever, does have the running space.
Strabo's final arguments on the site of Troy (840.
26-842.28) are based on the Ilians'

(of the geographer's

time) contention that the city was not completely destroyed near

the end of the Trojan War.

After mentioning

that the Locrian maidens began to be sent in appeasement a
little after the war, Strabo states that Homer knows nothing
of the violation of Cassandra.

The poet says that she was

nap&tvoG at about that time (Il. 13.363-366):
nt~vE

yap ·oapuovna, KaSna6&Ev

~voov

E6vTa,

0 pa vtov TITOAtµoLO µ€Ta XAtOG EtAnAOU&EL.

~TEE 6E IlpLaµOLO &uyaTpwv Et60G apCaLnV,
Kaaaav6pnv, avaE6vov.

No violation is brought up, and Aias' shipwreck is attributed, not to any particular crime, but to Athene's general
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hatred of the Greeks (Od. 4.502).

Poseidon was angry with

Aias' boastful speech (.Od. 4.500 ff.).
Although the Ilians claim that the city was not en~OOELaL

tirely destroyed, Homer clearly states that it was:

-

~µa.p,

OLaV Tt0L 1

OAWA~

n yap

.IALOG tpn (Il. 6.448);

xat

ITpLaµoLo noALV 6LantpcraµEv atnnv (Od. 3.150); SouAfj xat
µuaoLaL;
15) .

105 ntpaELo 0€ ITpLaµoLo noALG

oExaL~ EvLauL~ (Il. 12.

Another proof of this is that the wooden image of

Athena stood upright in Strabo's time, but Homer clearly
shows that it was in a sitting position:

orders are given

for the robe to be 3e:tvaL 'A3nvalriG E:nt youvacrLv (Il. 6.92,
273) .
side."

It is better to interpret E:nt as "upon" than "beOthers try to emend the line.

106

Even more recent

writers agree that the city was completely destroyed.

In

a section concluding the question of the complete destruction of Troy Strabo makes one final reference to Homer.
Hellanicus concedes to the present Ilians that their city
is Homer's.
3uµo~

-

Strabo describes Hellanicus as otoG E:xElvou

(Il. 15.94; our text reads xElvou).

Homer's words

occur in a speech of Hera on Zeus' extreme temper.
At 842.28 ff. Strabo agrees that Homer's epithet "with
many fountainsn

(Il. 14.283 and others) still appropri-

ately applies to Ida.

However, there is controversy over

lOS T h.is p h rase is
. not Ioun
~
d in
. t h e Ox f or d Text o f t h e
Iliad or Odyssey.
lOGThe exact nature of the emendation is obscured by
problems with the text at this point.
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the meaning of the following lines (Il. 22.147-152):
xpouvw 6' txavov xa.A.Lppow, £v3a 6E nnyat
6oLat 6.va·~oooucrL Exaµav6pov 6LVTJEV'"t'OG·
µEv yap 3' u6a'"t'L ALap(i) PEEL' aµcpt 6E xanVOG
yCyvE'"t'aL tE au'"t'~G, WG et nup6c . • .
n 6' E'"t'EPn 3EPEL TIPOPEEL Elxura xaA.a~~
ii XLOVL 4Juxpf.i.

n

Strabo takes u6a.-i;L A.Lap(i) as "hot water" but finds none at
the ancient site.

Also, the Scamander's source is not

there, and it has only one source, not two.

Strabo sup-

poses that the hot spring has given out and that the cold
one enters the Scamander by a hidden passage.
At 843.27 Strabo notes that near the Aesepus River
in the interior is a wooded region Caresene named after
the Caresus River, which Homer mentions at Il. 12.20 (which
Strabo again quotes; see above, p. 149).
The final citations on the inland near Troy occur
at 844.45 ff.

Strabo renews his attack on the familiar

problem of the fabrication of names.

Demetrius made up

Halizonium and Argyria to suit his theories and emended
text of Hom.er accordingly.

He does not, however, explain

where Alybe or Alope is to be found.

Strabo concludes that,

although Demetrius is here giving objectionable proposals,
his wdrd should be heeded in other matters since he was a
native of the region and wrote thirty books of commentary
on the sixty lines of the Catalogue of the Trojans (Il. 2.
816-877) .

Strabo now returns to the coast near Troy where

he left off.
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More on the Coast Near Troy and the Interior
At 845.14 Strabo resumes his description of the coast
of the Troad (having already taken us to the part of the
mainland where Tenedos begins at 835.22).

At 845.19 Strabo

notes that Tenedos has a temple of Sminthian Apollo, as
Homer gives witness:
(Il. 1.38-39).

. -

avacrO'El.~,

TEvt601..o '"C'E L<Pl.

I L;J.J.1..V3EU

After recounting some of the tales of the

origin of the Sminthian Apollo, Strabo promises (846.27)
that, while these are the opinions of recent writers, he
shall soon discuss the traces in the plain of Thebe and in
Chrysa--traces which are more in agreement with Homer.
We next encounter Homer concerning the coast of
Aeolis after the promontory of Lectum.

Strabo notes (847.

15) that Homer places the majority of the Trojan Leleges

and Trojan Cilicians on the coast between Lectum and the
Gulf of Adramyttium.

The poet locates (Il. 10.429) the

first settlement of the Leleges along the coast which parallels the ridge of Idaea stretching to Lectum.

Strabo

next states that the Lelegian city of Pedasus was subject
to Altes (Il. 21.86-87):

.AA'"C'EW,

avO.crcrEt., I nnoaaov atnne:crcrav

~xwv

o~

AEAEYEO'O'l. (j)l.AOIT'"C'OAEUOl..O'l.'V

Ent

is deserted, but remnants are visible.

~ai;v1..6e:vi;1...

The site

Some write un6 for

tnC and translate "at the foot of Satnioeis," but this must
be wrong (Strabo explains that there is no mountain, only
a river near the place).
443-445):

Homer names the river (Il. 14.
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. • . EaTVLOV yap OUTaOE ooupt
otvonlonv, ov d.pa VUµ_(pT). TE}(.E NntG aµuµwv
OCvonL eouuOAEOVTL nap' ox3aLG EaTvL6EVTOG.
He also names it when he says (Il. 6.34-35):
EaTvL6EvToG €uppElTao nap'

~x3aG

vatg ot

/ rrnoacrov atnELvnv.

Strabo next quotes Homer on a problem involving
Scepsis (850.9-851.23; Demetrius' home of course). Demetrius
thinks that Scepsis was the royal residence of Aenaeas because it lies between Aeneas' territory and Lyrnessus.
hero fled to the latter when pursued by Achilles.

The

At any

rate, Achilles says (Il. 20.188-191):

n

OU µ8µv~, OTE TtEP OE eowv d.no µouvov €6vTa
crEDa uaT' ·roalwv 6ptwv TaxtEcrcrL n66EcrcrL,
UEL3EV o' EG Aupvncrcrov untu~UYEG" auTap EYW Tnv
ntpcra, µg3opµn3ElG.
The prevalent stories of Aeneas do not agree with the story
107
of the founders of Scepsis.
According to the more common stories Aeneas survived the war because of his hatred
for Priam:

aE t yap rrp Laµcp E:nEµnv LE o lw, / ouvgu' ap'

Another account is that Aeneas fled with his followers and
founded a new city in Italy.

Homer does not agree with

these two stories or the story of the founders.

The poet

clearly points out that Aeneas stayed in Troy, succeeded
to the empire, and bequeathed the succession to his own
line (since the Priarnidae had been wiped out}:
107
The founders of Scepsis claimed that Hector's son
Scarnandrius and Aeneas' son Ascanius had originally founded
Scepsis.
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n6n yap ITpLaUOU YEVEnv nx3nPE Kpovlwv·
vuv 68 6n AtvElao Sln TPWEOOLV avaEEL
xaL' nal6wv nal6EG, LOl XEV UELOTIL03E ytvWVLaL.
20. 306-308)

(Il.

Homer disagrees even more with those who suppose that
Aeneas wandered to and died in Italy.

Some try to avoid

this conflict by emending to • . • AtvElao ytvoG ndvTEOOLV
avdEEL, I xat nat6EG nal6wv.
At 853.28 Strabo begins his discussion of Assus.

It

is a strong and well-fortified city, only reached with
great difficulty from its harbor.

Consequently, Strabo

agrees with the Statement of the Citharist Stratonicus:

143, except our text reads aooov).

tation is also on Assus {854.26}.

The next Homeric ciAccording to most au-

thorities the city belonged to the Aeolians.

Homer, how-

ever, assigns it to the Leleges (alleged to be the Carians
by some, but distinct in Homer}:

TIPOG µ£v 6.AoG KaPEG xat

ITalOVEG ayxuAOLOEOL I xat AEAEYEG xat KaUXWVEG (Il. 10.
428-429).

Therefore, the Leleges lived between Aeneas'

rule and the people called Cilicians by Homer (854.30).
After the Leleges on the next stretch of coast come
the Cilicians according to Homer (855.20).
down to the mouth of the Caicus River.

They extend

The Cilicians were

divided into two dynasties, one subject to Eetion, the
other to Mynes.
1.366):

Homer calls Thebe the city of Eetion (Il.

¢x6µE3 1 EG enenv tEpnv TIOALV 'HETlWVOG.

The poet

also clearly indicates that Chrysa was Eetion's, if Chryseis
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was really taken captive at Thebe (Il. 1.366-369):
~x6µE8a

yap, ~nalv, EC ensnv, . . .
Tnv 6E OLanpg8oµEV TE xat nyoµEv EV8a6E nav-ra,
xat Ta µ£v Eu 6acrcravTo µE-ra mplcrLv, • . .
Ex 6' EAOV 'ATPEl6~ Xpucrnl6a.
Horner also indicates that Lyrnessus belonged to Mynes, for
Achilles. (Il. 2.691) Aupvncrcrov 6Lanop8ncrac xat TELXEa 8nSnc
and slew Mynes and Epistrophus.

Horner must, consequently,

mean Lyrnessus (not Eetion's Thebe) when he says (Il. 19.
295-296):

ou6€ µ' E:acrxEc, ch' av6p' E:µov WKUC 'AXLAAElJC I

Horner is next cited (857.2 ff.) by Strabo to prove
that the Chrysa of the geographer's day could not have been
the ancient city.

In the first place there is no harbor

in the modern city, but Horner says (Il. 1.432):
6n A.Lµevoc noAuSEv8€oc E:v-roc txov-ro.

ot 6' o-rE

Chrysa's temple to

Srninthian Apollo is not on the sea, although Homer's is
(Il. 1.439-441):
E:x OE Xpucrntc vnoc Sn nov-ron6poLO"
-rnv UEV ETIELT' E:nt Swµov ayuiv noA.uµn-rLC '06ucrcrEuc
naTpt ~lA.~ E:v XEPOt -rl8EL.
Chrysa is not near Thebe, Homer's town is (at any rate the
poet says that Chryseis was taken there).

Also, there is

no Cilla, nor a temple to Cillaean Apollo, but Homer joins
the two (Il. 1.37-38):
~a8€av.

de Xpucrnv

6.~LSE.Snxac

I

KlA.Aav -rE

It is, however, visible in the plain near Thebe.

Further proof is that the distance f rorn the Greek ships to
the

Cilician Chrysa is a day's journey (seven hundred

stadia), approximately the length of Odysseus' journey
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(see Il. 1.430 ff.).

After disembarking Odysseus offered

sacrifice, and, since it was turning dark, he stayed the
night and left in the morning.

The distance from the new

Chrysa is much too short.
Near Chrysa in the interior of the Troad is Thebe,
now deserted, which Homer speaks of as
(Il. 6.396).

uno

IlAax~

uAneacn;i

However, the name "Placus" or "Plax" is not

found there at all, and no wooded place is above it (although it is near Ida).

Strabo concludes that all these are

names of deserted or near deserted places, or of winter
torrents and that they are often mentioned only because
of their ancient history.
The last mention of Homer in this section on the
Troad and Aeolis concerns Teuthras (ruler of an area near
the Cai'cus River) and his country Teuthrania.

Certain peo-

ple conjecture that Teuthras ruled with Telephus.

Homer

only confuses the issue and is not clear when he says (Od.
11. 5.19-521):

aAA' otov ~ov TnAE~l6nv xa~EvnpaTo xaAx~
i)pw' Eup(muAOV' TIOAAO't. 6' au~ I auTOV E:~atpo I.
KnTE1.01. XTElvov~o yuvalwv E!vExa 6wpwv.
Who are the Ceteians and what does Homer mean by "on account of womanly gifts"?

The Trojan Leleges and the Trojan Cilicians
The next group of citations occurs in Strabo's discussion of the Trojan Leleges and Cilicians (.866.1-871.
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15}.

Strabo opens the section by inquiring (as some people

do) why these people are not included with the Trojans in
the Homeric Catalogue?

The geographer argues that, because

of their loss of leaders and the sacking of their cities,
they were placed under Hector.

To be sure, Eetion and his

sons were said to have been slain before the marshalling
of the troops as listed in the Catalogue:
f)"tot. µEv na"t'EP 1 aµov anElt"t'aVE 6t:OG 'Axt.A.A.EUG,
EX 6E noA.t.v ntpcrEv Kt.A.lxwv, •
ensnv u~lA.ov • • •
or 6E lJ.01. En"t'a ltacrCyvnl:'ot. saav EV lJ.Eyapo1.cr1.v
ot µE:v nav"t'EG t~ 'J.tlov nua"tt. #AL60G ECcrw·
nav"taG yap xa"t'EnE~VE no6apxnG 6tOG 'Axt.A.A.EUG.
6.414-416 and 421-423)

(Il.

So also did the subjects of Mynes lose their leaders and
their city (Il. 2.692 and 19.296):

xa6 6€ Muvn"t' £13aA.E ltat

• En l O"t'PO~OV •
does make the Leleges present at the battles (Il. 10.428429) :

nPOG µE:v UAOG KapEG xat IlaCovE~ ayxuA.o"toEot. I xat

AEA.EYEG xat KauxwvEG.

Homer also says (Il. 14.443-445):

• • • Ea"t'v1.ov ou"taaE 6oupl
Otvonl6nv, ov dpa vuµ~n "t'EltE NnlG auuuwv
oCvont. j3ouxoA.fov"tt. nap' 6x3aG Ea"t'vt.oEv"t'oG.
They had not so completely vanished that they did not have
some system of their own, for their king still survived
(Il. 21.86):

·AA"t'Ew, OG AEA.EyEcrcr1.

~1.A.on"toA.tuo1.cr1.v

6.vaaaEt..

Their city also had not been completely wiped out (Il. 21.
87):

rrn6acrov atnnscrcrav fxwv €nt Ea"tvt.oEv"t't..

Nevertheless,

Horner leaves them out of the Catalogue, either because they
were not important enough on their own or because they were
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very closely related to their cormnander Hector.

The lat-

ter is supported by Lycaon's statements (Il. 21-84-86):
• . . µLvuvaaoLov 6E µE µnTnP
yECVaTo Aao86n, auyaTnP .AATaO YEPOVTOG,
.AATEW, OG AEAEYEOOL ~LAOTITOAEµOLOLV avacrOEL.
Strabo concludes that these are the possibilities.
Strabo's next problem involving Homer concerns the
exact bounds of the poet's Cilicians, Pelasgians, and
Ceteians.

Strabo dismisses the first and last as having

been thoroughly exhausted and concentrates on the Pelasgians
(867.10 ff.).

Strabo proposes that, based on Homer and his-

tory in general, it is reasonable to place the Pelasgians
after the Cilicians and Ceteians.

Homer says (Il. 2.840-

843) :
'Inn68ooG 6' dyE

~DAa

ITEAacrywv EYXEcrLµWpwv,

TWV, or AapLcrav EPLBWAaxa vaLETaacrxov·
TWV nPX' 'Inn6800G TE ITuAaL6G T' ·o~OG •ApnoG,'

utE ouw An&oLo ITEAacryou TEuTaµCoao.
Because Homer says "tribes" and not "tribe," we may conclude
that the Pelasgians were numerous.
home as "in Larisa."

He also specifies their

There are many Larisas, but we must

find the most plausible one.

The Larisa near Harnaxitus

is too close to Ilium for Horner to say that Hippothous fell
in the fight over Patroclus TDA' ano AaplcrnG (Il. 17.301).
The Larisa in Ephesus is eliminated since it is not clear
whether it was allied with the Trojans or even existence at the time of the Trojan War.

This leaves Larisa

near Cyme as the most reasonable choice.
Two citations remain in the section.

In the first
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(868.24) Strabo notes that Pylaeus was called the ruler
of the Pelasgians by Homer (Il. 2.842).

In the second

(in the section on the city of Cyme) Strabo denies that
Homer was definitely from Cyme, for many people lay claim
to him.

Strabo then notes that Cyme got its name from an

Amazon, as did the city Myrina from the Amazon who lies in
the Trojan Plain.

He then quotes Il. 2.813-814 (see above,

p. 152 and footnote).

The Interior to the Taurus Mountains
In the last section of Book 13 are found four scattered citations.

In the first (while treating Sardis as

the royal city of the Lydians) Strabo mentions that the
Lydians are called the Meioneians by Horner.

At 875.21 ff.

Strabo discusses some problems concerning Horner and Lake
Gygaea.

Strabo notes that Homer mentions it (Il. 2.865)

but wonders why people try to make up fantastic stories
about the place (supposedly baskets dance by themselves).
Homer says (Il. 2.864-866) the following about the place:
M~OOLV

-

au M~cr5AnG l:'E xat •AVl:'L<POG nyncracr5nv,
utE TaAaLUEVEQG, LW ruyaln LEXE Aluvn,
OL xat M~ova nyov uno TuWA~ YEyawLaG.
Some people add TUWACi) uno VL<POEVl:'L, VYonc tv nlovL
No Hyde, however, is found among the Lydians.

frr'Ju~.

Some people

also put Tychius there, the man of whom Homer says (Il. 7.
These people also
add that the place is wooded and subject to lightning, and
that the Arirni lived there.

They support the last by ad-
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ding to Homer's verse, Et v · Ap l µo q;, 0-51.. cpa.ot TucpEwG E:µµEvat.
EUVaG (Il. 2.783), the following:
E:v nlov1.. cSnµ~.

XWP(t) E:vt c5pu6Ev-r1.., "YcSnG

Strabo concludes with summaries of other

conflicting theories.
The book concludes with two Homeric citations on the
correct identification of various peoples.

At 877.7 ff.

Callinus is quoted as claiming that Sardis was captured by
the Cimmerians.

He says more specifically that the attack

of the Cimmerians was against the Esioneis.

Demetrius of

Scepsis proposes that this was the Ionic spelling of Asioneis.

He further conjectures that perhaps Meionia was

called Asia and that in accordance with this Homer says
in the same way (Il. 2.461):

'Aalq_)

E:v AEt.µ(i)vt. Kauo-rplou

aµcpt PEE3pa.
In the last citation of the book (881.27 ff.) Strabo
quotes Homer to support his contention that the Termessians
and the Solymi are related.
called Solymi.

A tomb near the Termessians is

Nearby is the palisade of Bellerophon and

the tomb of Peisander, who died in battle with the Solymi.
All this agrees with what Homer says about Bellerophon (Il.
6.184), c5Eu-rEpov a6 E0Auµo1..01.. µaxtooa-ro xuc5aAlµo1..01..,

and

about his son (Strabo quotes part of Il. 6.204; see above,
p. 152).

The book ends with a section of Cibyra.

Book 14:

Southern Asia Minor

Book 14 completes Strabo's treatment of what is now
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called Asia Minor.

Except for a more lengthy section later

in the book on Apollodorus' commentary on the Homeric Catalogue of Ships, the Homeric citations are scattered and
varied.

North of the Maeander
At 887.21 ff. Strabo remarks that Mount Latmus (on the
Latmian Gulf near Miletus) is said by Hecataeus to be
Homer's mountain of Phtheires (Il. 2.868).
cited in an anecdote about Samas.

Homer is next

A certain Samian Creo-

phylus is said to have entertained Homer and received as
a gift from the poet the inscription of the poem, The Capture of Oechalia.

Callimachus in an epigram108 objects

and claims that Creophylus composed the poem himself and
that it was ascribed to Homer because of the supposed
hospitality shown the poet.

Some say Creophylus was Homer's

teacher.
At 900.30 ff. Strabo states that the Chians also claim
Homer and set forth the strong evidence that the Homeridae
were descendants of Homer's family.
2.1) testifies to this.

Pindar (Nemean Odes

At Smyrna is a library and a Ho-

mereium, a quadrangular porch with a shrine and a wooden
108

Jones (vol. 6, 219} translates as follows:
"I
am the toil of the Samian, who once entertained in his
house the divine Homer. I bemoan Eurytus, for all that he
suffered, and the golden-haired Ioleia. I am called Homer's
writing. For Creophylus, dear Zeus, this is a great achievement."
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statue of Homer (901.23 ff.).

The reason for this is that

the Smyrnaeans also claim Homer (even a bronze coin of
theirs is called a Homereium) .
At 904.31 Strabo notes that the Magnesians set up
a statue to the citharoede Anaxenor.
(Od. 9.3-4:

On it was inscribed

nLOL µEv L06E xaAOV axoutµev EOLlV aoL6ou I

LOl..006', otoG ~6' taLl, &EOLG tvaAlyxLOG au6fj.

The last

letter of the second verse did not fit the tablet, and as
a result the city was left open to a·charge of ignorance.
Thirty stadia from Nysa is a place called Leimon.
Near it is an entrance into the earth which was sacred to
the gods.

Homer is said to mention this meadow (in which

the entrance is) when he says

'AaC~

Ev AELµwvL

(907.18;

Il. 2.461).

South of the Maeander
While discussing the Caunians '(a people near the
mouth of the Calbis River), Strabo notes (909.22 ff.)

that

Stratonicus the citharist, upon seeing that the Caunians
were very pale,

109

the verse, otn nep

said that this was Homer's thought in
~UAAWV

yeven, LOLn6e xat avopwv

(Il.

6.146}.
After mentioning the colonization of the Megarian
Dorians, Strabo remarks that these things happened later
than Homer, for Cnidus and Halicarnassus were not yet in

109
XAnpouG actually is "pale green."
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existence, although Rhodes and Cos were (and were inhabited
by the Heracleidae).

When Tlepolemus grew to manhood, he

(IL 2. 662-665)

a(rtlxa ndi:-poc E:oto cpO.ov µ.fii;pwa xai:-txi:-a
non ynpaORovi;a AL'KUUVLOV • • •
at~a OE vnac fnnEe:, rtOAUV 6' o ye: Aaov aye:Cpac
en cpe:uywv •.
Homer then adds (Il. 2.667-668):

. I 1:-PLXaa, OE

~xnae:v

e:tc ·Po6ov tEe:v aAwµ.e:voc

xai:-acpuAa6ov.

the cities of the time (Il. 2.656):
xat apyLvoe:vi;a Kaµe:Lpov.

The poet also names

Alv6ov, 'InAuoov i;e:

Homer, therefore, does not here

mention the Dorians by name but perhaps points toward the
Aeolians and Boeotians, if it is true that Heracles and
Licymnius settled at the place.

Homer says of the Coans

E>e:ooaAou ute: 6uw •HpaxAe:loao d.vaKtoc.
were Aeolian rather than Dorian.

This indicates they

Another myth states that

after the Telechines the Heliadae took Rhodes.

To one

family (Cercaphus and his wife Cydippe) were born the children who founded the cities named after them (Il. 2.656
again quoted here).

Homer is quoted once more (913.14 ff.)

on Rhodes to attest further to the ancient wealth of the
island (Il. 2.668-670):
1:-PLXaa OE wxn3e:v xai;acpuAaoov, no' E:cpCAn8e:v
EX LlLOG, 001:-E: 8e:OLOL Rat av8pWTtOLOLV avaOOEL,
xal O<PLV 8e:on~OLOV TtAOU1:-0V xai;~xe:ue: KpovCwv.
From 922.29-924.32 Strabo inquires into Homer's verse
on the Carians (Il. 2.867):
l3apocpwvwv.

Mao8AnG au

Kap~v

nvnoai;o l3ap-

Although Homer knew many barbarian tribes, he
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calls th_e Carians alone "of barbarian speech" and nowhere
calls anyone "barbarian."

Thucydides' contention that

Homer did not use the term "barbarians," because the Hellenes had not yet been distinguished under a single name,
is wrong.
KAto~

Eupu xa3'

'EAAaoa xat µtoov

others); and ECT'
•Apyo~

avopo~,

Homer refutes this when he says:
•Apyo~

E3€AEl.~ TPa~3nva1.

(Od. 15.80).

av'

(Od. 1.344 among
'EAAaoa xat µtoov

If they were not called barbarians, how

could they be spoken of as "of barbarian speech"?
lodorus' theory is also wrong.
call them "barbarians"?

Apollodorus says, "Because the
However, the nomi-

native case does not differ metrically from
Tp&E~

xat Aux1.01. xat

"Trojan" in Il. 5.222:

Apol-

Why then does Homer not

plural does not fit Homer's meter."

(Il. 11.286):

TOU

-

~ap6avo1.

oto1. Tp<l>1.01. tmto1.

11

Dardanians 11
It is like

Strabo finally

concludes that, since the Carians knew Greek (and it is
not likely that they uttered unintelligible and harshsounding noises, as some supposed), to "barbarize" must
mean to speak Greek badly.

Lycia and Caria
At Pinara, one of the largest cities of Lycia, Pandarus was held in honor.

Strabo guesses (928.24) that this

may be the Trojan hero, as when Homer says (Od. 19.518):
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Ilav6ap~ou xoupn XAWpnt~ an6wv.llO
come from Lycia.

Pandareus is said to have

Homer is cited once more on a problem
At 930.18 ff. the geographer notes

involving the Lycians.

that (as we have already seen) the poet distinguishes the
Solymi from the Lycians, for when Bellerophon was sent by
the king of the Lycians to the second struggle, !oAuµoLOL
µdxEcrcra~o

xu6aACµoLcrLv

(Il. 6.184).

The others who assert

that "Solymi" was the previous name of the Lycians are not
in agreement with Horner.

Those people are more convincing

who assert that by "Solymi" Homer means the people who are
now called Milyae (already discussed at 804.25 ff.).
At 940.19 ff. Strabo relates an anecdote concerning
an unscrupulous official at Tarsus.

Boethus, because he

had written a flattering poem in Antony's honor (for his
victory at Philippi}, was put in charge of expenditures.
He was caught stealing and was brought to trial.

As he

was being proven guilty in the presence of Antony (who had
appointed him} , he said, "As Horner sang the praises of
Achilles, Agamemnon, and Odysseus, I have sung your praises.
It is unjust that I be brought before you on such charges."
The accuser retorted, "Yes, but Homer did not steal the oil
of Agamemnon or Achilles, and you did.
be punished."

Therefore you shall

Horner is again quoted on the philosophers

of Tarsus (941.16}.

Strabo notes that among the other

llO Meine
. k e stri. k es t h.is quote f rom his
.
text, b ut
Jones restores it.
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philosophers from Tarsus, ouG xEv
µu&n,aalµnv

su'

yvolnv xat

~ouvoµa

(Il. 3.235), are Plutiades and Diogenes.

The last group of citations in Book 14 concern the
identification of certain Trojan allies and in particular
what Apollodorus and others have to say about the problem.
After noting (943.21) that Homer's Cilicians (in the Troad)
are distant by much from those outside the Taurus Mountains,
Strabo states that Apollodorus places all the allies from
Asia (.enumerated by Homer in the Catalogue) within the "peninsula" (roughly Asia Minor) •

The geographer attacks this

interpretation (as he did in proving that the Trojans had
allies outside the Halys River).

Strabo focuses upon Apol-

lodorus' narrow definition of the "peninsula."

Also sus-

pect is Apollodorus' conception of the tribes of the peninsula.

Unlike Ephorus, who lists in detail all the tribes,

both Hellenic and barbarian, Apollodorus says that Homer
names in the Catalogue the tribes of the Trojans, Paphlagonians, Mysians, Phrygians, Carians, Lycians, Meionians
(or Lydians), and other unknown people (for example, the
Halizones and Caucones) •

Outside the Catalogue Homer names

the Ceteians, Solymi, Trojan Cilicians and Leleges, but nowhere mentions the Pamphylians, Bithynians, Mariandynians,
Pisidians, Chalybians, Milyans, or Cappadocians.

The rea-

son is that some were not settled, while others were ineluded among other tribes.

Apollodorus has not fairly

judged Ephorus (according to Strabo) and has confused and
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falsified Homer's words (945.29 ff.).

His false and narrow

definition of the peninsula prohibits him from making sense.
Where, for example, are those people who border on the
Pisidians, oC o6x raa.m.. 30.A.a.-r-ra.v I
µe:µLyµ~vov

-

e:toa.p

~6oucrL

a:vtpe:~,

o66t 3' &.A.e:crcrL

(946.25; Od. 18.122-123), according

to Apollodorus' peninsula?

His comments on the confusion

of tribes in Homer are quite correct (947.23 ff.), for many
changes have taken place.

However, his reasons for the

poet's passing over some of the tribes (country not settled, tribes included with other tribes) are incorrect.
Homer does not mention Cappadocia, Cataonia, or Lycaonia,
but neither of Apollodorus' explanations applies.

It is

also ridiculous for Apollodorus to be concerned with Homerts
omissions and to defend the poet, while omitting to tell
why Ephorus passed over them.

Apollodorus is also

wrong to tell us why Homer says Meionians instead of Lydians,
but does not say that Ephorus mentions neither of the two.
A further problem is Apollodorus' Halizones.

After

correctly identifying unknown tribes mentioned by Homer
(948.9 ff.), Apollodorus fabricates the Halizones.

They

and "the birthplace of silver" (as we have already seen)
are the fabrications of men who wrote in various ways.
Strabo's final criticism of Apollodorus (948.30) is
that in this case he has not discussed the more recent
writers who oppose Homer (as he usually does).

Apollodorus

further identifies things that are not meant to be iden-
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tified.

An example is the following:

Xanthus states that

after the Trojan War the Phrygians came from Europe and the
left-hand side of the Pontus, and that Scamandrius led them
from the Berecynti and Ascania.

Apollodorus adds to this

that Homer refers to this Ascania mentioned by Xanthus (Il.
2. 862-863} :

TnA'

EE

«1>6mrnG 0€ ~puyaG fiyE xat • Aau.6.v t.OG -5EoE 1.otiG /

'AcrxavlnG.

If this is true, the migration must

have taken place after the Trojan War.

However, the allied

force mentioned by Homer came from the opposite mainland,
that is, from Berecynti and Ascania.

This leaves the

Phrygians, 01: pa T6T' E:crTpa-r6wvTo nap' 6x&aG l:ayyaplot.o (Il.
3.187), when Priam says (Il. 3.188):
TOLcrt.v

EA~yµnv.

E:nlxoupoG E:wv µETa

How could Priam have sent for the Phrygi-

ans from the Berecynti (with whom he had no contract) and
leave his border allies uninvited?

Apollodorus is also

at fault on Ascania when he says that there is a Mysian
village of that name.

What prevented Homer from speaking

of this Ascania rather than Xanthus'?

Strabo then concludes

and passes to his description of Cyprus.

Books 15-17:

Asia and Africa

In Books 15-17 Strabo completes his description of
the world:

Asia is treated in 15 and 16; 17 is on Egypt

and Libya.

As to be expected the Homeric citations are

scanty and scattered.

In 15 four citations are found.

At

958.1 Strabo notes, in discussing Dionysus and India's Mount
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Nisa sacred to him, that Homer says of Lycurgus the Edonian
the following:

o~

TtOTE µa.1.voutvo1.o Al.tuVUO'Ol.0

O'EOE xa.-r' fiya&Eov Numii.ov 6.132-133).

-ri.&f)va.~

I

Later (970.21)

Strabo mentions that Alexander thought he had found the
source of the Nile in the Hydaspes River.

Alexander soon

realized that what he hoped to accomplish was impossible,
utaa4l yap uEyaA.01. no-ra.uot xa.t 6E1.va p~e;&pa. /

rtpw-rov (Od. 11.157-158).

·axe;a.voG u8v

Apparently Strabo thought that

Horner knew of this "fact."

At 990.16 Strabo notes, in

treating the pygmies and the cranes, that Horner knew of
their battles (Il. 3.6).

At 1025.18 the geographer says

that Horner was ignorant of the Syrians and the Medes.
In Book 16 five Homeric citations are found.

In the

first (1055.16) Strabo states that Horner does not mention
Tyre, though it is a favorite of poets.

Soon after (1056.

16) Horner is cited as knowing that the Sidonians were well-

skilled (Il. 23.743).

At 1063.3 ff. Strabo quotes Horner (Od.

14.328} to illustrate that conunon mandates (which Moses

and the Jews lacked) come from god:
Al.CG SouA.nv tna.xou<JlJ.

EX 6pUOG uw1.x6uo1.o

In the same way prophets are held

in so much honor (1063 at bottom; restored by Jones) , as
v6ov rt6pe; Tie;pae;~6ve;i.a. / OL(j.l
,
TtETtVUO'&a.1.· -rot 6E axi.a.t ataaouai. (Od. 10.494-495). Book 16
was Teiresias,

-r~

xa.t

-re;&v~o-ri.

closes with a problem in interpreting Horner (1094.13-1095.
24}.
ou~

Homer says (_Od. 4. 84}:
xa.t 'Epe:uSouG.

Ai.&lorta.G &' tx6unv xa.t E1.6ovl-

Historians do not know whether the Si-
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donians are the colonists or the Sidonians themselves.

Se-

condly, the Erembrians are even more difficult to identify.
In the discussion of the various possibilities Strabo notes
that Posidonius thinks Homer's Arimi should not be placed
in Syria or Cilicia, but should be interpreted as meaning
Syria itself.

The book closes without a solution.

In Book 17 we find seven citations.

At 1102. 25

Strabo identifies Homer as the original authority on the
Nile as being fed by rain water:
6LLTIETto~

noTaµot:o (.Od. 4.477).

dv 6'

Et~

AtyunToLo

Homer is next quoted (Od.

17.266) to illustrate how the kings' residences at Alexandria were closely built (like Odysseus' place)
~TEP'

EOTlv.

EE ETEPWV

At 1112.30 Strabo mentions what appears to be

Polybius' quote of Homer (Od. 4.483), which illustrates
Egypt's poor state of affairs under the kings:
ttvaL 60ALXnV

o6ov

apyaAEnv TE.

ACyunTovo'

At 116.30 Strabo states

that near the promontory of Zephyrium there is said to have
been the ancient town of Thonis.

At any rate, Homer speaks

of Helen and her drugs as follows

(Od. 4.228):

IIoA.uoaµva n6pEv

OOvo~

napaxo LT q;;.

E08Aa, Ta ot

While discussing the

oracle at Anunon, Strabo notes that, as at Delphi and among
the Branchidae, the oracular responses are given with nods
and tokens, as in Homer (Il. 1.528):
o~puoL

VEUOE Kpovlwv.

-

Ti xat xuavE\}OLV En'

At 1137.26 ff. Strabo opens his treat-

ment of Thebes with two Homeric quotes (Il. 9.383-384 and

381-382).

The first is as follows:

at ~· ExaT6µnuAot ELOL,
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xat

6XEO~Lv.

The second is given as proof of the city's

ancient wealth:

ou6' oaa enea~ I Atyun~laG,

oaL

TIAELO~a

In the final citation (1164.
21) Strabo states that Meninx is regarded as the Land of
the Lotus-Eaters mentioned by Homer.

In Books 11-17 we again find Strabo defending Homer
and using him as a source for, and witness of, noteworthy
information.

The poet is especially valuable to the geog-

rapher when dealing with the Troad and other areas where
changes in the passing of time force one to look to the
past for significant material.

At his worst Strabo haggles

about possible text emendations and problems in terminology in order to reconcile the facts of the Trojan War,
Homeric times, and his own day.

But even more important

and more numerous are the ci tation_s in which there are echoes of the Trojan War:

leaders lost and honored; migra-

tions of tribes; the Trojan battlefield; the strategic
position of Ilium and the Greek fleet; the fertility of the
Trojan Plain as cause of wars; the interests of Plato,
Julius Caesar, and Alexander in Troy.

This is material

which is especially useful and interesting to Strabo's
readers.
Homer.

It is material which is abundantly supplied by

CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF THE CITATIONS
It is our task now to judge what evidence the citations themselves yield for, against, and beyond previous interpretations.
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discuss two major groups:

Our evaluation requires that we
first, those citations in which

Strabo seems excessively concerned with Homer--passages
in which he defends Homer's knowledge by offering correct interpretations, by explaining terms, by reconciling
contradictions in place and name, in short, all those
places where the geographer's attitude approaches blind
faith; second, the citations which do not fall into the
first category, that is, the passages in which Strabo sees
Homer as a genuine authority, a source of history and geography, and as an artist who provides illustrations, ornamentation, and parallels.
The Citations in Defense of Homer
Chapter II
It is not surprising that the major portion of Book

111

See above, pp. 3-7
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1 and the Homeric citations in it are concerned with Strabo's defense of Homer's knowledge.

Many of the themes in-

troduced here appear again in the later books.

Here also

Strabo reveals most clearly his insistence upon the extent
and accuracy of Homer's knowledge.

He begins his work by

naming Homer the founder of geography, a philosopher of
broad learning, and an inquirer into the art of life and
happiness.

The geographer shows Homer to be a polymath

with an interest in useful things through the poet's knowledge of Oceanus (12-16) ,
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the Mediterranean (16-17},

celestial and terrestrial phenomena (17-18), geometry and
astronomy (19-20).

Two important elements in Strabo's the-

ory of Homeric interpretations are also present:

first,

the general truth that poetry instructs (17); second, myth
is mingled with fact in poetry (19).
The remainder of Book 1 is Strabo's critical history
of his predecessors.

As we have seen, it is more accurately

described as a rambling defense of Homer as teacher and
polymath.

Though Homer added myth to fact, the poet clearly

had knowledge of geography, generalship, agriculture, and
rhetoric.

Strabo gives examples of this knowledge as de-

picted in the character Odysseus (23} .
Homer's use of myth is more openly defended by Strabo
112

Numbers in parentheses for this chapter refer to
pages in this dissertation.
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as a means of effective education (24-25).

There is, how-

ever, always an historical event behind the myth (25).
Strabo follows with a list of facts

(25-26).

The most pres-

sing problem in uncovering fact behind myth in Homer is
the wanderingsof Odysseus.

Strabo treats the problem in

detail (26-33) and concludes that the truth in fact and
history, to which mythical additions have been made, should
be sought.
Strabo then returns to more direct defense of Homer's
knowledge, delving into specific geographical matters: Homer mentions places in order when necessary (33-34).
knows of the "climata" and winds (34-36).

He

Egypt and Ethi-

opia were also known to the poet (36-48), and when Menelaus'
wanderings are correctly interpreted, they also reflect
Homer's knowledge (44-46).
In the remainder of Book 1 Strabo returns to his
defense of Homer.

Oceanus is cloaked in myth (48-49),

Odysseus' wanderings are not completely fictitious (50),
Jason's voyage is based in fact (50-51), and the Ithacan
grottos have disappeared with the passage of time (53).
Two further passages in Books 1 and 2 illustrate
Strabo's defense of Homer.

In Book 1 Strabo proposes that

certain lines of Homer can be interpreted as showing the
poet's knowledge of the action of the sea (52).

In 2

Strabo sees Posidonius' division of the world into three
continents as explaining Homer's twofold division of the
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Ethiopians (53-54).

Chapter III
In Books 3-7 Strabo again employs

the majority of

the Homeric citations in defense of the poet's knowledge.
The first group (61-63) is a more detailed discussion of
a subject firs-t presented In Book 1--Homer knows the west
through the Phoenicians though the facts have been altered
in poetic fashion.

The fact behind myth theme continues

(65) as Strabo shows that Horner knew of the Argonauts at
Portus Argous, Avernus as the site of the Necyia, and the
Cirnrnerians as people who never see the sun.
Strabo continues to defend Horner and argues that
Ternesa is in Italy, the islands of the Liparaei are Homer's

..

islands of Aeolus, and Zoilus is inconsistent, even though
he thought Horner was a writer of myths (65-66).

More exe-

gesis of this sort begins to appear in Strabo's work:

argu-

rnents on terminology, identification of places with the
same names, in short, reconciliation between the world of
Horner and that of Strabo's time.

The extant portion of

Book 7 concludes with a defense of Homer's knowledge of
the northern tribes against Eratosthenes, Apollodorus, and
Ephorus (66-69), and a discussion of the identity of the
Helli and Selli (70).
In the fragments are found various passages in which
Homer is defended (70-73).

Homer calls the Europus River
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the Titaresius because it has its source on Mount Titarius.
The cities of Crannon and Gyrton are mentioned by Homer.
Homer's Amydon is now called the Abydon River.

By an emen-

dation of the text Homer's statements about the Axius River
can be reconciled with the conditions of Strabo's time.
The poet correctly names the sons of Pelegon and the Sinties
as the inhabitants of Lemnos.

Homer's Iphidamas is probably

from Cissus.

Chapter IV
In Books 8-10, though Strabo continues at times to
defend Homer by searching for fact behind myth, it is no
longer the predominant concern of the geographer.

Instead

Strabo is faced with reconciling the conditions of Homeric
times and of his own, correctly interpreting conflicting
terms, and identifying Homeric places with the same name.
Strabo notes first that Elis had not been founded
by Homer's time and that Homer generally names countries
and not cities in the Peloponnese (78).

Pylus (to be dis-

cussed fully below), however, is the name of a city applied
to a region (78).

In two passages Strabo further argues

the identification of Homer's Pylus (81; 87-91).
also list the following passages with

s~milar

We may

arguments

for correctly identifying a place mentioned by Homer:

Ephyra situated on the Selleeis River (79-80);
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places in Il.

2.615~619

identified (82-83);

Cauconians located (83-85);
Homer's Iardanus River near Cape Pheia (85);
Helus. near Eurotas River (85);
places in Messenia located (93-94) ;
Homer's Lacedaemon located (94);
Homer's Aegina located (100);
places mentioned in and out of order (100) ;
mainland and island mentioned together (100);
places in Mycenae located (100-101);
places in Il. 2.496-756 identified (106-121);
Chalcis located in Euboea (122);
Leucas identified (123-124);
Cephallenians identified (124-125).

In another large group of citations Strabo simply
states, in discussing some matter, that Horner had knowledge
of the place.

These are similar to the open defenses of

Book 1 but on a smaller scale:

Horner knows Cyllene (79);
Homer knows the Selleeis River (79);
Horner knows Achaean cities (102-103);
Anthedon near Isus as Horner says (105) ;
Horner knows Copae (105);
Horner knows Haliartus is grassy (105-106);
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Homer knows Cephissus River has source in Libaea (106);
Cephissian Lake mentioned by Homer (106);
Homer knows Geraestus (122)

i

Homer knows Olenus and Pylene (123) ;
Homer knows Calydon (130);
Homer knows Minos and Crete (135-137);
Homer knows the Sporades (137-138).

Strabo also defends Homer's knowledge when the poet's
information does not agree with that of Strabo's time:

Triphylia is sandy as Homer says (85);
Sparta is hollow as Homer says (94);
Lacedaemonia is

xn~nEooav

as Homer says {95) ;

Helene is site of Paris' speech to Helen (104).

At times Strabo is able to reconcile what Homer says
with the circumstance of his own day by a change in terminology:

Samicum is Homer's Arene (86);
Homer's Messe is Messene (93);
Homer's Achaean Argos is the Peloponnese and Laconia (95);
meanings of Argos clarified (97);
Hylice is not Hyde (106);
Euboeans are Homer's Abantes (122);
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Homer's Asteris is Asteria (128);
Homer's Samas is Samothrace (.128-129);
Oxeiae are Homer's Thoae (129);
Homer's Syros is Syria (139);

These passages constitute Strabo's defense of the poet in
Books 8-10.

We shall see problems of the same kind in Books

11-17, although, as we shall note, they are not the only
Homeric citations, numerous though they be.

Chapter V
In Books 11-17 we again find Strabo's defense of
Homer falling into the same categories.
briefly.

We may list them

Let us begin with the citations in which Strabo

locates a Homeric country or people:

Bithynian tribes located (150};
places after the Aesepus River (159-160);
places between Abydus, Lampsacus, and Parium {160);
Pelasgians located (175};
L~risa

located (175}.

There are also passages in which Strabo comes openly
to Homer's defense:

Sangarius River mentioned by Homer (144);
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Homer knows Aegialus, a village and shore (144);
Homer knows the Paphlagonians (144);
Homer knows Libya and Lips (14 8) i
Homer knows the Trojan Plain (154-156) i
Homer knows the Heptaporus River (155) i
Homer knows the Selleeis River near Arisbe (160);
more places mentioned by Homer (163) ;
Homer knows of the sack of Troy (163);
Homer knows the Trojan Plain (163);
Homer knows the Caresus River (168);
Homer defended against Demetrius concerning Halizonium (168);
Homer knows the temple of Sminthian Apollo (169) ;
Leleges and Cilicians known by Homer (173-175);
Homer knows Lake Gygaea (176);
Homer knows Leimon near Nysa (179);
Homer's knowledge of Asia Minor defended against Apollodorus (183-184);
Homer knows Mount Nysa, Pygmies and Cranes, Sidonians
(185-187).

Strabo attempts to reconcile the conditions of the
poet's time with those of his own in the following passages:

location of Pharos (143);
identity of the Cauconians (143-144);
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identity of the Eneti in Paphlagonia (144);
location of Ilium (164-167);
extent of Ida (167-168) ;
location of Chrysa (172-173).

The following problems in terminology are found in
Books 11-17:

identity of Chalybes and Halizoni (145-147);
extent of Lycia (152);
Homer's Achaeans and Trojans (153);
location of Paesus (159);
location of the Practius River (160);
Trojan Leleges and Cilicians (169-170);
Homer's Meionia is Asia (176);
Termessians related to Solymi (177);
Mount Latmus is Homer's Phtheiria (178);
Pandareus, Solymi, and Tartessians discussed (181-182);
Meninx is the Lotus-Eaters' Island (188).

It is clear in these passages that Strabo can be criticized

for his veneration of Homer.

Not only does he open

his work with an impassioned plea in behalf of Homer's
knowledge, but even in the remainder of his work the geographer engages in discussions of text emendations, terminology, and problems in the locations of peoples and
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places--all in an effort to display Homer's knowledge, to
bring the poet into agreement with the facts.
does not accept Homer without reservation.

But Strabo

There is a small

but significant group of citations in which the geographer
qualifies or denies the extent of Homer's knowledge.

We

now turn to this group.
It is surprising that in Strabo's defense of Homer
in Book 1 statements are found which show that the geographer was far from accepting Homer as an infallible authority.

Strabo first says that it is extreme to deny

Homer vast learning, although the man who attempts to endow
Homer with every skill and art is ridiculous (22) • In the
discussion of Odysseus' wanderings, taking them as plain
fact is considered the inferior method of interpretation
(27).

A little further on Strabo advises us not to seek

that the poet be absolutely accurate in every detail (29),
and that discrepancies between present conditions and those
of Homer's time must be attributed to changes accomplished
by time, ignorance, or poetic license (30).

Strabo's con-

clusions on myth hiding fact in Odysseus' wanderings are
far from absolute:

the stories should neither be minutely

scrutinized, nor cast away as having no real basis in truth
or history (32); the wanderings of Odysseus cannot be completely fictitious.
Further criticism of Homer is found outside Book 1,
sometimes in specific reference, other times as a general
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statement.

The poet is criticized for not always being

clear (83) and for not telling the truth (85).

Later

(100-101) Strabo notes that Homer does not mention Thyreae
nor does he know Hysiae, Cenchreae, Creopolus, Lyrceium, and
Orneae.
work:

Homer's influence is not always useful to Strabo's
three cities mentioned by Homer are not only hard to

find but useless because they are deserted and, therefore,
of interest to no one (103).

Because Homer tends to embel-

lish things in poetic fashion, the sacred precinct of
Poseidon is described as a grove, even though it is a barren
height (108}.

Strabo also criticizes Homer for not clearly

expressing himself about Cephallenia or Ithaca and the adjoining territory (125).
In Books 11-17 Strabo contends that Homer's ignorance
can be seen only when he does not mention significant things
(147-149).

In the beginning of his treatment of the Troad,

Strabo asks the reader's indulgence because writers and historians agree on almost nothing--among the historians is
Homer, who leaves most things to guesswork.

The geographer

notes later that Placus or Plax is not found in the interior
of the Tread as Homer says, nor is there a wooded place near
it (173).

Homer is also confusing on Teuthras (173), and t:t:e

Sidonians and Erembians (186-187) .

We now turn to the ci-

tations in which Strabo makes definite use of Homer.
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The Citations as Sources
The first group of citations are those which Strabo
uses as a source for ancient history--an area which we have
already seen is valuable for the geographer.

In Books 3-

7 Strabo cites Homer as an authority for history concerning
the migrations in the west (61-62 and 64-65) and the Pelasgians at Dodona (70).

In the former, while defending Homer's

knowledge of the western Mediterranean, the geographer notes
that external signs in the regions of Italy, Sicily, and
Iberia prove that wanderings did take place in the west after
the Trojan War, both by the Trojans and the Greeks:

the

former because their homes were destroyed; the latter becaua:,
as Horner says, "It was shameful to remain a long time and
then return home with nothing"

(Il. 2.298).

Strabo later

concludes that the wandering Greeks were successful in obtaining the wealth of the Iberians because the Iberians were
not unified against common enemies.
In Book 7, while describing the geography of Epirus
and Illyria, Strabo notes that in earlier times these countires had been rugged and mountainous but still populous.
In his own time they were mostly desolate, the inhabited
portions in ruins and surviving only in villages.
is the oracle at Dodona extinct.

So too

This leads the geographer

to inquire into the Pelasgian origin of the oracle and the
origin of the Pelasgians themselves.

The Homeric citations

in this passage appear as genuine sources of ancient his-
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tory.

Ancient history, in turn, is important to Strabo be-

cause it provides the most noteworthy characteristics of
many regions.
In Books 8-10 numerous citations are found scattered
through Strabo's work in which Horner can be seen as a source
of ancient history.

It again seems that virtually all of

them have been included by Strabo because they provide significant information about an area not otherwise available.
We need only briefly describe each passage:

Horner proves

that the Eleian country was divided into three parts in
ancient times (78).
Trojans (84).
Pheia (85).

The Cauconians were allies of the

At one time there was a town Pheia at Cape
Horner is the most remarkable, oldest, and most

experienced of ancient historians (87).

Eleian inferiority

to the Pylians at the time of the Trojan War is proved by
the poet (92).

Homer disproves the theory of Olympic Games

in his time (92-93).
leaders (93) •
senia (93).

Pisatis' fame is due to early great

Horner provides the ancient history of MesHelus was a city in earlier times (94).

Homer

shows that Mycenae was subdued after the Trojan War (99-100)
and that Orchomenus was a wealthy and powerful city in earlier times (109) .

Delphi is an ancient city (110) , Daphnus

at one time divided the Locrians (112) , and Thessaly is the
largest and oldest organization in Greece and was divided
into ten dynasties at the time of the Trojan War (113).
Homer clearly intends both Achilles and Phoenix to be the
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leaders over the same army (114) .

The Phthians were subject

to Achilles, Protesilaus, and Philoctetes (115).

Homer

provides facts on early history of Polypoetes' country (119120).

At the time of the Trojan War the Echinades were

ruled by Meges and the Taphians by Mentes (129-130)--the latter a people friendly also with the Ithacans (130).

Homer

supplies the history and origins of the Curetes (132-134),
and information about ancient Crete (135-136) .
Further evidence is found in the citations of Books
11-17 that Strabo used Homer as a source for ancient history, a source who provided significant information.
may again briefly list the passages:

We

Horner shows that

Rhodes and Cos were inhabited by the Greeks before the
Trojan War (152-153) and seeks the historical Troy in his
works (153).

At the time of the Trojan War the coast from

the promontiry of Lecturn to that of Canae was part of Priarn' s rule (155-157).

Troy was small in ancient times (163)

and was destroyed completely (167) .
Aeneas stayed in Troy (170-171).

Horner tells us that

The Leleges and Cili-

cians lost their leaders and were sacked before the Trojan
War (174-175).

Homer provides information on the ancient

tribe of the Pelasgians (175) and proves that the colonization of the Megarian Dorians took place after the Trojan
War (179-180).
nis {187).

Near Zephyriurn was the ancient town of Tho-

Thebes had a hundred gates and was wealthy in

ancient times (187-188).
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Homer is also seen by Strabo as a general storehouse
of fact, without regard for time.

For example, in Book 2

(54) Strabo quotes Homer as a source for the fact that the
northern and southern hemispheres are divided in two.

In

Books 3-7 Strabo cites Homer to prove Iberia's wealth (59601 and to demonstrate the extent of the Hellespont (72-73) .

We may briefly describe the rest.
In Chapter IV we learn from Strabo that Homer shows
that Geraestus is a convenient port for those sailing to A
Attica (122).

The poet also provides information on the

Euboean method of hand-to-hand fighting (122-123} .

Infor-

mation on Crete's ethnology and significant cities of the
island is found in Homer (134-136).
In Chapter V Strabo states that Comana and the temple
of Enyo are said to be in the Antitaurus Mountains according
~

Homer proves that the Trojan Plain was fer-

tile (152-153).

The poet sets the limits of the rule of the

to Homer (143}

Trojans (154-156}.
Gygaea (176).

Horner provides information on Lake

Between Greece and the source of the Nile are

great rivers and the stream of Oceanus (186} •
were skilled craftsmen (186}.

The Sidonians

The Nile is fed by rain water

(187).

In Strabo's use of Homer for illustrations, ornamentation, and parallels--citations included in his work by
Strabo for aesthetic effect, to strengthen a statement, to
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provide similar information..--we find another valid category
for ciations as sources.
Book 1 provides good examples of these citations.
Strabo comments that Homer's method is comparable with that
of an Indian geographer (18-19) .

He then notes that a

knowledge of astronomy is essential for the geographer so
that he does not call out in distress as Odysseus did (1920) •

The geographer argues that poetry is educative and

notes that Homer seems to regard bards as wise men also
(21-22) .

Strabo directly quotes Homer to illustrate the

function of myth as an inducement to learning (24) .

Later

Strabo quotes Homer on wave action (52) and proper amputation (53) .
In Books 11-17 more of these citations are found.
Strabo notes that Media, like Armenia, is a good horsepasturing country (143) .

Hellanicus is described by a

Homeric phrase (167) , as are certain philosophers of Taurus
(182-183) .

The poet also provides parallels to Moses and

the Jews (186).

The kings' residences at Alexandria are

like Odysseus' palace (187).

Oracular responses at Delphi

and among the Branchidae are given with nods and tokens as
in Homer (187).

Beside citations in defense of Horner and citations
used as sources, there is a group of miscellaneous citations--citations mainly found in other writers or bits of
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information on Homer's life.

We may list them briefly:

Eratosthenes quotes Homer to make a point about Bien (21).
Posidonius uses Homer to make a point about Solon (53-54).
Pheidias quotes Homer and uses the poet's scene in his own
painting (.91-92) •

Some people conjecture that Homer lived

before the Ionian colonization (101-102) .
to have met Homer (137).
of Il. 2.676-677 (138).

Lycurgus is said

Demetrius gives his interpretation
Plato uses Homer in his descrip-

tion of the stages of civilization (161-162).
was interested in Troy because of Homer (162).

Julius Caesar
Demetrius

quotes Il. 16.738 (170-171), and Stratonicus interprets Il.
6.143 (179).

Homer conjectured to be from Cyme (176).

tale of Creophylus is told (178).

The

The Chians claim Homer

(.178) .

The Magnesians inscribed a Homeric verse on a statue

(179).

Boethus mentions Homer in his defense (182).

Polybius uses Homer to illustrate the poor condition of
Egypt (187).

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
At this point it should be clear that the Homeric
citations are a more complex problem than the critics have
thought it to be.

The present evaluation of the citations

presents solid evidence that Strabo not only defends Homer
but also uses him as a reliable source for ancient history,
general truth, and aesthetic charm.

We must conclude that

no single theory so far presented is completely and exclusively correct.

The preponderance of citations on

finding fact behind myth, reconciling the conditions of
Homer's time and before with Strabo's, correctly interpreting conflicting terms, and identifying places mentioned in
Homer with the same name supports the contention that Strabo
seems obsessed with Homeric studies proving the poet's accuracy.

On the other hand, the passages in which Strabo

questions Homer's knowledge show that the geographer does
exercise critical judgement in dealing with Homer.

This

evaluation also provides evidence for the theories of those
scholars who see a definite purpose in Strabo's concern with
Horner.

The poet provides general information, and Strabo

shows true appreciation of Horner as poet in his use of
207
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Homeric citations for illustrations, ornamentation, and parallels.

Strabo's extensive use of Homer in ancient his-

tory is another example of Strabo's employing Homeric citations as a valid source.

In sum, although they are not

as numerous as the citations in defense of Homer, passages
are to be found which show Homer to be a source of historical information, general knowledge, and illustrations,
ornamentation, and parallels.
If no one theory holds true, we are forced to ask
why Strabo depends so much upon Homer, and, because he does,
why he must defend the poet as much as he has done.
long-standing answers have been as follows:

The

One tenet of

Stoic phi·losophy was total acceptance of Homer's veracity,
and Strabo was a Stoic.

Second, Strabo was a member of

the school of Pergamum, which had a renewed interest in
Homeric studies.

Third, all geography before Strabo had

been concerned in one way or another with Homer, and Strabo
was only following suit.

And yet we have often discussed

in this paper another possible solution, one only lightly
touched upon by critics but more directly supported by the
purpose and substance of Strabo's work.
Much of Greece and the Troad was desolate and in
ruins by Strabo's time.

The glory days had passed, leaving

only a hollow shell of what had once been a thriving culture.

In his description we have noted frequently that

Strabo asks the pardon of the reader when relating facts
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about the legends or history of a place or people.

He re-

jects anything not worth noting but insists that anything
significant must be included in his geography.

The Homeric

citations on ancient history are the largest group of citations outside those in defense of the poet and suggest
that the geographer found much in Horner which provided information not otherwise available.

A tally of the citations

on ancient history shows that the majority fall into the
books on Greece and Asia Minor (only four outside Books 817).

Strabo relies heavily on Horner as a source of histor-

ical f act--this much we can safely conclude--but can we
ascertain the reason why this is so?

The answer hinges on

our ability to pinpoint the geographer's principles of selection--what is worthy of inclusion, what must be left out.
The work opens with a statement of the requirements
needed in a geographer.

Strabo says that geography, though

useful to any man (his example is the hunter) , is especially useful to commanders and rulers (those who serve
the state), and is more conspicuous tv "'t'OtG ue:ya.Aot.G • • •

-

CSoc+me:p xa.t Ta 6.8.Aa. ue:l?;:w "ta i;f'IG tune:t.pla.G xa.t i;a ocpA.aua."t"a.
i;a E:x TFiG 6.ne:t.pla.G.

A work of geography cannot be scien-

tifically accurate in all respects (ana.vTa. axp1..eouv), 61..a
TO e:tva.t. no.At."'t't.J.<.W"'t'Epa.v.

And who surpasses all men, ancients

and moderns alike, not only in his poetry, cl.A.A.a oxe:66v "t"t.
xa.t

"t'~

course.

xa.Ta

"'t'OV

elov

E:une:lp~a. "'t'OV

noA.t."t't.J.<.6v?

Horner, of

Thus, Strabo does not see Horner primarily as a
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scientific source.

Rather, the poet excels in portraying

useful lessons--lessons which reflect the actual geography
of the regions that furnished the scenes of myths.

But does

Strabo actually see Homer as an authority for information
which will be useful for rulers and commanders?

We have

already noted this several times, but let us consider the
following selected passages in addition.
In Strabo's description of the western Mediterranean
it is stated that the most notable characteristic of the
whole area (and of Turdetania in particular) is its natural
wealth in metals.

Both the wandering Greeks (after the

fall of Troy) and the Romans of Strabo's time took advantage of Iberiats lack of unity to procure the country's
wealth.

One important witness to these facts is Homer.

As Strabo defends the poet it becomes clear that Homer's
value to the geographer is in being a source of useful knowledge--knowledge of Iberia's physical characteristics,
knowledge of the Greeks' ability to capitalize on Iberia's
weakness, knowledge which remains useful and edifying for
Strabo's readers.
In Books 8-10 more citations are found in which Strabo
uses Homer as a source of knowledge which is useful and
interesting to commanders and ruler.

In his discussion of

Pylus the geographer mentions Nestor'"s raid on the Eleians,
its manner and timing, the actual combat, the tally of the
plunder.

A little later Strabo notes that Pisatis' fame is
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due to the city's early great leaders and that Cnossus is
the greatest city of Crete according to Homer.

In a more

practical strain, the geographer credits Homer with knowing
that Geraestus i$ a strategic port and that the Euboeans
had a unique method of hand-to-hand fighting.
This same concern for utility is found in Books 1117.

Wars occurred in Troy because the plain was fertile,

Homer places battles in the Trojan Plain because it is very
wide, and for the same reasons Strabo spends a great deal
of time accurately defining the extent of the Trojan Plain
and Troy.
These are but a few of the many passages we have discussed which would be of interest to men of exalted positions.

In fact, many of the citations in defense of Homer

also fall into this category, for they show that Homer did
provide lessons for those who care for the needs of the
state.

We may, consequently, draw the following conclusion:

Strabo uses Homer so extensively because the poet provides
useful and interesting information--information valuable
to rulers and commanders, the group to whom Strabo primarily addresses his work.

In turn; Strabo must engage in

the discussion of Homeric problems and come to the poet's
defense if he is to present him as a credible source.

For

this reason the geographer takes every opportunity to prove
Homer's knowledge.

We may now sum up briefly.

The contexts of the citations indicate that Strabo
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used Homer like any other of his sources, weighing and selecting according to the standards set forth in his work.
It is incorrect to view the Homeric citations as a kind of
residue left in the Geography which had been carried into
it along with other sources (as Bidder and Honigmann might
suggest).

On the contrary, Strabo had definite uses for

Homer as a source for general information, ancient history,
and illustrations, ornamentation, and parallels.

These

uses were founded in the principles of Strabo's work, in
his intention to present information which would be useful
and edifying for men in exalted positions.

Because Homer

was the source of much controversy, Strabo was forced to
defend his much-used source in order to make him credible.
In the final analysis we must not judge Strabo's use of
Homer on scientific principles, for the geographer denies
that himself.

Rather, it is in Homer's depiction of man

in the state and Strabo's desire to educate the leaders
of states that these two writers share a common ground.
It should not be surprising to us, who still consider Homer
the spiritual source of western culture, that Strabo returns to Homer time and time again in his own attempt to
make sense of the inhabited world.
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